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WELCOME SPRING &

Everything Dressage!
Welcome to spring 2021–whether you are beginning your journey
as a dressage rider or competing at the FEI level, we are your
partners in performance and embrace your passion.

New this season:
• 250 NEW items from your favorite equestrian brands.
• A customized-for-your-dressage horse selection of high
quality apparel, tack and accessories from Europe and the US.
•N
 OW LAUNCHED: Our updated dressageextensions.com
website with 1600 additional equestrian products.
•N
 ow, FREE shipping on orders of $35+ and
FREE returns on all sized items.
• We sponsor the United States Dressage
Federation and the USDF Member
Organizations whose members champion
the growth of our sport.
Thanks for shopping with Dressage
Extensions and for choosing us as your
Partners In Performance.

Tamra Smith
© Shannon Brinkman

A
Silver Sconce

Crisp
poplin collar

Covered button
front placket

Made in Italy

Equiline was founded in the province of
Padua, Italy in 1989 by two brothers, Paolo
and Renato Marchetto. Combining their passion
and expertise, the brothers have been supplying
fashion brands since the 1970s. Today,
Equiline is internationally established in
more than 60 countries.
A. NEW! EQUILINE EULAE SHOW SHIRT
Beautifully appointed with a crisp white poplin
collar. Made of soft and breathable stretch jersey, it
feels comfortable against your skin and dries quickly.
Covered button front placket provides a clean look
under any show coat. Silver sconce, white.
Ladies’ 38-46.
203156 $190.00

Soft stretch
jersey

Silver
Sconce

B

C

White

D

Back Detail

B. NEW! EQUILINE X-SHAPE
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Extraordinary fit and special push-up function. Highly
technical, comfortable riding breeches made with
elasticized textile as well as inserts to support your body
and balance while riding. White. Ladies’ US 26(40),
28(42), 30(44), 32(46), regular.
350717 $436.00

Finesse your show ring style
at DressageExtensions.com/Equiline
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C. EQUILINE CECILE HIGH WAIST
FULL-GRIP BREECH
Ergonomically cut at pressure points for maximum
comfortability. Dainty crystals line the back and front
zipper pockets. Micro-fiber and Half-Grip full seat
in the shape of a “V” on the inner legs for excellent
stability in the saddle. White, navy. Ladies’ US 24(38),
26(40), 28(42), 30(44), 32(46), 34(48), 36(50), regular.
350718 $420.00

D. NEW! EQUILINE ARLETTE HIGH WAIST
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Designed with E-Plus Superior microfiber. Four-way
stretch fabric combines with a full seat grip print to
offer stability while riding. High waist and careful
shaping offer great comfort. Stretch fastening system
at the ankle. Navy, white. Ladies’ US 24(38), 26(40),
28(42), 30(44), 32(46), 34(48), regular.
351096 $399.00

Navy

Navy

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

White

NEW!
INNOVATIVE
E
Black

elegance!

G
Italian-designed &
made for performance

Black

Extremely
elastic
technical
fabric

Touches
of subtle
elegance

F

E. EQUILINE GIOIA SHOW JACKET
Best Seller! Made of the same X-Cool fabric as the
Marilyn. Collar back and points have faceted crystals
matching the coat color and adding subtle elegance.
Crystal elements on the buttons create a stunning effect.
Black, navy. Ladies’ 4-14.
400838 $989.00
Black

Navy

F. NEW! EQUILINE AMBERK SHOW SHIRT
Always in fashion with its hidden buttons and smart
embroidered logo on the collar. This competition top is
made for comfort in stretchable, breathable and textural
three-dimensional fabric. White. Ladies’ 38-46.
203170 $239.00

G. EQUILINE MARILYN SHADBELLY
Best Seller! Beautiful and stylish, this Italian-designed
shadbelly is made for performance. The X-Cool Evo
technical fabric is extremely elastic as well as resistant
to abrasions, stains and water. Adjustable weights in
tails allow customization. Collar back and points have
faceted crystals matching the coat color which adds a
subtle elegance. Crystal elements on the buttons create
a stunning effect. Black, navy. Ladies’ 4-14.
400840 $1376.00
Black

PARTNERS IN
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A
A

A. PIKEUR® LILIEN SHADBELLY
Best Seller! Performance shadbelly with a tailored cut, narrow sleeves and broad form.
Collar, waist belt, points and pocket squares adorned with a subtle Strauss application.
Includes exchangeable points and pocket squares and shank buttons in center front and
on sleeves. Black. Ladies’ 6-14, regular.
400863 $1190.00

B

B. NEW! B VERTIGO FELICITY SHOW SHIRT
Sets new standards in your show wardrobe. A classic
fit with a pleated front placket gives you a beautiful
appearance on show day. High-quality, breathable and
stretchy fabric ensures you will have ventilation.
Quick-dry properties help keep you cool. White.
Ladies’ 36-42.
203125 $49.99

C. NEW! HORZE CHRISTEL
RUFFLE SHOW SHIRT
Both classy and chic. Ruffle details on the collar and
front placket provide the look of a stock tie, while
crystal buttons and a logo at the chest bring a little
something extra to your show outfit. Breathable
quick-dry fabric keeps you cool and dry so you can
focus on your ride. Dark navy, white. Ladies’ 36-44.
203126 $39.99
Dark navy
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D

C

White

Test Bit Center – DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing | 800.303.7849

D. NEW! HORZE TARA HIGH WAIST
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Classic zip, four-button closure and a perfect silhouette.
Ultra high-waist provides a snug fit, extra slimming
look and extra support. New fabric mix provides just
enough stretch. Bit print silicone full-seat with front
and back pockets. White. Ladies’ 36-42.
350961 $109.99

E

NEW!

cool competition!
Crystal application
on placket

H

Strategic
seaming for a
flattering fit
F

Pikeur logo
on cuff

G

E. NEW! PIKEUR® PHIOLA
COMPETITION SHIRT
Lightweight, stretchy fabric has a mesh insert in back to
help keep you cool. Concealed buttons and application
on collar. Black, white. Ladies’ 34-42.
203116 $139.00
Black

White

F. PIKEUR® WHITE CANDELA GRIP BREECH
Fashionable and functional in resilient microfiber. High
rise, wide waistband, silicone print full seat, front zipper
and two slant front pockets. Stretch panel bottoms.
White. Ladies’ 24-32 regular; 26-32, long.
350802 $355.00

Explore more show apparel!
at DressageExtensions.com/Show

G. PIKEUR® CANDELA II
MCCROWN BREECH
Perfect for short coats and shadbellys. Popular highwaisted show breech provides a fantastic fit and the
sophisticated look of Pikeur. Wide waistband with 3
stylish buttons. McCrown full seat and stretch closure
at ankle. White. Ladies’ 24-36, regular; 26-36, long.
350804 $339.95
H. NEW! PIKEUR® ORIANA
COMPETITION SHIRT
Made to ensure comfort on show day. Lightweight,
extremely stretchy fabric. Covered button placket is
detailed with a crystal application to lend fashionable
sparkle. White, navy. Ladies’ 34-42.
203115 $145.00
White

PARTNERS IN

Navy
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B

A
Black

White/Black

Black

C

A. HORSEWARE® SARA
COMPETITION SHIRT
Athletic and graceful. Cool, breathable comfort in
a sporty fit with capped sleeves. Coolmax® wicking
technology and antibacterial properties. Quarter-zip
front and single snap collar trimmed in silver. Pretty
lace cut-out detail in back adds a feminine touch!
Ladies’ S(6-8), M(8-10), L(10-12), XL(12-14).
Short Sleeve. Black, white.
200577 $62.95
Long Sleeve. Not shown. White.
White
202046 $69.95
8

B. AA® PLATINUM COLLECTION
MOTIONLITE SHADBELLY
Ideal in hot weather. Extremely lightweight and
breathable shadbelly zips neatly on bodice under the
buttons giving a smooth silhouette without gapping.
Includes interchangeable buttons for different looks.
Machine washable and quick-dry. Black.
Ladies’ S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10).
400870 $399.95

Our Team is Here to Help | DressageExtensions.com | 800.303.7849

C. FITS® FREE FLEX FRONT-ZIP FULL SEAT
Yoga pant comfort! Anti-fatigue PerforMAX
compression fabric with tummy smoothing panel.
Leather-free stretch crotch for full freedom. Exclusive
Flex-Leather full seat looks and grips like leather but
is machine washable and dryable! White/black, black.
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18).
35970 $178.95

Details make the difference.
Visit us at DressageExtensions.com/Apparel

A

Water repellent,
heat-regulating
and extremely
comfortable

C
Exclusive Lurex piping
on collar and points

Sofileta softshell fabric
with bi-stretch
B

Navy

Black

Cavallo produces high-quality equestrian apparel characterized by fashion and functionality, which complement each other
perfectly. In national and international equestrian sports, Cavallo’s products are widely used and enjoy an extremely high reputation
among riders. Cavallo has been the outfitter of the "German Olympics Committee for riding" (DOKR) for 30 years.
A. CAVALLO® VIENNA SHADBELLY
Rhinestones and exclusive Lurex piping on collar
and points for a polished look. Sofileta softshell fabric
is light and active with bi-stretch. This fabric is also
highly breathable, water repellent, heat regulating, dirt
repellent and extremely comfortable. Extra set of plain
points included. Navy. Ladies’ 6-14, regular.
400852 $995.00

B. CAVALLO® ESTORIL
CRYSTAL SHOW COAT
Super-stretchy and light. Cavashell® soft-shell is
breathable, temperature regulating, quick drying, water
and dirt repellent. Back mesh insert for ventilation.
Silver piping on collar and logo buttons with solitaire
crystal. Rhinestones dot front pockets and doublevented back waist. Navy, black. Ladies’ 8-14, regular.
400854 $575.00

C. CAVALLO® VIENNA
ALCANTRA® SHADBELLY
Vienna Alcantra (a sueded fabric) with rhinestones
and exclusive Lurex piping on collar and points.
Sofileta soft-shell fabric is light and active with
bi-stretch. Highly breathable, water repellent, heat
regulating and dirt repellent. Includes a set of plain
black points. Black/anthracite. Ladies’ 6-16, regular.
400851 $1095.95

PARTNERS IN

performance
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Raglan-cut
for mobility

A

Breathable
tech mesh

A. NEW! ARIAT® SUNSTOPPER PRO
SHOW SHIRT 2.0
Back and better than ever! Updated styling with the
same great performance features of the original, but
with raglan-cut sleeves to maximize comfort at the
shoulders and breathable tech mesh paneling in all the
places you need it most. Lightweight pique knit with
AriatTEK® Heat Series technology keeps you cool,
Moisture Movement Technology™ wicks perspiration
away from your skin and Sun Protection Fabric™
UPF 45 technology shields your skin. Blue opal dot.
Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203099 $64.95
B
Berkeley

UPF 45
sun protection

Sophisticated show ring style
at DressageExtensions.com/Show

Black

C
White

D

B. ARIAT® SUNSTOPPER PRO QUARTERZIP SHOW SHIRT 2.0
Professional polish for the show ring. Lightweight piqué
knit with UPF 45 sun protection. Breathable mesh
paneling allows cooling airflow. Show collar, poplin
cuffs and zip placket combine to provide a clean look
under a show jacket. Berkeley, castello. Ladies’ XS(2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
202797A $64.95
Berkeley

Castello

C. NEW! ARIAT® TRI FACTOR X GRIP
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Comfort and confidence in a deeper rise. Highperformance mid-weight stretch knit fabric with
freeze Point™ technology makes your skin surface
temperature feel up to 5° cooler, while Moisture
Movement Technology™ keeps you dry. Compression
fabric provides a sleek fit and Ariat’s Hex Silicone Grip
full seat delivers optimal grip. V3® elastic panel in the
back waist for superior stretch and recovery. Euro seat,
front pockets and faux back-flap pockets. White, black.
Ladies’ 24-34 regular; 26-32 long.
351081 $179.95
D. ARIAT® TRI FACTOR SHOW BREECH
Innovative compressive fabric is infused with cooling
technology. Core Control technology targets support
for core muscles and slims the silhouette. “V” panel
back waistband offers superior stretch and recovery.
Full silicone grip seat. Faux back flap pockets. White.
Ladies’ 24-32 regular; 28-32 long.
350434 $159.95
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Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

NEW!
SOPHISTICATED

show
essentials

Black
Swarovski
crystals on
collar

Flattering
fitted style

Versatile
Over-the-hip
styling

ROMFH® BLING VEST
Features authentic black Swarovski® crystals on the
collar and pockets. Flattering, tailored fit works
well with all your show shirts. Over-the-hip length,
understated saddle skirt with two rear slits and belted
back with button detail. Black. Ladies’ 6-14, regular.
400550 $199.95

Find more show fashions
at DressageExtensions.com/Show

White/
Light Gray

ROMFH® SARAFINA BREECH
Flattering contoured waistband, strategically placed
back yoke and wide non-binding fit allows you to look
your best. Features a suede full seat and vertical stretch
suede Softtouch™ micro-PU fabric for the softest, most
comfortable technical breech on the market. Machine
washable. White/light gray, pewter, black.
Ladies’ 26-34, regular or long.
35869 $179.95
White/
Light Gray

Pewter

ROMFH® SARAFINA BLING BREECH
Luxuriously soft. Silicone full seat for ultimate grip
without compromising feel. Elegant bling accents on
the rear pockets and under the front pockets. Mid rise
with a wide, non-binding, contoured waistband with
a strategically placed back yoke. Stretch calf panels.
White. Ladies' 24-36 regular; 26-30 long.
350726 $199.95

RHC DRESSAGE FULL-SEAT BREECH
Best Seller! No need to worry about your saddle
staining your white breeches or sitting down while you
wait to ride. Microfiber breeches with a synthetic suede
full seat. High waist, front zip, VELCRO® leg closure.
White with black seat. Ladies’ 24-36, regular or long.
350878 $98.95

Black

PARTNERS IN

performance
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NEW!
REFINED

schooling styles!

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE HAILEY VEST
A feminine shape with flattering seams creates your
best silhouette in the saddle. Elasticized tapes at the
armholes and the hem ensure unrestricted motion.
Glitter logo on chest and embroidery at the back of
the drawcord collar sparkles with rhinestones. Two
zip pockets. Dark blue, mauve. Ladies’ S(6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16).
401027 $109.00
Dark Blue

Mauve

Dark Blue
Mauve

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE DELPHI
FULL-SEAT JEAN BREECH
Marries sporty design with classic denim styling.
Premium stretch denim fabric with a durable, nonslip
silicone print full seat. Medium rise, front zip, front
and back pockets. Contrast stitching and flexible calf
panels. Jeans blue. Ladies’ 24-30, regular.
351076 $199.95
12

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE VICTORY
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Decorated with pretty rhinestones. Top of the front
pockets, left leg and a horse motif on the back belt loop
shimmer with rhinestones. Two pockets on back and
sides. Silicone seat with Schockemöhle horse design.
Elasticated sock bottoms. White. Ladies’ 24-30, regular.
350676 $285.00

800.303.7849 | DressageExtensions.com | Shop over 250 New Spring Items

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE AIR POCKET
FULL-SEAT RIDING TIGHT
Highly elastic fabric with decorative seams, cellphone
side pockets, a perforated back yoke and silicone full seat.
Stretchy and soft pull-on, high-rise waistband is complete
with belt loops for a polished look. Glitter print logo on
left leg. Mauve, dark blue. Ladies’ 22-32, regular.
350905 $119.00

Founded in 2005, Schöckemohle Sports offers riding apparel that delivers style, high performance and a touch
of elegance. Riding clothing offers comfort and a polished look for both schooling and competition arenas.
Stylish yet functional designs are made of the latest technical fabrics with properties to resist water and stains,
wick perspiration, resist wrinkling, protect against UV rays and more.

Back Detail

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE MARLENA SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
A tried and true equestrian favorite offered in lightweight stretch fabric. Trimmed
with a tonal rib collar and sleeve cuffs. Striped tape lines the button placket and brand
embroidery adorns the chest and sleeve. Inner collar also has contrast trim. Mauve,
opal. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203070 $79.95
Mauve

Opal

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE MARIA SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
An update on an equestrian classic with glitter print along the shoulder seams and
collar. A decorative glitter print accented with crystals adds pop to the back, while a
glitter print logo finishes the front. Two-part stand collar and button placket.
Dark blue, mauve. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203084 $95.00
Dark Blue

Mauve

Detail

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE LUCKY PAGE
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Offers UV protection in a breathable, quick-dry fabric
with antibacterial odor control. Feminine fit with a
stylish print. Mesh inserts at the sides and shoulder area.
Finished with a tonal front zip and accented with logo
embroidery on the chest. Dark blue.
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203087 $89.95

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE RHIANNA JACKET
Flattering seaming and feminine shaping provides a
great look. Offering lightweight and versatile warmth,
this sporty layer boasts an embroidered collar accented
with rhinestones. Tonal front zipper and two zippered
pockets. Rubber badge on the left sleeve. Mauve.
Ladies’ S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
401029 $119.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE TALEA JACKET
Mixed materials in a lightweight and comfortable
design for riding. Front is quilted and lightly padded to
retain body heat. Perfect for riders, the hood has a press
button to fasten it to the back panel to prevent it from
flapping. Zip front and two zip pockets have branded
grosgrain trim. Logo embroidery accents the chest and
a rubber logo badge adorns the left sleeve. Dark blue.
Ladies’ S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
401030 $139.00

PARTNERS IN

performance
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Technical piqué
fabric

Elegant
button placket

Made in Italy

NEW! EQUILINE GLORYG POLO SHIRT
Sporty sophistication in soft, breathable, technical piqué
fabric with quick-dry properties. Fit is flattering and
feminine with princess seaming. Lurex® in the ribknit
collar and cuffs, plus shimmering branding, keeps
this top on-trend. Elegant placket has metal buttons.
Amethyst, black, white. Ladies’ XS-XL.
203177 $139.00
Amethyst

Black

White

Discover more Equiline styles
at DressageExtensions.com/Equiline

NEW! EQUILINE CORDULAC BMOVE
FULL-GRIP BREECH
Mid-weight bonded fabric designed to provide
extra comfort. It is stretchable, breathable and
quick-drying. A technical full grip system provides
in-saddle stability. Mid rise. Silicone grip full seat.
Stretchy sock bottoms. Night gray, seaport blue.
Ladies’ 36-48, regular.
351105 $395.00
Seaport
Blue

14

Flattering fit

NEW! EQUILINE EUDORAE
FULL-GRIP BREECH
Beautifully designed for warm weather. Premium
quality lightweight stretch fabric is breathable and
quick-drying to ensure riding comfort. Equiline’s
mid-rise and “Y” shaped full grip silicone system offers
stability with flexibility. Stretch bottoms fit comfortably
inside tall boots. Plum. Ladies’ 36-46, regular.
351106 $379.00

Night Gray

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

NEW! EQUILINE CHARLAC TIGHT
Premium quality riding tight from Equiline! Extremely
comfortable in high-stretch, quick-dry jersey. This
pull-on riding pant has a strategically shaped waistband
that flatters without construction. Equiline’s technical
knee grip system offers stability for riding. Black.
Ladies’ XS-XXL.
351107 $195.00

NEW!

modern luxury!
A

B

A. NEW! ARISTA® 3-BAR GINGHAM SHIRT
A proprietary equestrian print that nods to a country
classic pattern. Sophisticated design coordinates with
Arista outer layers and has dye sublimation panels
to achieve perfect pattern placement and fade-proof
color. Exclusive Arista Brio-Tek 100 performance
fabric is luxuriously soft, extremely stretchy and
lightweight. Moisture wicking effectively keeps skin
dry. Magenta, navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(6-9),
L(9-12), XL(12-14).
203091 $130.00
Magenta

Navy

B. NEW! ARISTA® CHERRY BLOSSOMS SHIRT
A beautiful proprietary equestrian print matches Arista
outer layers. Dye sublimation panels allow perfect
pattern placement and lasting color on Arista Brio-Tek
100 performance fabric. Extremely stretchy, lightweight
and soft, with moisture-wicking action to pull wetness
away from your skin. Piping along princess seams creates
a flattering effect. 9" tonal zip placket. Gold, pink.
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(6-9), L(9-12), XL(12-14).
203092 $130.00
Gold

C

C. NEW! ARISTA® MODERN
PLAID & BITS SHIRT
Achieve a professional turn out in this beautiful
proprietary equestrian print designed to match Arista
outer layers. Exclusive Arista Brio-Tek 100 performance
fabric. Extremely stretchy, lightweight and soft, with
moisture-wicking action. Navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(6-9), L(9-12), XL(12-14).
203093 $130.00

D

Pink

E

D. NEW! ARISTA® STRAPS SHIRT
A propriety, modern equestrian-inspired print brightens
your training. Coordinates with Arista outer layers. Dye
sublimation panels achieve perfect pattern placement
and fade-proof color. Exclusive Arista Brio-Tek 100
performance fabric is stretchy, lightweight and soft,
with moisture-wicking action. White. Ladies’ XS(0-2),
S(4-6), M(6-9), L(9-12), XL(12-14).
203094 $130.00

E. NEW! ARISTA® WAVING REINS SHIRT
A dynamic yet sophisticated proprietary print that
coordinates with Arista outer layers. Dye sublimation
panels achieve perfect pattern placement. Exclusive
Arista Brio-Tek 100 performance fabric is extremely
stretchy, lightweight and soft, with moisture-wicking
action. White. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(6-9),
L(9-12), XL(12-14).
203095 $130.00

PARTNERS IN

performance
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Sparkling
logo

Dark Blue

White

Contrast
detailing

Princess
seams

NEW! CAVALLO® SEIKA POLO SHIRT
Present a sharp look in a performance jersey. Sporty fit with princess seams. Collar has contrast
detail and sleeves are trimmed with printed tape. A sparkling stirrup logo is the finishing
touch. Dark blue, twilight. Ladies’ 36-46 .
203109 $56.00
Dark Blue

NEW! CAVALLO® SURI POLO SHIRT
Performance jersey in an eye-catching stripe. Cut to
provide a sporty fit. Side seams trimmed in decorative
branded tape. Dark blue, white. Ladies’ 36-46.
203108 $68.00

Twilight

Smoke blue

Graphite

NEW! CAVALLO® CARA GRIP MOBILE BREECH
Five pocket styling modeled after a classic jean with
a cellphone pocket on the thigh. Rhinestones on the
back pockets for an eye-catching touch. Mid-rise with
a straight waist and CAVAGRIP® silicone full seat. Two
slit pockets and a coin pocket in front and two patch
pockets in back. Blue washed. Ladies’ 22-32, regular.
351086 $224.00

16

NEW! CAVALLO® LAJA FULL-GRIP RL BREECH
Athletically inspired high-rise flatters as it lets you
move freely. Straight, elasticized high waistband with
high-stretch fabric and extra-flat, ergonomic seaming.
Cavallo’s comfort pleating along the back yoke ensures a
perfect fit and superior coverage. CAVAGRIP® silicone
full seat provides flexible, reliable hold. Two cellphone
pockets. Black. Ladies’ 22-32, regular.
351089 $81.00

Test Bit Center – DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing | 800.303.7849

NEW! CAVALLO® CAROLE FULL-GRIP BREECH
Delivers classic elegance and performance. Lightweight
stretch fabric stands up beautifully to daily wear.
CAVAGRIP® silicone full seat ensures optimal grip
without restriction. Mid-rise with a straight waist, two
front pockets, a cellphone pocket on one thigh and a
zip pocket on the back yoke. Graphite, smoke blue.
Ladies’ 22-34, regular.
351091 $131.00

NEW!

stylish schooling!
Olive

NEW! CAVALLO® SONNY AIR LAYER
FLEECE VEST
Offers warmth and breathability. Water-repellent nylon
shoulder overlays, two-way front zipper allows in-saddle
adjustability. Two zip pockets and branded tape detail
along side seams. Dark blue. Ladies’ 36-44.
401035 $98.00

NEW! CAVALLO® SVETA BOMBER JACKET
Versatile design fits seamlessly into the equestrian
lifestyle. Hideaway collar hood, waterproof, windproof
and breathable with sealed seam. Two-way front zip
allows comfort while seated. Zip pockets keep essentials
secure. Reflective detailing. Dark blue. Ladies’ 34-46.
401036 $180.00

Dark blue

Dark blue

Black

Dark Blue

Olive

Dark Blue

Black

NEW! CAVALLO® CELINE X GRIP
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Extreme stretch fabric and CAVA TEC® GRIP
polyurethane full seat. The contoured waistband follows
your curves. Two slit front pockets have rivet details;
two faux pockets and stretch bottoms. Black, dark blue,
graphite/black, white. Ladies’ 22-34, regular; 26-30, long.
351090 $270.00
Black

NEW! CAVALLO® SAHILA
COLLARED SWEATSHIRT
Keeps you comfortable with a high, standup collar.
Two zippered pockets, a sporty print on front and
silver print detail in back. Classic matte outer and soft,
brushed inner. Olive, dark blue. Ladies’ 36-46.
203110 $79.00

Graphite/
Black

White

CAVALLO® CAROL GRIP S BREECH
For stylish rides. High rise, straight waistband and
comfort yoke. Stretch fabric with warm inner and
CAVAGRIP full seat for flexible hold. Two zip-front
pockets, side cellphone pocket and two faux back
pockets. Black, dark blue. Ladies’ 22-32, regular.
350894 $155.00

Black

NEW! CAVALLO® SALIA QUILTED VEST
A feminine shape with flattering seams creates your
best silhouette in the saddle. Elasticized tapes at the
armholes and the hem ensure unrestricted motion.
Glitter logo on chest and embroidery at the back of the
drawcord collar sparkles with rhinestones. Two
zip pockets. Twilight. Ladies’ 36-46.
401037 $111.00

Dark Blue

PARTNERS IN
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NEW!

polished performance!
Dark Green

Contrast
zipper

Dark Green

Mesh fabric
for superior
cooling

Built-in
stretch

NEW! PIKEUR® LINEE SHIRT
A blend of technical jersey and mesh makes this shirt extremely cool, quick-drying and comfortable for
riding. Black mesh perforated with PIKEUR design lets body heat escape. Built-in stretch ensures your
freedom of movement. Dark green, night sky. Ladies’ 34-42.
203111 $109.00

NEW! PIKEUR® LIN VEST
Functional jersey with extreme four-way stretch to
support your freedom of motion. The soft, breathable
fabric teams up with mesh at the sides to provide added
airflow. Front zipper has a removable pull. Dark green,
taupe, aubergine. Ladies’ 34-42.
401038 $170.00

Dark
Green

Dark
Green

Night Sky

Navy

Heath

Taupe

Aubergine

Sophisticated show ring style
at DressageExtensions.com/Pikeur
Navy

NEW! PIKEUR® LIVIE PULLOVER
A casual, versatile style with round neck. Knit to provide
a close fit, it tucks into breeches or partners with jeans.
Navy glitter print on the sleeve; black silicone print on
chest. Navy, black. Ladies’ 34-42.
203114 $145.00

Navy
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Black

NEW! PIKEUR® LILJA HOODIE
Part of a new generation of oversized sweatshirts that
provide easy layering and a relaxed fit. Cut with side
slits and a Pikeur glitter print in light gold.
Heath, black. Ladies’ S-XL.
203113 $129.00

Heath

Black

Our Team is Here to Help | DressageExtensions.com | 800.303.7849

NEW! PIKEUR® MESH CAP
Designed to cover yet keep your head cool. Pairs
a cotton front with an embossed Pikeur logo in a
lightweight, breathable, stretch mesh on the sides and
back. Brim has a small Pikuer logo repeat pattern.
Navy, black. Adjustable back strap.
36962 $39.00
Navy/Clear Black

Black

NEW! PIKEUR® PAULIN RIDING JACKET
The incredibly popular Paulin Jacket now comes in a beautiful dark green!
Sophisticated, bi-elastic fabric is breathable, water-resistant and windproof.
Front zipper is concealed under the rose gold button front to deliver a close
fit with clean lines. Rose gold zippers finish the pockets, and a rose gold badge
adorns the left sleeve. Dark green. Ladies’ 8-14.
401041 $520.00

NEW! PIKEUR® ISALIE RIDING JACKET
Designed to match the Laure Breech, below, it is destined to be a favorite with any
riding pant. Flap pockets features a center single vent in back to accommodate the
saddle and cantle. A rhinestone application carries from the collar to the pocket flaps
to the back waist. Black, night blue. Ladies’ 8-14.
401042 $520.00
Black

Night Blue

Black

Dark Green

White

NEW! PIKEUR® LUCINDA
FULL-GRIP BREECH
Modern design with a modified low rise sits lower in
front, but rises in back. Premium performance fabric for
support, moisture wicking and durability. Slip-resistant,
durable silicone grip seat with innovative PU finish offers
exceptional power. Front zipper, belt loops and front-zip
pocket. Aubergine. Ladies’ 24-30, regular or long.
351093 $290.00

White

NEW! PIKEUR® JONNA GRIP BREECH
Popular high-rise waist for an ideal fit. Premium fabric
offers superior stretch and recovery, plus moisturewicking to keep you cool. Microfiber full seat, wide
waistband with rhinestones on the center back belt loop
and front pocket trim. Silicone print full seat provides
in-saddle hold. Sock bottoms. White, black. Ladies’
24-34 regular; 26-32 long.
351094 $385.00

NEW! PIKEUR® LAURE FULL-GRIP BREECH
Highly breathable and quick-drying in sporty new
performance fabric. Styled to pair with the Pikeur Isalie
jacket, above. Medium rise, front zip and finished with
a silicone print full seat and tone-on-tone rhinestones
on front and cellphone pockets. Stretch panel bottoms
offers a smooth fit inside boots. White, dark green.
Ladies’ 24-34 regular; 26-32 long.
351095 $340.00

PARTNERS IN
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UPF 30
sun protection

Stand
collar

NEW! FRESH LOOKS

for spring
training!

NEW! KASTEL DENMARK CHARLOTTE
SIGNATURE QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT
Lightweight, breathable fabric offers whisper-like
softness against your skin. Built-in UPF 30 and cooling
mesh on the inner sleeves promotes breathability.
Quarter-zip placket. Stand collar. Fitted wrists on long
sleeves. Logo detailing. White. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
202261 $75.00
Fitted wrists

Find more Kastel Denmark apparel
at DressageExtensions.com/Kastel

NEW! KASTEL DENMARK LEMONS CAP SLEEVE SHIRT WITH TRIM
Lightweight and feminine in beautiful print fabric rated UPF 30. Stretchy and
breathable, it provides antibacterial odor reduction. Black and white elasticized
striped trim accents stylish short sleeves. Stand collar shields the back of your neck
from the sun; a quarter-zip placket adjusts ventilation. Blue. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
202658 $76.00
20

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

NEW! KASTEL DENMARK FLORAL CAP SLEEVE SHIRT WITH TRIM
Fresh and feminine with a beautiful floral print accented by Kastel’s signature striped
trim. Raglan cap sleeve construction, lightweight stretch fabric rated UPF 30 is styled
with a quarter-zip placket and stand collar that protects the back of your neck.
Light blue. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203072 $78.00

Kastel Denmark is simplicity paired
with fashionable flare to reflect Danish
heritage and timeless design. Kastel
combines important functional elements
including protection from the sun along
with durability and quality.

NEW! KASTEL DENMARK FLORAL RAGLAN
SUN SHIRT
Offers feminine appeal in an attractive print fabric with
UPF 30 sun protection. Lightweight, breathable and
stretchy, with confidence-building antibacterial odor
resistance. Semi-fitted, with stand collar, quarter zip
and cooling mesh inner sleeves to allow optimal airflow.
Light blue. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16).
203069 $79.00

NEW! KASTEL DENMARK FLORAL
RAGLAN SUN SHIRT
Supports your athleticism while shielding your
skin from the sun. Raglan sleeve construction and
lightweight stretch fabric with UPF 30 coverage.
Quarter-zip placket and stand collar protects the back
of your neck. Cooling mesh inner sleeves promote
airflow. Navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16).
203071 $79.00
PARTNERS IN
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NEW!

technical & on-trend!

NEW! ARIAT® PRIX SLEEVELESS
POLO SHIRT 2.0
A flattering fit with smooth coverage. Details include
delicate buttons on an elongated placket. Soft cotton
jersey is sourced from the Better Cotton Initiative (BCI),
a non-profit that promotes better standards in cotton
farming. The fabric inhibits the growth of bacterial odors
and has cooling technology to make the skin surface
temperature feel reduced. Cool blue. Ladies’ XS(2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203096 $39.95

NEW! ARIAT® SUNSTOPPER QUARTER-ZIP TOP 2.0
Better than ever with updated styling and exciting new colors. Sunstopper 2.0 has all the same great performance
features of the original, but now features raglan-cut sleeves to maximize comfort at the shoulders, plus breathable
tech mesh paneling in all the places you need it most. Offering a flattering fit in a lightweight pique knit with
AriatTEK® Heat Series technology to help keep you cool. Moisture Movement Technology™ wicks perspiration
away from your skin, and Sun Protection Fabric™ technology shields your skin with UPF 45. Italian plum.
Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203098 $54.95
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NEW! ARIAT® TALENT POLO SHIRT
Ride in style and comfort! Reinforced seams and
technical stretch jersey fabric allows you to move
comfortably, while Moisture Movement Technology™
wicks perspiration away from your skin. Styled with a
classic button placket and finished with a logo on the
chest. Winter moss. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16).
203103 $49.95

B

Ariat’s sporty styles are designed to work hard, feel great and protect you from heat, sun and weather. The
winning combination of high performing fabric with on-trend styling gives your team the cutting edge.

UPF 50

A

Imperial Blue
Stripe

Body mapping
technology
for increased
airflow

C

Roll-up
button sleeves

A. NEW! ARIAT® VENTTEK™ SHIRT
Wear-tested and ready to ride. Classic button-front with
VentTEK™ body mapping technology that increases
airflow. Moisture Movement Technology™ and an SPF™
finish offers cooling protection from ultraviolet rays.
Mesh yoke lining and shoulder vents. Imperial blue
stripe, hyacinth violet. Ladies’ S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16).
203104 $54.95
D

Imperial
Hyacinth
Blue Stripe Violet

B. ARIAT® SNAFFLE TEE
Shows off your equestrian style in soft, breathable
cotton jersey sourced through the Better Cotton
Initiative. Light heather gray. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
202808 $31.95

C. NEW! ARIAT® HALO DENIM
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Delivers the look and comfort of jeans and the
performance of breeches. Mid-rise, four-way stretch
denim in a medium wash has a flexible yet grippy
silicone print full seat. Core Control Technology™ offers
gentle and flattering support for your middle. Stylish
back pockets. Wash 1. Ladies’ 24-34, regular.
351080 $129.95
D. NEW! ARIAT® MOBILE CADDY BELT
Works beautifully in and out of the arena. Crafted
from fine leather and sized to fit larger phones. An
adjustable strap with clips lets it attach easily to belt
loops on breech or jeans and it rides comfortably along
on the hip. Top zipper keeps the contents secure.
Black. One size.
41931 $65.95

PARTNERS IN
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NEW!
A

keeping you cool!
B

Rose

Skylight

A. NEW! KERRITS® COOL RIDE ICEFIL® SOLID SHIRT
Fun, vertical two-tone stripe down the center back. IceFil Lite fabric is one of the
lightest weight cooling fabrics available. Highly functional in high-heat conditions,
this breathable, stretchy and quick drying fabric offers UPF 30+ sun protection. Keeps
you cool and dry by absorbing perspiration and converting it to cooling energy. Relaxed
shape for a flattering fit. 10" zipper. High collar, stock tie loop and rider’s cut hem.
Skylight, rose. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
203080 $59.00
C

Blackberry

B. NEW! KERRITS® COOL RIDE ICEFIL® PRINT SHIRT
Ultra light fabric is cool and breezy. Exclusive Kerrits equestrian print is designed
to mask dirt. Quick-drying, lightweight and breathable, IceFil Lite fabric provides
UPF 30+ sun protection and creates a cooling sensation on the skin as it converts
perspiration to a refrigerant. Relaxed fit, 10" zipper, high collar and a rider’s cut hem
provides classic coverage. Sporty solid side panels. Juniper field, skylight hoof links.
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
202782 $59.00

Indigo

C. NEW! KERRITS® ICEFIL® FULL-SEAT TIGHT
The coolest choice for hot weather. IceFil fabric cools your skin’s surface temperature
up to five degrees. Four-way stretch fabric with light compression provides flattering
coverage and UPF 50+ sun protection. Breathable, anti-slip Kerrit Sticks™ technology
along the inner legs and seat provides an equal ratio of stretch, grip and breathability.
Blackberry, indigo. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
Women's 1X(18W-20W), 2X(22W-24W).
350884 $94.00
24

Skylight
Hooflinks

Juniper
Field

D

Black

Tan

D. NEW! KERRITS® ICEFIL® TECH TIGHT
The coolest you’ll find! Four-way stretch IceFil wicks sweat away and converts it to
a refrigerant that feels cool on your skin. Anti-slip Kerrits Sticks™‚ full seat equally
distributes stretch, grip and breathability for confidence in the saddle without
restriction. Flattering Flow Rise waist, two pockets and gripper bottoms. Black, tan.
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Women’s 1X(18-20), 2X(22-24).
35979A $94.00

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

E
B

E. NEW! KERRITS® SHADY BREEZE
CONVERTIBLE SHIRT
Lightweight enough for sun protection and durable
enough for barn chores, plus stretch and softness.
Quick-dry, breathable fabric in a tonal plaid. Sleeves can
be rolled up and secured with a snap. Tall collar protects
neck from UV rays and insects. Mesh back panel and
full-length snap placket provide ventilation. Harbor.
Ladies’ S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
203082 $79.00
Sunset/
Rosewood

F. NEW! KERRITS® COLLECTED CLINIC SHIRT
Airflow and breathability with needle-punched mesh dots.
Two-tone stretch jersey fabric. Relaxed cut with princess
seams, mid-length sleeves and a longer back panel. Showstyle collar lined with an equestrian print. Quarter-length
snap placket. Sunset/rosewood, juniper/indigo. Ladies’
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
203081 $59.00
Sunset/
Rosewood

H

G

F

Juniper/
Indigo

Navy

G. NEW! KERRITS® ICEFIL® LITE SOLID TOP
Ultra-light and stretchy fabric! Featherweight Ice Fil®
helps lower skin’s surface temperature by up to five
degrees and provides UPF+30 protection. Sporty fit,
high collar and equestrian hem flatter for everyday
wear, while the stock tie loop and stand-up collar add
sophistication for the show ring. 10" zipper and minimal
seaming makes this shirt ideal for logo customization.
Navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Women’s 1X(18W-20W), 2X(22W-24W).
202997 $59.00

H. NEW! KERRITS® AFFINITY ICEFIL®
FULL SEAT
Mid-weight, four-way stretch-woven fabric with IceFil
technology makes you feel up to five degrees cooler.
Stain and dirt resistant. Kerrits Sticks™ silicone full
seat. Mid rise. Front fly with two-snap closure. 2" wide
waistband with belt loops and zip hip pockets. Euro
seat. IceFil stretch-mesh calf panels. White, navy.
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
350588 $159.00
Navy

PARTNERS IN
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Twilight

A
Black

Black

B
Twilight

A. NEW! CAVALLO® MEN’S CONAN
G MOBILE FULL-SEAT BREECH
Clean, modern lines. Functional fabric for maximum
wear and ample stretch. Anti-slip CAVA TEC® GRIP
PU full seat provides optimum hold. Styled with a
straight, elasticized waist and a seamless ergonomic cut
in the knee area. Stretch panel bottoms fit smoothly
inside boots. Two front slit pockets, one back zip pocket
sized to hold a cellphone. Black, twilight. Men’s 30-40
regular, 36-38 long.
351087 $232.00
B. NEW! CAVALLO® MEN’S COLIN
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Timeless styling with front pleats. Comfortable, durable
and stretchy performance fabric with a CAVASOFT®
full seat for grip. Elasticized waistband with belt loops,
front zipper, two front pockets and one back zip
pocket. Stretch panel bottoms fit smoothly inside boots.
Twilight, black. Men’s 30-40, regular; 36-38, long.
351088 $228.00

Explore our complete collection
of men’s apparel at
DressageExtensions.com/Mens
26
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NEW!
PIKEUR® MEN’S FINO POLO SHIRT
Easy-care and sporty. An ideal riding shirt or wear
casually with jeans. Breathable, four-way stretch fabric
with quick-dry properties helps keep you cool. Pikeur
branding is interwoven on the cuff. Night sky.
Men’s S(40), M(42), L(44), XL(46).
203112 $109.00

sporty styles for men
Night sky
Pikeur
branding

4-way
stretch
fabric

PIKEUR® MEN’S SCOTTY JACKET
Created as a sporty fabric alternative to a sweatshirt.
The stand collar blocks drafts and sun. Zippers are
concealed by seams to maintain a streamlined look.
Night sky. Men’s S(40), M(42), L(44), XL(46).
401039 $165.00

Quick-dry
properties

NEW! EQUILINE MEN’S ERICE
CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT
Style meets comfort. Crafted from mid-weight fabric
that is smooth inside and out, making it a smart
year-round layer to add to your athletic wardrobe.
Trimmed with a ribknit bottom and cuffs, it boasts a
three-dimensional embroidered logo. Blue. Men’s S(40),
M(42), L(44), XL(46), XXL(48).
203158 $179.00
PARTNERS IN

GOODE RIDER™ MEN’S
JEAN FULL-SEAT BREECH
Made in ultra-comfortable, stretchy denim with a
modified mid-rise, custom fit waistband. Features front
pockets and back pockets with an embossed horseshoe
design. Denim. Men’s 30-38, regular.
350272 $199.95

performance
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MEN’S

show apparel

B

A
Navy/Gray

Water
& dirt
repellent

Light, two-way
stretch is highly
breathable

C

Heat regulating
and extremely
comfortable

A. CAVALLO® ROMA MEN’S
DRESSAGE SHADBELLY
Crisp tailoring with elegant satin silver piping on the
collar and points. Coat is light and active in the Sofileta
Softshell fabric which has two-way stretch that is highly
breathable, water and dirt repellent, heat regulating and
extremely comfortable to wear. Navy/gray, black/gray.
Men’s 38-44, regular.
400853 $995.00

B. CAVALLO® MONACO MEN’S COAT
Elegant satin silver piping on the collar. Light and
active in the new soft Sofileta Softshell fabric with
two-way stretch that is highly breathable, water
and dirt repellent, heat regulating and extremely
comfortable to wear. Black. Men’s 38-44, regular.
400855 $575.00

Black/Gray
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C. PIKEUR® JAMES MEN’S SHADBELLY
Lightweight softshell jacket with tailored sleeves. Each
coat comes with three sets of changeable points and
pocket squares in Black, Sand and Gray that will give
you a variety of color scheme options for your show
attire. Black. Men’s 40-46, regular.
400862 $1279.00
Includes changeable
points in Black,
Sand and Gray

Black

Sand

Gray

D

E

G
D. EQUI-LOGIC MEN’S WIDE NECK TIE
Classic wide neck tie. Untied. Piqué cotton. White.
202713 $29.95
E. SHOWQUEST MEN’S TIE
Elegant show tie is made of satin.
Made in England. White.
202618 $25.95

Explore our full line of Men’s
Show Apparel at
DressageExtensions.com/Mens-Show
White

F

Navy

Lifelong equestrian, avid athlete and fashion designer, Laura Romfh, created the
Romfh® brand of equestrian apparel to deliver style, comfort and athletic performance benefits to
riders. Romfh equestrian clothing is cut for a flattering fit and made of special fabrics that allow the
rider, as an athlete, to enjoy unrestricted motion, breathability and moisture-wicking.
F. B VERTIGO MEN’S SANDER
FULL-SEAT BREECH
The classic style of these men’s full seat riding breeches
make them a perfect choice for the dressage rider.
The high quality design with a pleated front is both
stylish, comfortable and features a slim, flattering leg.
Stretchable synthetic leather seat for grip. Navy, white.
Men’s 30-38, regular.
350825 $264.99

G. ROMFH® MEN’S COMPETITOR SHIRT
Classic button-down with removable tie stay. Crisp microfiber collar and cuffs, super-light back yoke, a solid front
with discreet micro-mesh sleeves and back that will help keep you cool. Cool-touch™ microfiber with Chill-factor™
fabric with Powerfresh™ keeps you smelling fresh. White. Men’s S(40), M(42), L(44), XL(46).
202034 $89.95

PARTNERS IN
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FINISHING

touch!
PIKEUR® PLASTRON STOCK TIE
3 in 1 design with interchangeable
VELCRO® appliqué. White.
202256 $75.00

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

EQUI LOGIC SILVER THREAD
TUX STOCK TIE
Double layers of ruffles. Pre-tied
and offers full coverage with a flat
under-layer. Slightly taller collar
with a VELCRO® brand closure that
allows 3" of adjustment at the neck.
Seersucker fabric with vertical silver
threads. AB crystal tie tack included.
No ironing necessary. White.
202710 $49.95

Sophisticated show ring style at DressageExtensions.com/Show
A. EQUI LOGIC SEERSUCKER STOCK TIE
Ruffled seersucker fabric with fine silver threads.
White/silver.
202711 $34.95
B. EQUI LOGIC SMOOTH FINISH
STOCK TIE
Ruffled piqué fabric. 100% cotton. White.
202692 $34.95
C. EQUI LOGIC TIE ONE ON STOCK TIE
Ruffled poly-cotton poplin. Pre-tied. VELCRO®
brand closure. White.
202712 $29.95
D. EQUI LOGIC FLORAL EYELET
STOCK TIE
Ruffled tie with traditional eyelets in a floral
pattern. White.
202705 $29.95
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E. EQUI LOGIC SILVER SATIN STOCK TIE
Soft ruffles in easy-care cotton/poly fabric. Silver.
202706 $34.95
F. EQUI LOGIC RUFFLED STOCK TIE
WITH PIPING
Ruffle detailing is pre-tied and double-layered.
Cotton/poly poplin fabric. White.
202709 $34.95
G. EQUI LOGIC DOT TIE
Pre-tied and double-layered ruffle. Poly/cotton
poplin enhanced with black dots pattern.
White/black.
202714 $34.95
H. EQUI LOGIC EUROPEAN POPLIN
STOCK TIE
Cotton Poplin tie with inset of colored ribbon
in the front and black piping. VELCRO® brand
closure. White/black.
202694 $35.95

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

EQUETECH STOCK TIES
Handmade and very easy to use with a VELCRO® brand
fastening at the back. Secure it with your favorite stock pin.
J. ZODIAK DELUXE STOCK TIE
Hand-made, featuring rows of clear and black
diamond shaped crystals on the collar. White.
202829 $45.95
K. INFINITY DELUXE STOCK TIE
Exquisite hand-made stock tie in a soft white pinstripe and
featuring a stunning crystal infinity design. White.
202828 $45.95
L. DIAMOND BROCADE STOCK TIE
Pre-tied. Delicate diamond pattern on textured fabric.
202827 $45.95

STOCK TIES/HAIR NETS
White

Navy

Black

Navy Gem Floral

ROMFH® MICROFIBER BLING STOCK TIE
Pre-tied with clear crystals along front band, adjustable
snap neck collar and an inner Chill-factor™ panel to help
keep you cool and comfortable. Smooth matte microweave feels silky with a neat, crisp appearance. White.
202617 $49.95

Taupe

Black Gem Twist

OVATION® PREMIUM SHOW BOW
Satin and velvet-textured bow features a strong hair
clip and net pouch to keep hair tidy under a helmet.
Crystals add an elegant sparkle to your look.
Navy gem floral, black gem twist, black gem floral.
36123 $9.95

HAIR NET BUN COVER
Crocheted hair net with spring clips, wraps around
your bun and keeps your hair securely in place.
Diamond rhinestones add an elegant touch.
Black, white, navy, taupe.
36217 $29.95

Black
Clear

ROMFH® CHILL FACTOR™
PRE-TIED STOCK TIE
The pre-tied lightweight, moisture-wicking fabric helps
keep your neck cool while you ride. Designed for a
classic stock tie look without the fuss. White.
200487 $29.95

SHOWQUEST SWAROVSKI® BUN NET
Strong elastic bun net with genuine Swarovski® crystals.
An elegant clean look under a helmet. Clear or
black crystals.
36884 $17.95

DIAMOND NET SHOW BOW
Black Satin with mesh knot center and simulated
diamonds throughout the net. Black.
36905 $25.95

EQUETECH SHOW
HAIR NETS
From Equetech in the
UK. Heavy duty show
hair nets. These durable
hair nets are ideal for
competition. Designed
for shoulder length hair or
longer. Elasticated. 100%
polyester. Set of 2.
Blonde, brunette.
36892 $3.95

NYLON
HAIR NET
Two per package.
Black, gray, blonde,
light brown, medium
brown, dark brown.
3645 $5.95

RWR® NO KNOT HAIRNET
Pull on, Pull up, done! No pins, no knots. No-knot
construction means no uncomfortable lumps inside
your helmet. Black, blonde, dark brown,
medium brown.
3660 $10.95

PARTNERS IN

ONE KNOT™ HAIRNET
A superior equestrian hairnet for every hair color. Light
brown, medium brown, dark brown, blonde, black.
Package contains two nets and one matching hair band.
36273 $9.95

performance
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HAUKESCHMIDT
GALAXY GLOVES
Made in Germany.
An elegant riding glove
made of finest sheep
leather. Smooth but
durable leather ensures
a perfect fit. This
glove keeps its wearing
comfort even at highest
strain. White, navy,
black. Sizes 6-9.
39244 $90.00

HAUKESCHMIDT
RISENBECK OIL TAC®
LEATHER GLOVES
Woven nylon material with Pittards®
Oil Tac leather on the palm hand
for a perfect grip, even in humid
weather. Mokka. Sizes 6-9.
39237 $120.00

HAUKESCHMIDT
FINEST II OIL TAC®
LEATHER GLOVES
Made in Germany.
Pittards® Oil Tac technology
engineered to enhance
the grip in all conditions.
Specialized polymers rise to
the surface to replenish and
maintain grip. Mocha/light
brown, black. Sizes 6-9.
39236 $90.00

HAUKESCHMIDT OIL
TAC® LEATHER GLOVES
Pittards® Oil Tac leather provides
the ultimate in controlled grip.
Backhand of light spandex.
Black. Sizes 6-9.
39246 $90.00

NEW! ROECKL®
ROECK-GRIP® LITE
UNISEX GLOVES
Summer weight glove
is touch screen-friendly
and has Roeckl’s exclusive
Roeck-Grip performance
textile on palms for
maximum grip. Breathable
Micro Mesh for comfort
on hot summer days.
Hook-and-loop closure is
accented with a metallic
logo plaque. Washable.
Black, white. Sizes 61/2-9.
39240 $49.95

HAUKESCHMIDT
ARABELLA GLOVES
Made in Germany. With
unique stretch material
at the knuckles, a perfect
fit is assured. Innovative
leather treatment keeps
fit comfortable even at
highest strain. Perfect for
schooling or show.
Black, navy, white.
Sizes 6-9.
39235 $90.00

HAUKESCHMIDT
FOREVER GLOVES
Handmade of Pittards®
Armotan leather. The
leather structure is made
of special fiber encased by
“Armour plates”, which is
more resistant to abrasion
and increases the durability
of the leather. Black, gray/
black. Sizes 6-9.
39245 $90.00

ROECKL® ROECK-GRIP® GLOVES
Top quality German design. Features exclusive
Roeck-Grip synthetic leather for a polished look and
exceptional feel. Touch screen compatibility provides
optimal convenience as you won’t have to remove your
glove to use your smartphone. Slim and stylish with
textured palms for grip and VELCRO® brand back
closures with subtle branding. Washable. Gray, navy,
white, black. Sizes 61/2-9.
3959 $49.95

ROECKL® LONA GLOVES
Eye-catching glove perfect for everyday riding.
Color-contrasting piping and logo on the fastener.
Roeckl’s exclusive Roeck-Grip material is extremely
breathable, fits like a second skin and ensures excellent
grip and tactility for handling the reins. Washable.
Navy/silver, mocha/gold, black/red, black/white,
navy/white. Sizes 6-9.
39287 $49.95

Shop our full collection of gloves
for schooling and show at
DressageExtensions.com/All-Gloves
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GLOVES

ULTIMATE

grip &
style!

MADE IN GERMANY

Abrasionresistant
Ceraspace

UVEX CERAVENT GLOVES
Dramatic new technical glove is made of Ceraspace, a
ceramic-coated, abrasions-resistant, material. Lightweight
soft-touch material. Secure fit on the wrist, reinforced in the
hardest-wearing places. Black. Sizes 7-10.
39259 $59.95
Reinforced
in key areas

UVEX VENTRAXXION GLOVES
4-D stretch material guarantees a superb fit. Stretchy
fabric inserts and perforations on the fingers for
ventilation. Touchscreen compatible, optimized for long
manicured fingernails! Black, brown, navy.
Sizes 6/7, 7/8, 8/9, 9/10, 10/11.
39261 $39.95

UVEX GLAMOUR SPORT GLOVES
Made of high grip PU-material that remains grippy wet
or dry. Double-layer material elasticized at the knuckles
yet low stress areas have a single layer for maximum
sensitivity. Closing flap is adorned with Swarovski
crystals. White, black. Sizes 6-9.
39258 $49.95

NEW! HORZE EVELYN BREATHABLE GLOVES
Combines comfort and style. Breathable, stretchable
gloves help you grip the reins in the heat and humidity.
The palms are extra flexible and offer superior
performance when driving or riding. White, black.
Sizes 6-10.
39303 $34.99

SSG® DIGITAL RIDING GLOVES
Digital pattern proven to increase grip and improve
wear. The ultimate in feel, grip, breathability and
durability. White, black, brown, navy. Unisex sizes 6-9.
39058 $35.95

SSG® GRAND PRIX RIDING GLOVE
WITH CRYSTALS
Washable Aquasuede Plus® adds function to the
fashionable rhinestones on the tab closure.
Black, white. Unisex sizes 6-9.
39015 $45.95

SSG® HYBRID RIDING GLOVES
Cabretta leather back with a synthetic Aquasuede®
palm. This glove has excellent breathability, durability
and comfort. White, black, brown. Unisex sizes 6-10.
39059 $35.95

SSG® TECHNICAL GLOVES
Superior grip whether wet or dry. Aquasuede® palm for a
feather touch is breathable yet durable. Black, white.
Unisex sizes 6-10.
39078 $30.95

SSG® LYCROCHET HORSESHOE
BACK GLOVES
Pigskin palm with reinforcements on the fingers in areas
of rein contact. Crochet back. Natural. Sizes 6-9.
3996 $24.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™
PERFECT FIT GLOVES
More Colors Online! Second-skin fit, touch-screen
friendly. Stretch jersey back. SureGrip™ suede palm.
Black, merlot, deep teal, crush pink, dark brown,
imperial blue, blackberry. Sizes 6-10.
39134 $25.95
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Black

Ben Ebeling riding
Illuster Van de Kampert

KASK DOGMA H HELMET
Technological excellence combined with elegant
styling. KASK’s patented self-adapting adjusting
system allows an automatic fit for the rider. Inner
shell has expanded polystyrene and features three
levels of densities to offer shock protection with a
lightweight feel. Two honeycomb-like aeration grids
built in the polystyrene provides a high volume of
cooling airflow. Black, navy. Sizes 6 3/8-7 3/8.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36933 $549.00

Navy

KASK HELMET SIZES

6 3/8-51cm
6 1/2-52cm
6 5/8-53cm
6 3/4-54cm

6 7/8 -55cm
7 - 56cm
7 1/8 - 57cm
7 1/4 - 58cm

7 3/8-59cm
7 1/2-60cm
7 5/8-61cm
7 3/4-62cm

Navy/
Silver

KASK DOGMA CHROME LIGHT HELMET**
The shiny, high-tech detail highlights the innovative
design of this helmet. Navy/silver, black/silver,
black/black, navy/navy. Sizes 6 5/8-7 1/2.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36713 $590.00

KASK DOGMA CHROME E
VERYROSE HELMET**
Patented self-adapting adjustment system provides a great
fit automatically. This high-tech helmet boasts a beautiful
shiny rose gold frame, hygienic washable inner padding,
soft, hypoallergenic chin pad and superior ventilation.
Black/rose gold. Sizes 6 3/8-7 3/8.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36894 $590.00

Black/Silver Black/Black Navy/Navy

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

KASK DOGMA PURE SHINE
CHROME HELMET**
Designed and completely made in Italy, the spectaclar
Dogma Pure Shine Chrome perfectly combines style,
design, and functionality. It has an elegant shape and the
unique technological details guarantee comfort, safety
and high performance to the rider. This style features a
pure shine finish with chrome a chrome frame that will
surely turn heads! Anthracite. Sizes 6 3/8 -7 3/8.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36932 $599.00

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact,
loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.
Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the
helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for
any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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PRODUCT OF ITALY

Technically correct, incredibly
comfortable and remarkably elegant

KASK’s patented self-adapting adjustment system in a carbon look, allows the helmet to fit the rider’s head perfectly
and automatically by gently cradling the back of the head. The soft, eco-leather hypoallergenic chin pad helps prevent
skin irritations. The fabric is easily washable, water-repellent and abrasion-resistant. A clever venting system with
two honeycomb-like aeration grids integrated in the polystyrene provides a high level of cooling airflow for optimal
comfort. Includes dual-handled double-zip helmet bag lined with fleece and vented.

Black

KASK STAR LADY SWAROVSKI®
CRYSTAL CARPET HELMET**
Specifically created to provide extra sun protection to the
rider, the Star Lady guarantees comfort, safety and high
performances with a special touch of elegance especially
for dedicated riders. Women will absolutely love their
Star Lady thanks to the incomparable technical features
and its unique beauty. Features Real Crystal Fabric
Swarovski® elements that make up the crystal carpet
covering the center of the helmet. Provides eye-catching
elegance for women who want to accent their own
personal beauty as well as their dressage turnout.
Black, navy, brown. Sizes 6 1/2-7 ⅜.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36756 $1,350.00

Navy

Black

KASK STAR LADY EVERYROSE HELMET**
Wide peak brim protects the skin against weather
damage. Patented self-adapting adjusting system
allows this high-tech carbon look helmet to fit the
rider by gently cradling the back of the head. Smart,
integrated venting system provides cooling airflow while
breathability of the inner fabrics improves rider comfort.
Inner padding can be removed and is machine washable.
Black/rose gold. Sizes 6 ⅜-7 ⅜.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36930 $640.00

KASK STAR LADY SWAROVSKI®
FRAME HELMET**
Durable Swarovski® fabric frames the integrated venting
system. Features include: high-tech carbon look, wide
peak brim for sun protection, integrated cooling airflow
and removable inner liner. Self-adapting adjusting system
fits the rider perfectly by gently cradling the back of the
head. Black, navy, brown. Sizes 6 5/8-7 ⅜.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36753 $1,300.00

Navy

Brown

Brown

Navy

Black

KASK DOGMA LADY FIT SYSTEM
Special fit system designed for the KASK DOGMA LADY
helmet that consists of a soft memory foam cushion on a
flexible brace that cradles the back of the neck/head area.
Compresses your hair, reducing any gaps.
Sizes 1(56-57cm), 2(58+cm).
36751 $20.95

KASK DOGMA II
INNER PADDING
Easily replaceable liner fits into
the outer shell of a KASK helmet
allowing for perfect fit, maximum
comfort and hygiene. Machine
washable. Sizes 6 ⅜-7 ⅜.
36750 $75.00

KASK SWAROVSKI® MIDNIGHT
STAR LADY HELMET**
Stylish and comfortable, Swarovski Midnight is
embellished with ultra-fine crystals that lend bright
sparkle to your riding ensemble. Inspired by ice crystals,
this glamorous helmet catches attention day or night.
Black, navy, brown, clear. Sizes 6 ⅜-7 ⅜.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36754 $1,490.00

KASK DOGMA STAR LADY HELMET**
Best Seller! The KASK Star Lady helmet was specifically
created to provide extra sun protection to the rider. The
wide peak brim protects the skin against weather damage
while assuring maximum visibility. Navy, black.
Sizes 6 ⅜-7 ⅜. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36761 $640.00

Black
Navy

Brown

Clear
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Black/
Clear

ONE K™ DEFENDER BLING
SUEDE HELMET**
Injection-molded polycarbonate and ABS composite
outer shell for enhanced rider protection, durable
Chamude® synthetic suede cover is accented with
genuine Swarovski® elements. Antimicrobial liner helps
keep helmet fresh. Moisture-wicking, washable and
quick-drying. Padded, lined harness with synthetic suede
features a hook-and-loop adjustment and a Fastex buckle.
Integrated stainless steel mesh vents on the front, back,
center and sides allow optimum air circulation to keep
the rider cool. Black/clear crystals, black/black crystals,
navy/blue crystals, gray/aurora crystals. Sizes S-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36568 $449.95

Black/Black Navy/Blue

Gray/Aurora

ONE K™ DEFENDER SUEDE HELMET**
One K features polycarbonate and advanced ABS
composite outer shell, is washable, quick-dry, moisturewicking and has anti-microbial liner. Includes stainless
steel mesh and comfort-padded harness with synthetic
suede lining and hook and loop adjustment with Fastex
buckle. Includes two side, two front, one back and two
center stripe vents. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36566 $289.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER MATTE HELMET**
Lightweight, well-ventilated and comfortable, it features
a lustrous injection-molded outer shell comprised of
polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite. Removable
liner is washable, antimicrobial, wicking and quickdrying. Includes padded harness with synthetic suede
lining, hook-and-loop adjustment and a Fastex buckle
with integrated stainless steel mesh vents for cooling
comfort. Black matte. Sizes S-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36565 $249.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER HELMET LINER
Two shells make up all sizes. The base shells are Medium and Large. Use the Medium size helmet
with a Small or X-Small liner to change the fit of the Medium helmet into a Small or X-Small.
Use the Large size helmet with an X-Large or XX-Large liner to change the fit to XL-Large or
XX-Large. Sizes XS-XXL.
36446 $23.95

Detail of Crystal Accents

ONE K™ DEFENDER ROSE GOLD
STRIPE HELMET**
Features a pretty rose gold stripe and logo on matte black
polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer shell.
Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisturewicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability
and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black/rose gold.
Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36716 $269.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE
WIDE BRIM HELMET**
Features a matte black polycarbonate and Advanced
ABS Composite outer shell with a new wide brim for
additional coverage from the sun. Includes two center
stripe vents and washable, moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability and padded
harness with Fastex buckle. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36715 $269.95
**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE
ROSE GOLD WIDE BRIM HELMET**
Eye-catching rose gold stripe and logo on matte black
polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer
shell with a new wide brim for coverage from the sun.
Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisturewicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability
and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black/rose gold.
Size S-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36759 $295.00

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact,
loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.
Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the
helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for
any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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ONE K™ DEFENDER GLAMOUR
ROSE GOLD HELMET**
Eye-catching helmet featuring a sparkling rose gold stone
top panel and rose gold stripes and vent. The Defender
is made in a matte polycarbonate and advanced ABS
composite outer shell with an injection molded shell
design. Black matte. Sizes XS-L.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36886 $449.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER GLAMOUR
CHROME HELMET**
Gorgeous helmet featuring a sparkling chrome stone
top panel and chrome stripes and vent. The Defender
is made in a black matte Polycarbonate and Advanced
ABS Composite outer shell with an injection molded
shell design. Black matte. Sizes XS-L.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36885 $398.95

ONE K™
Helmet Size Measurement Hat Size
X-Small
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
XX-Large

51-52 cm
53-54 cm
55-56 cm
57-58 cm
59-60 cm
61-62 cm

ONE K™ DEFENDER GLAMOUR HELMET**
Stunning sparkling gray stone top panel and gray stripes
and vent. Anthracite matte Polycarbonate and Advanced
ABS Composite outer shell with an injection molded
shell design. Removable, washable, moisture wicking and
anti-microbial liner. The stainless steel mesh and two center
stripe vents keep you cool and a comfort padded harness
with synthetic suede lining keeps you comfortable under
the chin. The harness has a hook and loop adjustment with
a Fastex buckle. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36810 $399.00
ONE K™ CCS WITH MIPS® HELMET**
The most advanced brain protection technology available.
The Multi-Directional Impact Protection System. MIPS
adds protection against rotational motion transmitted to
the brain from angled impacts to the head. Black.
Sizes S-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36887 $299.95

6 3/8- 6 1/2
6 5/8 - 6 3/4
6 7/8 - 7
7 1/8 - 7 1/4
7 3/8 - 7 1/2
7 5/8 - 7 3/4

Black
Matte

TRAUMA VOID™ LYNX™ HELMET**
Trauma Void™ Lynx™ is the wave of the future, and the next step in brain protection
technology for the equestrian community. The most important component of the
Lynx riding helmet is the incorporated Multi-Directional Impact Protection System
(MIPS), which has been used in snow, motor, and bike helmets for years. Black.
Sizes S(6 ⅛-6 ½), M(6 ⅝-7 ⅛), L(7 ¼-7 ½). **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36727 $179.00

UVEX PERFEXXION II HELMET**
Lower profile with slim design, top ventilation and individual dial fit to the superior
comfort of this helmet. Black matte, blue matte, sand matte. Sizes XS/S(54-55cm),
S/M(55-58cm), M/L(57-59cm), L/XL(60-61cm). **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36912 $279.95

Blue Matte

Sand Matte
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A
Wide brim

Matte Black/
Matte Black/
Matte Black

A
Traditional brim

A. TIPPERARY™ ROYAL HELMET**
Elegant and lightweight. High-density ABS shell, EPS foam liner, Tipperary Fit
System™. Nine cooling channels. Synthetic leather harness has clip buckle and chin
pad. Traditional brim (shell/top center/trim): matte black/matte black/matte black,
matte blue/matte blue/brushed chrome. Wide brim (shell/top center/trim):
matte black/matte black/black gloss, matte black/carbon leather/black gloss.
Sizes S(6 1/2-6 3/4), M(6 7/8-7 1/8), L(7 1/4-7 1/2). **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36788 $199.99
X-Small Wide Brim - Matte black/black gloss. Size XS(6 1/8-6 3/8).
36788A $159.99

OVATION
Helmet Size Measurement
X-Small-Small		 52-55 cm
Small-Medium		 55-57 cm
Medium-Large		 57-59 cm

US
6 1/2- 6 7/8
6 7/8 - 7 1/8
7 1/8 - 7 3/8

Matte Blue/
Matte Black/
Matte Blue/
Matte Black/
Brushed Chrome Black Gloss

B

Matte Black/
Carbon Leather/
Black Gloss

C

B. OVATION® DELUXE SCHOOLER HELMET**
Lightweight low-profile helmets from Ovation® features rubberized finish with high
flow vent to keep you cool. The easy adjust dial ensures a snug fit with extra strong
adjustment teeth for added helmet life. The exclusive YKK® adjuster clip and buckle
are positioned to stay off of the rider’s face for comfort. Black. Sizes S/M, M/L.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36585 $59.95

C. TROXEL® INTREPID HELMET**
Ultralight, low profile design. Woven honeycomb mesh keeps debris out of vents
while channeling fresh air through helmet interior. Self-adjusting CinchFit Pro
adjusts to the size and shape of the rider’s head. Geometric Soft-Tip visor is built with
shatterproof plastic. Removable/Washable headliner. Finished with Troxel’s matte
Duratec. Black. Sizes S(up to 7), M(7-7 1/4), L(7 3/8-7 3/4).
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36598 $65.95

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact,
loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.
Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the
helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for
any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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A

Bordeaux/
Silver

Turquoise/
Silver

A. CEECOACH® 2 DUO SET
The Duo includes 2 units utilizing Bluetooth™, 2 clip
mounts, 2 wired headset, 2 USB headset cables, one
USB adapter/charger and a user manual.
Turquoise/silver, bordeaux/silver, white/silver.
270063 $349.95
CEECOACH II SINGLE UNIT
The single device includes one unit utilizing Bluetooth™
technology, one clip mount, one wired headset, one
USB cable, one USB adapter/charger and a user manual.
Bordeaux/silver, turquoise/silver, white/silver.
270064 $199.95
A

White/Silver

B. CEECOACH® OVER THE EAR
WIRED HEADSET
Wired stereo over-the-ear headset for the
CEECOACH is very lightweight and features
an over-the-ear hook providing an especially
comfortable and stable fit. Black.
270078 $29.95

B
C

D

E

G

F

C. CEECOACH® JABRA BOOST
BLUETOOTH™ HEADSET
Headset with a powerful battery providing up
to 9 hours of talk time. Slim design ensures a
comfortable fit with no wires to get in your way.
Includes 2 sizes of Ear-gels, 2 Earhooks (small
& large), 2 Windsocks, a charger and USB-cable
and a car charger too! Charging time: 2 hours.
White/gold.
270079 $59.95

H

J
J. COMTEK®
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
9-volt Ni-MH batteries made
for the Comtek unit.
270155 $22.50

K
K. COMTEK® PR-216 PERSONAL
WIRELESS RECEIVER
Additional receiver for use with a large
group lesson.
270159 $495.00

D. CEECOACH® 2 RUGGED
JABRA BLUETOOTH™ HEADSET
Tough enough for any equestrian activity and
won’t get tangled in any cords connected to your
CeeCoach® II. Dust-resistant, shockproof and
water-resistant. Includes 3 different ear-gels for
comfort and a secure fit, 2 Earhooks (small &
large), 2 Windsocks, a charger and USB-cable. Talk
time is up to 6 hours. Black/yellow.
270074 $110.95
E. CEECOACH® CLIP
270117 $5.95
F. 6 CEECOACH® STORAGE CASE
270118 $29.95
G. CEECOACH® PREMIER
STORAGE CASE
270030 $59.95

H. COMTEK® ALS-216 WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Tested and Approved. A wireless system that allows
the instructor or trainer to communicate with crystal clear sound clarity. The COMTEK
Wireless Listening System is a one-way communication system offering perfect speech
clarity over distances as far away as 300 feet. It allows for overcoming those difficult
listening challenges of distance between instructor and student and its rugged construction
ensures long-lasting durability in the most demanding environments. Easy to use, the
trainer or instructor wears a personal transmitter and microphone and the student wears
a personal receiver and ear-piece. Originally developed for use by the movie industry, this
system is used by top trainers including Steffen Peters and many others. A must-have for
all instructors. ALS-216 Wireless Communication System includes: Transmitter with
microphone mute switch, receiver, Omni-directional lapel microphone, windscreen, earpiece and carrying case. Shop more accessories at DressageExtensions.com/COMTEK.
270154 $1395.00
M. COMTEK®
M
MICROPHONE
L. COMTEK®
AND CLIP
L
EAR PIECE
270158 $125.00
High-efficiency,
miniature hearing
N. COMTEK®
aid-type earphone.
REPLACEMENT
2 per package.
BELT CLIP
N
270157 $50.00
270162 $12.00
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EUROPEAN

Extra stiff
outer leg
promotes
correct
position

Inside zipper
positioned
for slender fit

craftsmanship

Handcrafted in the Netherlands.
Custom Sizing, Styles And Colors Available.
Dressage Extensions is the Official North American
Distributor for Petrie Boots!
Petrie boots are handmade in Holland by master craftsmen. Family owned and operated since 1857,
it is the preferred boot of Olympic gold medal winner Isabell Werth and Edward Gal. Styled for the
dressage rider, the outside of the boot is cut higher and has a stiffener in the back to aid in correct
leg position. Outstanding manufacturing techniques make the Petrie boot your best value on the
market today. Stocked in sizes 6-10 US Ladies’. Call for men’s options. Many different calf and height
combinations available as well as custom sizing, colors and materials available upon special order.
Please call us to determine the best options for you.

Comfort
footbed with
Goodyear®
non-slip
rubber soles

PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Slim fitting ankle
• Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 8 calf combinations
381287 $1095.95

Purchase the Petrie Elegance
Dressage Boots shown at left
directly from your mobile device
by scanning this code, or
visit Dressage Extensions.com/
Petrie-Elegance

Find your perfect fit! Visit DressageExtensions.com/Dressage-Boots

PETRIE SYDNEY DRESSAGE BOOTS
• Soft leather with leather ining
• Back zipper with protective snap flap
• Stretch panel gusset to ensure leg hugging fit
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• S tocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 4 calf combinations
381289 $299.95
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PETRIE OLYMPIC DRESSAGE BOOTS
• Rind Box Leather with soft leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
• Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 13 calf combinations
381288 $599.95

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

PETRIE DELUXE BOOT BAG
Protect and keep your boots in great condition
with this luxury boot bag. Extra tall chamber can
accommodate boots up to 24 ½" tall with separately
lined compartments for each boot. Features handy
storage container at the base for accessories and care
products, padded handle with removable shoulder strap
and vented top to reduce odors. Black.
33966 $89.95

CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS

Choose from various models, colors, leather and accessories.
Anything from classic boots with subtle adjustments to modern boots in your own personal style.
A. PETRIE CRYSTAL
CHANNEL ELEGANCE BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather with Calf
Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
• Patent channel with Swarovski® Crystals
381297 $1295.95

A

DESIGN YOUR
BOOTS

B

Create your own unique
Petrie Boot with custom
options by calling
800-303-7849

B. PETRIE OLYMPIC BOOTS
• Brown, Cognac or Navy Leather
• Rind Box Leather with Soft
Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
381304 $599.95
C. PETRIE SUBLIME BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Inner Front Side Zip
• Extra hard outside shaft;
Soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
• Optional contrast sole
381296
STARTING PRICE $1099.95

Channel with
Swarovski® Crystals

Choice of Leather

C

Contrast Sole

D

D. PETRIE SIGNIFICANT BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Inner Front Side Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted Ankle
• Brogue Cuff to match foot
is available

Choice of Stitching

• Optional contrast sole

381292
STARTING PRICE $1099.95
E. PETRIE SUPERIOR BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Front Zip
• 5 cm Spanish Rise
• Buckle inlaid with Strass Crystals
• Very fitted ankle
• Optional contrast sole
381295
STARTING PRICE $999.95

Brogue Toe Cap
E

F

Knee Support

F. PETRIE ROME BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Front Zip
• 5 cm Spanish Rise
• Buckles inlaid with Strass Crystals
• Available with Croc Pattern Outer Panel
• Optional contrast sole
381294
STARTING PRICE $999.95

Buckle Choice

Boots shown on this page are special order options and prices may vary.
PARTNERS IN
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PADDOCK BOOTS & HALF CHAPS

Water-resistant
Leather

ARIAT® HERITAGE III ROUND TOE ZIP PADDOCK BOOTS
A crowd favorite! Provides a spacious wide toe box that is ideal for those with
wider feet or for people who prefer to have extra room for their toes. Waterresistant Permair™ leather with cap toe design and Ariat’s 4LR Technology.
Black. Ladies’ 6-10, 11.
38208 $129.95

Stylish details & waterproof protection
at DressageExtensions.com/PaddockBoots

Wide
Toe Box

ARIAT® DEVON NITRO™
ZIP PADDOCK BOOTS
Waterproof with full grain leather and lining. These
boots feature the dual stretch gore system and
lightweight Nitro™ frame for stability. Includes padded
collar and tongue and YYK® zipper with Duratread™
outsole with rider tested traction zones. Black.
Ladies’ 51/2-10, 11.
380987 $219.95

KAVALKADE MERIDIUS PADDOCK BOOTS
Soft, naturally tanned calf leather is especially designed
for exceptional comfort. Excellent fit due to elastic
inserts on both sides and a loop at the opening for easy
slip on. Stretch lace front, curved outside zipper. PU
insole with breathable membrane and sturdy anti-slip
rubber sole. Black. European 36-43.
381272 $180.00
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ARIAT® HERITAGE IV
LACE PADDOCK BOOTS
Boot features an elastic twin gore with speed lace styling
for excellent support. Water-resistant Permair™ leather
with cap toe design and Ariat’s 4LR Technology. Black.
Ladies’ 6-10, 11.
380907 $139.95

ARIAT® CONCORD
HALF CHAPS
Soft full grain unlined leather
with stretch back panel. Suede
inner panel provides comfort
and grip, Spanish cut topline
gives the leg an elongated,
elegant look. Stretch skirt
over instep gives a custom fit,
finished with rear heavy-duty
zipper that zips bottom to top
with keeper. Please call our
helpful staff for sizing
assistance. Black. Sizes XXS,
XS, XS-Mid, XS-Tall, S-Short,
S, S-Mid, S-Tall, M, M-Short,
M-Tall, L, XL.
35049 $109.95

800.303.7849 | DressageExtensions.com | Shop over 250 New Spring Items

ARIAT® TERRAIN H2O
A waterproof version of a popular ladies’ boot!
Extremely durable, waterproof, oiled, full-grain
leather upper. Removable, moisture-wicking footbed,
supportive EVA™ midsole, Duratread™ outsole and a
composite-fiber forked shank. Stabilizing lateral motion
control device adds stability to reduce fatigue. Just 12
oz. Designed to be worn with a thick sock. Copper,
distressed brown. Ladies’ B width, 51⁄2-10, 11.
38844 $115.95

PETRIE HALF CHAPS
Great half chap is cut higher on
the outside like a dressage boot.
Superior quality leather is stiff,
transforming your paddock
boot into an elegant dress boot.
Comes in various leg heights
and calf widths. Please call our
helpful staff for sizing assistance.
Black.
350881 $140.95

ACCESSORIES TO PUT YOUR

PETRIE BOOT COLOR CREAM
Essential for maintaining the lustrous
color complexion of your boots.
Nourishes and protects leather,
rejuvenates color. Burgundy, medium
brown, London, dark brown, gray, black,
dark blue, cognac, oxblood. 50 ml.
37372 $5.95

PETRIE CORK WEDGES
Helps you through the break-in process
for your new boots. Wedges fit in the
boot heel to hold the bend of your leg
slightly higher until the boot drops to
appropriate height.
Size 1(Euro size 4-7 or US 6-9);
Size 2(Euro size 8-12 or US 10-12).
37373 $19.95

PETRIE
PADDED
INSOLES
Softly contoured
around heel and
arch with light
cushioning under
the heels.
Ladies’ 5½-11.
Men’s 7-12.
37376 $15.95

WILLIAM LEISTNER
BOOT BRUSH
Make boot polishing easy
with this short-bristled
brush. Cleans off dirt
and debris fast so you're
ready to polish.
100119 $19.95

PHARMAKA HYPOFEKT
ZIPPER CARE
Hypofekt cleans and
lubricates zippers, prolonging
their life and reducing the
chance of blowouts and
damage. 50 ml.
31089 $12.95

GEAR AID™ ZIPPER
CLEANER &
LUBRICANT
Brush top liquid with
dry, non-tacky finish. 2 oz.
37393 $5.95

PETRIE BOOT
CREAM
Gives your boots a
beautiful sheen. Helps
with waterproofing.
150 ml.
37375 $10.95

PETRIE BOOT CARE KIT
A complete care package developed
specifically for riding boots. Includes
150ml cleaner, 150ml conditioning
cream and 2 polishing cloths.
37374 $21.95

FOLDING BOOT
BRACKET
Hang your boots
upside down after
use to air dry and
hold their shape.
3724 $16.95

ARIAT®
BOOT TREES
Keep your boots looking
new and protect their
shape with these high
quality boot trees.
37362 $27.95

EFFAX® BOOT POLISH
Simply apply using the
integrated sponge and then
polish for a glossy shine.
Perfect for all kinds of
leather riding boots.
75 ml tube.
37034 $11.95

EFFAX® SPEEDY LEATHER
SHINE SPONGE
Simply apply using the
easy sponge applicator to
boots, saddles, bridles or
bags made of any kind
of leather and they will
shine beautifully as if
they have been polished.
37035 $7.95

FIEBING’S BOOT CREME POLISH
This unique wax blend
is rich in natural waxes that
conditions, re-colors and
polishes leather.
Black, neutral.
3714 $3.95

All the accessories you need to keep you riding!
DressageExtensions.com/Accessories

HEEL WEDGES
Helps you through the break-in process
for your new boots. Wedges fit in the
boot heel to hold the bend of your leg
slightly higher until the boot drops to
appropriate height.
37364 $9.95

best foot FORWARD

EQUIFIT® ADJUSTABLE HEEL LIFTS
Add 3/8" of lift instantly or peel away one
or two layers to create a ¼" or ⅛" lift
in just seconds. Resilient rubber layers
maintain their lift while still absorbing
shock at heel strike. Sizes Small(5.5-7.5),
Medium(8-11). Cut to fit.
37040 $12.00

FIEBING’S INSTANT
SHINE SPONGE
Covers scuffs and scratches
while instantly shining
shoes and boots. Black.
37286 $3.49

EQUIFIT® GELBANDS™
Ideal for breaking in new tall boots.
Protects heels, ankles and legs from rubs
and irritation. Unique stretchable bands
lined with polymer gel gradually release
a soothing mineral oil into the skin.
Black. Short. 5" x 3"
2 PER PACK 37351 $31.00
Black. Long. 9" x 3".
1 PER PACK 37349 $31.00
Beige. Short. 5" x 3".
2 PER PACK 3795 $31.00
Beige. Long. 10" x 3".
1 PER PACK 3790 $31.00

PARTNERS IN

performance
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FUN AND

fashion!
1
2

3

8

9

4

10

5

11

6

12

7

13

Sunflower

OVATION® ZOCKS™
More Colors Online! Full-length
boot socks in cool motifs for everyone.
Nylon/Lycra® blend. One size.
3774 $9.95
1: Horses & Roses
2: Blue Wild Link
3: Purple Lace
4: Saddle Up Cream
5: Purple Peacock
6: Saddle Up Black
7: Wavin USA

8: New Versache
9: I nspirational BC
10: Gray Gallop
11: Splish Splash
12: Mystic Horse
13: Cash Money

Peacock
Aqua Secret
Garden

OVATION® PERFORMERZ™ SOCKS
AnkleShield™ reduces boot friction. FlowTek™
aids in cooling while FastWick™ wicks moisture.
Sunflower, peacock, aqua secret garden. One size.
37416 $10.95

OMG
Kitties

Skyhorses
Seahorses
Farm
Animals

OVATION® FOOTZEES™ BOOT SOCKS
CushionFlex™ padded anti-shock foot bed for rider
comfort. FlowTek™ aids in cooling while FastWick™
wicks moisture. OMG kitties, skyhorses, seahorses,
farm animals. One size.
37350 $10.95

EPONA® SMOOTH FINISH SOCKS
Ultra-thin, comfortable tall boot socks with decorative
horse head logo. Accent colors vary. Black. One size.
37382 $12.95

REVOLUTION DX SOCKS
Gradual compression adapts to your foot as you ride.
Extended Achilles heel and reinforced ankle zone antifriction sponges. Dorsum openwork mesh ventilation
and an elastic regenerating calf. Black. One size.
37352 $19.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ THE WORLD'S BEST
OVER THE CALF BOOT SOCKS
These socks truly live up to their name featuring
wicking power, supreme comfort and durability with
other unique technology features that make these socks
special. White, black. Ladies’ M(6-10).
37305 $9.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ PERFECT FIT
PERFORMANCE SOCKS
More Colors Online! Made from Opti-dry moisture
wicking yarns with anti-odor. Padding under the foot,
mild compression throughout, and venting panel at top
of foot. Black, island blue, purple, flamingo, white.
Unisex. One size fits Ladies’ 6-13; Men’s 5-12.
37311 $15.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™
OVER THE CALF PEDDIES™
More Colors Online! Extra cushion around the foot
with an ultra-thin leg. Keeps you cool, comfortable
and dry. Mesh panel along the top of foot allows for
breathability. Black. One size.
37368 $9.95
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SOCKS
Exclusive
rhinestone
appliqué

Perfect fit
inside boots

NEW! PIKEUR® LOGO SOCKS
Reveal your brand loyalty. This tall boot
sock has a lengthwise logo running
along the top of the side seam and across
the front of the shin. Neon, anthracite,
black, night sky. One size.
37437 $25.00

NEW! PIKEUR® SOCKS
Knee-high style beautifully suited
to wearing inside riding boots. Soft,
breathable and stretchy, each sock has
a bold logo along the side. Black, night
sky. One size.
37438 $25.00

NEW! PIKEUR® DREAM SOCKS
Fitted and stretchy, knee-high socks
work beautifully inside riding boots or
everyday footwear. Features exclusive
rhinestone “Dream” application.
Dark green, black, night sky. One size.
37439 $38.50

NEW! HORZE THIN ALLOVER
PRINTED RIDING SOCKS
Soft and smooth on your feet and under
riding boots. There’s no rubbing or
slipping, and the appealing equestrian
print adds a touch of fun. Dark navy/
white, white/tuffet/beige. One size.
37441 $8.99

NEW! HORZE ALANA CHECKED
SUMMER SOCKS
Lightweight, stretch cotton blend fabric
in a fun argyle pattern. Perfect for hot
summer rides or casual wear. Brown
robe/toffee brown, tuffet beige/egret
white. One size.
37442 $9.99

NEW! HORZE EMBLEM
THIN RIDING SOCKS
Soft, thin and stretchy fabric fits
perfectly inside riding boots or chaps,
providing support and ensuring you
won’t overheat. Finished with a shiny
horse and crown logo. Dark navy.
One size.
37443 $8.99

NEW! HORZE JACQUARD KNIT
RIDING KNEE SOCKS
Gorgeous allover equestrian motif.
Comfortable and supportive, these kneehigh socks fit easily over breeches and
riding tights. Blue print/dark blue/baja
print, tuffet beige/moonstruck beige.
One size.
37444 $8.99

NEW! HORZE BAMBOO SOCKS
Lightweight, breathable and stretchy
technical fabric makes these socks
comfortable for summer riding or all-day
casual wear. Helps keep skin cool and
comes in a variety of colors. Baja blue,
dawn purple, brown robe. One size.
37440 $9.99

NEW! KERRITS® RUNNING WILD
KNEE-HIGH SOCKS
Exclusive prints show off a love of horses.
Lightweight cotton blend provides
comfort and breathability. Reinforced
heel and toe. Dapple, skylight, vanilla.
One size.
37420 $13.00

NEW! KERRITS® DUAL ZONE
BOOT SOCKS
Top black band so no print peeks out
of your boot! Moisture-wicking, stretch
microfiber in the calf and a cotton blend
cushioned footbed. Skylight hooflinks,
juniper field, black hooflinks. One size.
37426 $12.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE
SPORTY SOCKS
Extremely comfortable knee-high socks
look great in contrast colors with logo
along the legs. Dark blue, opal, mauve,
oxi fire. One size.
37427 $16.50

Dark Green

PARTNERS IN
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Underwear for Riders • Maximum Comfort • Minimum Movement • Ultimate Style

DESIGNED FOR RIDERS

by riders

“Every rider should
be wearing them...”
– Carl Hester MBE
DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED SHORTY
Black, purple, white. Sizes XS/S, M, L/XL.
350704 $85.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED
MEN’S SHORTY
White, purple, black. Sizes S, M, L/XL.
350705 $89.95

Derriere Equestrian - the perfect seat!
DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED PANTY
Black, white, purple, nude. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
350703 $59.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® SEAMLESS PANTY
White, purple, black. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
350702 $29.95

Sizes 31"/80 cm, 33"/85 cm, 35"/90 cm, 37"/95 cm.

EQUI-LOGIC COVER YOUR ASSETS
Best Seller! Equestrian underwear for women.
CoolMax® padded seat protects tailbone and wicks
moisture from skin to prevent chafing. Cotton Lycra®
for comfort fit. Lace elastic waist and legs, so no panty
lines. White. Sizes S(22"-24"), M(26"-28"), L(30+").
350860 $35.95

ANDIAMO! PADDED BRIEF
Padded underwear adds comfort for the rider.
Features a padded, no-seam crotch, in super
lightweight Hydrotech fabric that wicks away
moisture. White, black. Sizes XS(18"-21"), S(22"-26"),
M(27"-31"), L(32"-36"), XL(37"-40").
350892 $23.95

Undergarments cannot be returned or exchanged, please call for sizing assistance.
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FITS®
WUNDERBREECH™
A shape flattering blend
of cotton, poly and
Lycra® in a capri length.
Incorporates a seamless,
gusseted crotch for
maximum comfort and
is cooler than full length
designs that bulk under
boots. You’ll like them
so much that you’ll
want to wear them every
time you ride, whether
you are wearing white
breeches or not. White.
Sizes XS-XL.
35687 $39.95

Jute
Black

ENELL SPORTS BRA
Patented design provides superior support and comfort.
Wide non-stretch straps distribute weight to reduce
shoulder fatigue. Wide elastic band and motion control
neckline eliminate up and down movement. Wide band
provides a secure fit that moves with your body. The full
back with cross-strap design provides posture-enhancing
back support. The fabric wicks away moisture to keep you
cool. White. Sizes 00-4.
202322 $66.00
ENELL
SIZE

BUST
MEASUREMENT

00

32"-35"

27" - 29"

32C, 32D, 32DD

0

34" - 37"

29" - 31"

32DDD, 34C,
34D, 36C

1

36" - 39"

31" - 33"

34DD, 34DDD,
36D, 36DD

2

38" - 42"

33" - 35"

36DDD, 38C,
38D, 40C

3

41" - 45"

35" - 37"

38DD, 38DDD,
40D, 40DDD

4

44" - 48"

37" - 39"

40DDD, 42D,
42DD, 44D

RIB CAGE
MEASUREMENT

EQUIVISOR®
A protective visor is designed to grip to
your helmet keeping it secure while you
ride. Its wide 4-inch brim shields your
face and eyes from the elements. The visor
can also be worn off of your helmet and
is washable, making it an everyday barn
essential. Cotton. Black, navy.
One size fits all.
36205 $45.95
Navy

JUTE WITH
BLACK BAND
36906 $45.95

DABRIM™ HELMET VISOR
Best Seller! This equestrian helmet visor provides
fantastic 360 degree UPF 50+ sun protection and is also
fashionable. The visor installs quickly and easily allowing
airflow through the helmet vents, and you don’t need
to use sticky adhesives or do any modification to your
helmet. The securing attachment ensures that it stays on
even at a gallop! Reinforced brim edge for stability. Black.
REGULAR

36893 $45.95
PETITE, SMALLER BRIM

36929 $45.95
SSG® CLOSE CONTACT RIDING GLASSES
Wrap-around style provides the ultimate in protection.
Perfect for contact lens wearers or anyone riding in dusty
arenas. 100% UV protection with polycarbonate scratchresistant lenses. Smoke with black.
36698 $14.95

CURRENT BRA SIZE

White

EQUIFIT® SHOULDERS BACK™ LITE
Vest-like posture support that gently pulls your shoulders
back to improve your posture while riding. VELCRO®
straps make it adjustable and the state-of-the-art fabrics are
breathable and washable. White, black. Sizes Adult (up to
38" chest) and Large (38" plus chest).
20412 $55.00

Undergarments cannot be returned or exchanged,
please call for sizing assistance.

Black

A

A. BODYGLIDE® BALM
Tested and Approved. Protect against saddle sores, chafing,
blisters and skin irritation in sensitive areas. Applied handsfree, there is no petroleum or fragrance. Non-greasy and
waterproof, these products are used by cyclists, marathon
runners, swimmers and riders, too. Hypo-allergenic. 1.3 oz.
202833 $9.95
B

B. EFFOL® RIDERS’ LIP-CARE STICK
Lip balm contains a pure formula with palm oil, SPF 20
and a light Vanilla scent. 5ml stick. Made in Germany.
32073 $4.95

C
C. EFFOL® LIP BUTTER
Pocket-sized tube of effective all-season care for lips.
Soothes dry, chapped lips and keeps them moisturized and
supple. Apple-scented balm. 10 ml.
320535 $5.95

RIDERS SLEEVES
Ultimate UV protector (99.8%) with a special moisture-radiating
material that keeps you cool in hot weather. Non-slip elastic bands
on top and bottom of sleeves. Black, white. One size fits most.
202831 $29.95

Black

White

PARTNERS IN
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CAPS/ACCESSORIES/BELTS
Black

Aqua

Black

Rose

Navy

NEW! PIKEUR® CAP
Shield your face from the sun and cover up helmet hair.
Comfortable cotton accented with Lurex® embroidery
to provide a hint of sparkle. Black, aqua, rose, navy.
Adjustable back strap.
36961 $45.00

Navy

NEW! PIKEUR® MESH CAP
Designed to cover yet keep your head cool. Pairs
a cotton front with an embossed Pikeur logo in a
lightweight, breathable, stretch mesh on the sides and
back. Brim has a small Pikuer logo repeat pattern.
Black, navy. Adjustable back strap.
36962 $39.00

Navy

Gray

LA FLEUR DRESSAGE
HORSE CAP
Cotton cap with embroidered dressage design
complementing colors. Navy, gray.
36907 $20.95

SADDLE TREAT POUCH
Supple vegan leather. Easy access fold over flap.
Belt loop on back. Black.
220610 $10.95

TRETS REWARD POUCH
Best Seller! This reward pouch is lightweight and stylish
and attaches to your waistband for “at your fingertips”
access while training or showing. It features a magnet
closure for optimum quick access and a strong belt clip.
Black, burgundy, blue.
220632 $15.95

WONDER CLOTHING BRUSH
Flicking away dirt is easy with this curved end brush! Perfect
for a tidy appearance before entering the show ring.
100118 $15.95

MAGNETIC CELL PHONE CASE X-LARGE
Beautifully embroidered magnetic cell phone cases for
the equestrian who wants immediate access to their
phone when riding and training. While the magnet
keeps your phone safe, the generous strap secures the
pouch to your leg or arm. Black. Size 6½" x 3¼" x ¾".
270165 $19.95

HEADLINE IT! LINERS
An ultra thin disposable liner made of three layers.
Creates a comfortable barrier that absorbs sweat, stains,
and odors in any hat or helmet. Evaporates sweat,
keeping your head cooler in the summer and warmer
in winter. Each liner is designed to be used several times
then disposed of. Tested and approved for sensitive skin.
Box of 10.
36115 $32.50

CHARLES OWEN HAT CLEANER
The Helmet Cleaner digests dirt and grease from the
inside of your helmet, ensuring it remains clean and
pleasant to wear. 200ml.
36142 $14.00
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TORY LEATHER STIRRUP BELT
1 ¼" bridle leather stitched belt with a stainless steel
English spur buckle. Black. Sizes 24"-40". USA.
41374 $49.95

NOEL ASMAR DEMI BELT
A great versatile piece for your dressage wardrobe
handcrafted from Italy. Reverses from genuine Italian
gray leather to white leather. Horseshoe inspired buckle
is 1 ¾" wide with chrome finish and belt is 1" wide.
Gray/white. Sizes S(32"), M(35"), L(38").
41824 $128.95

NOEL ASMAR SIGNATURE BELT
A wardrobe essential. Reversible buckle artistically
inspired by a horse shoe. Genuine Italian leather. Buckle
is 2 ¾" wide and belt is 1 ¾" wide. Handcrafted in
Florence, Italy. Black/black patent. Sizes M(32"), L(35").
41825 $148.95

Navy

ROMFH® CROC BELT
Get in touch with your wild streak without the use
of animal products. Belt in neutral colors with logo
buckles is made of faux-leather. Gray. Ladies’ S(26-28),
M(30-32), L(34-36), XL(38-40).
41811 $44.95

OVATION® METALLIC BELT
Glossy titanium colored belt is stamped with a
crocodile print. Rose gold colored buckle. Titanium.
Sizes S(26-28), M(30-32), L(34-36).
41810 $26.95

OVATION® BELMONT BELT
For a fun twist on a classic, this belt features a stamped
crocodile print on vibrant and glossy colors. Stainless
steel buckle. Navy, black, plum. Sizes S(26-28),
M(30-32), L(34-36).
41809 $24.95
Black

Black/Gray/Beige

Black

USG MAGIC STRETCH BELT
Made in Germany. From USG belt
collections, a simple addition to any
outfit, both in and out of the saddle. 1¼".
Black/gray/beige, black, navy, navy/gray.
Sizes XS(70cm), S(80cm), M(90cm),
L(100cm), XL(110cm), XXL(120cm)
measured end to end excluding buckle.
41820 $25.95

Navy

Navy/Gray

Plum

Black

Silver

USG MOSAIK BELT
Made in Germany. Available in black with black crystal
clusters or black with silver crystal clusters. 1" wide.
Black, silver. Sizes 33", 35", 37", 39", 41".
41819 $59.95

Find the perfect belt! Visit us at DressageExtensions.com/Belts
PARTNERS IN
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SPUR STRAPS

PETRIE SPUR STRAPS
European designed and crafted from high-quality leather.
Lined and double-stitched with stylish roller buckles,
these straps add a touch of class to any boot. 18".
BLACK
25413
$25.95
PATENT LEATHER 25414
$25.95
DARK BROWN
25415
$25.95

KAVALKADE SPUR STRAPS
Made of soft, long-lasting quality leather
with beautiful single crystal on each of
two keepers per strap. 18 ¾".
BLACK
25394 $25.00
BLACK PATENT 25395 $25.00

A

TORY SPUR STRAP
WITH KEEPERS
Quality ½" leather straps with double
keepers. Black. 18". USA.
25407 $18.95

WALDHAUSEN SPARKLE
LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
Add sparkle to your spurs! Top
quality genuine leather set with softly
shimmering fabric. Stainless steel
buckles. Black. 18".
25405 $12.95
OTTO
SCHUMACHER
SPUR STRAPS
Best quality
leather straps with
Herm Sprenger
buckle. Black. 17".
25393 $15.95

BRAIDED
NYLON SPUR
STRAPS
Braided nylon with
easily adjustable,
stainless steel
buckles. Black. 19".
25385 $5.95

WALDHAUSEN
PATENT LEATHER
SPUR STRAPS
Perfect for dressing up any outfit!
Black. 18".
25406 $15.95

B

A. HERM SPRENGER® BRAIDED
NYLON SPUR STRAP WITH
SILVER BUCKLE
17 ¾" 25041 $17.95
19 ¾" 25196 $18.40
B. HERM SPRENGER® BLACK
BUCKLE NYLON SPUR STRAPS
Ideal for schooling. 17 ¾"
25335 $21.95

STUBBEN
LEATHER
SPUR STRAPS
½" leather with
keeper. Black.
17 ½".
25410 $12.00

TOKLAT®
PREMIUM
LEATHER
SPUR STRAPS
With keeper.
Ladies’ 18" or
Men’s 19".
25392 $19.95

Balance, Comfort & Style!
WALDHAUSEN IMPULS SPURS
The rollers on the neck are constructed so
they roll along the horse’s body without
causing pain. The horse is motivated with
a softer rider’s aid. 1" neck. Stainless.
25398 $29.95

KIEFFER
GLADIATOR
SPUR STRAPS
Doubled and
stitched. Black. 19".
25416 $12.95

NEUE SCHULE SPURSMART COMPETITION FIT SPURS
Slim design is especially elegant and well-fitted to competition boots. Recessed spur
strap bars allow flush finish against boot, maximizing wearing comfort. Highly polished,
cast Stainless steel is strong yet flexible. 35mm neck with rounded or rowel ends.
WITH ROWEL
ROUNDED END
25402 $128.95
25401 $108.95

OTHER SPURS
A
A. ROUND KNOB SPURS
Stainless steel. 30mm (1 ¼" neck)
or 20mm (¾" neck)
25387 $19.95

30mm

20mm

B. SOFT TOUCH SPURS
Stainless steel roller. 20mm (¾" neck)
25382 $19.95

B
20mm

Discover our extensive line of spurs
at DressageExtensions.com/Spurs
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SHORT KNOB SPUR
⅝" neck. Angled spur strap slot
helps for correct placement on heel.
25384 $19.95
PRINCE OF WALES SPURS
1" neck. Ladies’ or Men’s.
25421 $18.95
SPUR PROTECTORS
Protect your boots against scrapes
and marks caused by spurs. Rubber.
Sold in pairs. Black.
25388 $3.95

COMFORT ROLLER SPURS
A. ULTRA FIT COMFORT
ROWEL SPURS
35mm (1" neck). Smooth rowel is
wider for a softer touch.
25378 $95.95
B. EXTRA GRIP ULTRA FIT
ROUND END SPURS
Stainless Steel. 20mm (¾" neck),
25mm (1" neck), 30mm (1 ¼" neck).
25186 $65.95
C. EXTRA ULTRA FIT
SMOOTH ROWEL
Stainless Steel. 40mm (1 5/8" neck).
25391 $95.95

A

25mm

B

C

E. ULTRA FIT X-GRIP PRINCE
OF WALES SPURS
Stainless Steel. 35mm (1 3/8" neck).
25389 $65.95

GERMAN SILVER SPURS

D

25mm

35mm

E

35mm

F

F. SWAN NECK
45mm (1 ¾" neck), pointed rowel
with blunt rounded end.
40mm (1 5/8" neck).
45mm (1 ¾" neck), smooth rowel.
25199 $115.95
G. HERM SPRENGER DRESSAGE
WITH SUNBURST ROWEL
Ladies’ or Men’s sizes. 45mm (1 ¾" neck).
2508 $149.95

30mm

40mm

D. ULTRA FIT EXTRA GRIP BLACK
PRINCE OF WALES SPURS
Sizes 25mm (1" neck), 35mm (1 3/8" neck).
25337 $89.95

L

ULTRA FIT SPURS

45mm

40mm

45mm

G
45mm

Designed by Olympic gold medal
rider Klaus Balkenhol, these spurs
feature angled ULTRA FIT spur strap
slots for even better fit.

40mm

M
40mm

L. SUNBURST ROWEL
German Silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
40mm (1 ⅝" neck).
2513 $149.95

N

M. SMOOTH ROWEL
German Silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
40mm (1 ⅝" neck).
2514 $149.95

P

35mm

30mm

N. ROUND END
German Silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
35mm (1 ⅜" neck).
2506 $125.95

40mm

30mm

P. ULTRA FIT SLIMLINE SPURS
Stainless steel.
Little round rowel. Sizes 40mm (1 ⅝"
neck), 30mm (1 ¼" neck).
9 point rowel. Size 40mm (1 ⅝" neck).
25374 $79.95

40mm

Q

Q. ROUND ENDS
Stainless steel.
35mm (1 ⅜" neck)
25mm (1" neck)
2523 $49.95

35mm
25mm

R

R. BLUNT BALL
Stainless steel. 20mm (¾" neck).
25017 $49.95

20mm

S. PRINCE OF WALES
Stainless steel. 35mm (1 ⅜" neck).
25018 $49.95

S
35mm

T

T. ROUND KNOB SPURS
15mm (5/8" neck)
25383 $19.95

15mm

STUBBEN SPURS
H. NEW! STUBBEN TEC SPURS
Adjusts to fit both men’s and ladies’ riding
boots. Offset spur strap slots ensure a
more comfortable fit.
15mm
25390 $47.50
20mm
25417
$47.50
25mm
25418
$47.50
35mm
25419
$47.50

W

V
J

J. NEW! STUBBEN SEQ SPURS
Stainless steel with rowel.
15mm
25380 $55.00
K. NEW! STUBBEN
DYNAMIC SPURS
V-shaped. 25mm.
25219 $65.00

U

H

X

15mm

15mm

K

25mm

STÜBBEN FINE ROWEL SPURS
These beautiful spurs are unisex and have
a slight ‘V’ shape for a better fit. Necks
measure 1 ⅜" in your choice of style.
Stainless steel.
U. FINE ROWEL
25409 $90.00
V. WIDE ROWEL
25408 $90.00
PARTNERS IN

STÜBBEN DRESSAGE SPURS
Includes the finest leather spur straps.
1 ¾" neck. Ladies’. Stainless steel.
W. SMOOTH ROWEL
25412 $55.00
X. WITHOUT ROWEL
25411 $55.00

performance
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DRESSAGE ARENA LETTERS
Designed to withstand even the windiest conditions, these exceptionally stable letters are painted on at a height that allows the letters
to be seen from a distance over all types of dressage arena rails. The design prevents the cones from sticking together when stacked.
A

B

EZ VIEWING ARENA MARKERS
Place together sets of three to form stand-alone arena marker!

BURLINGHAM
SPORTS ARENA
FLOWER BOX
A beautiful flower
box that can be used
as a dressage letter by
hanging Rail Letters
over the top edge.
Holds a 5 gallon plant.
14 3/4" square x 22" high.
(Letters sold separately.)
27710 $125.00 EACH

A. HEAVY DUTY ARENA MARKERS
Solid metal, weather resistant, long lasting.
SET OF 8: A, B, C, E, F, H, K, M
270119 $109.95 (Add $6 freight)
SET OF 4: P, R, V, S
270121 $59.95 (Add $4 freight)
B. METAL DRESSAGE MARKERS
Lightweight, metal frame with plastic letters. Weather resistant.
Set of 12: A, B, C, E, F, H, K, M, R, S, V, P.
270115
$149.95

BURLINGHAM SPORTS
TOWER LETTERS
Recessed cup at the top allows for a
flower pot or bunch of artificial flowers.
30" tall with 26" base.
SET OF 8
27332
$800.00
SET OF 12 27333
$1,000.00

VINYL ARENA
REPLACEMENT LETTERS
For both cone and metal markers.
2 of each letter per package. 8" x 8".
SET OF 8 (ABCEFHKM)
270126 $19.95
SET OF 4 (PRVS)
270125 $10.95

ARENA LETTER MARKERS
Save time with these handy arena letter
markers. Allows you to know exactly
where to put your letter.
SET OF 8
270138 $72.00
SET OF 12 270139 $90.00

RAIL LETTERS
Simply hang letters on fence. Letters are
made of vinyl with metal clip to attach
to rails up to 1 ½" wide. Set of 12.
Measures 8" x 8".
270116 $71.95

METRIC TAPE
Ideal for laying out dressage arenas.
Fiberglass tape is non-stretching and
long lasting. Easy to roll up with handle.
Metric on one side, feet/inches on other.
100 meters.
270168 $29.99

BURLINGHAM SPORTS
RAIL LETTERS
UV-treated, durable, die-cut plaques, channel
on back for attaching to fence rails. 8" x 12".
SET OF 8
2728 $165.00
SET OF 12 2736 $200.00

ELITE LETTERS
18" tall with 16" base.
SET OF 8
27838 $475.00
SET OF 12
27837 $669.00

BURLINGHAM SPORTS
WALL LETTERS
Silk-screened and uv-treated to maintain
easy visibility for years. 8" x 12".
SET OF 8
27843 $136.00
SET OF 12 27839 $179.00

DRESSAGE TEST BOOKS

POCKET USDF DRESSAGE
TEST BOOKS
Formatted for callers and riders. Easy-to-read diagrams
for Introductory through First level tests. Compact size
3 ½" x 5 ¼". Laminated. Specify level when ordering.
Introductory, Training, 1st-4th Level. Includes all 3 tests.
34060 $23.95 EACH
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WHINNY WIDGETS BIG PRINT
DRESSAGE TEST BOOK
Formatted for callers, riders, coaches and spectators.
Contains all standard USDF and USEF tests featured in
extra-large type. Spiral bound laminated books include
Training through Fourth Level. 8 ½" x 11".
34214 $75.95

800.303.7849 | DressageExtensions.com | Shop over 250 New Spring Items

2019 DRESSAGE ILLUSTRATED
TEST BOOKS
Current standard USDF include training through
fourth levels in all 3 tests. Available in Intro, Training
through Fourth Level. Diagrams of tests, with directive
ideas for each movement, collective marks with
definitions and directional arena diagrams. Laminated.
34160 $20.95

WELLINGTON
DRESSAGE ARENA
Tested and Approved. The Wellington Arena is a unique design offering advantages
not found in other arenas. The rails are pre-measured so you simply place them
into the supports assuring perfect measurements every time. The rails are ribbed, not
hollow, for added strength, durability and to eliminate sagging. Burlingham uses 100%
UV treated material to withstand abuse and to hold up in all weather conditions. A
superior design on the standard block and rail system. The rail height is set at the 12"
required height. Includes forty 4-meter rails with 36 cones and 4 corner cones for a
20m x 60m arena.
20M x 40M
270137 $2625.00
20M x 60M
27334 $3600.00
WELLINGTON ARENA CONES
The cones are designed so they also house round rails.
Allowing for the use of jump rails you may already
have on hand. Available in line or corner cone.
270136 $48.00 EACH

KELLEY & COMPANY DRESSAGE
PRACTICE ARENA DRY ERASE BOARD
A handy size for hanging on your trailer door, stall
door, or show trunk. One side is “Standard Arena” and
the other side is “Short Arena”. A great learning/teaching
tool for up-coming young riders. 4" x 11".
270143 $12.95

Kasey Perry Glass riding Dublet
© Shannon Brinkman photography

BURLINGHAM SPORTS LI’L STACKER CAVALETTI
One pair of the Li’l Stacker will raise your pole 2" off the ground. Add height by stacking and snapping
together multiple Li’l Stackers to raise your pole in continuous 2" increments. When stacked they stay
well connected, which makes it easy to design a multi-height exercise. Li’l Stackers are packaged 2 pair
of one color per package. Each Stacker measures 3" x 6" x 6". Lightweight and compact design is easy
to use and store. Purple, red, royal blue hunter green, white, black. Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping.
27732 $59.00

BURLINGHAM SPORTS BIG STEP
MOUNTING BLOCK
22" tall with non-slip tread on the steps. 12" deep compartment
under top step. Use for lunging equipment, storing brushes, rags
or a little boot polish for last minute touch-ups. Black, burgundy,
hunter green, gray, navy, purple, red, royal blue, pink, granite.
Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping.
270110 $182.00

PARTNERS IN
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BAGS & TOTES
Comfort
carrying
handle

Established by former Olympic rider Robert Lemieux and
his wife, Lisa. The innovation behind the product range
comes from their experiences in Britain and Canada.
The couple collaborates with a close design team and top
riders to create top quality products at a reasonable price.
Lined
interior

Hidden
pockets
inside

LEMIEUX® PROKIT
BRIDLE BAG
Well designed and convenient
Luxury ShowKit bridle bag that
will carry multiple bridles with
ease. Black.
33886 $49.95

LEMIEUX® PROKIT HAT
& BOOT BAG
Luxurious bag lets you travel in
style while giving you much more
functionality than an average boot
bag. Large front compartment
allows storage of other tack or show
attire to carry in one handy luggage
piece. Black.
33884 $55.95

LEMIEUX®
GROOMING BAG
Durable, stylish grooming
bag for carrying and storing
your essentials, outer pockets
and multiple internal
compartments. Black.
33927 $49.95

Black

Navy

GROOMING TOTE WITH HANDLE
Heavy-duty canvas features a roomy center
compartment, side pockets, handle bar and
shoulder strap.
100110 $36.95

CENTAUR® DRESSAGE SADDLE COVER
420 denier saddle cover is waterproof and breathable,
lined with fleece and fits all sizes of dressage saddles.
19810 $18.95

Navy

Black

CENTAUR® TALL BOOT BAG
Durable bag with 70 denier nylon lining. Side pocket
with snap closure. Reinforced carry straps. Black, navy.
33929 $29.95
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EQUI-LOGIC SADDLE PAD CARRIER
Hangs flat with easy access for 3 to 4 pads, with a
pocket on the outside of the bag to carry your bridle.
Holds most dressage whips, too. Coordinates with
the Equi-Valet carry all. Navy, black.
190493 $58.95

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

LEMIEUX® PROKIT SADDLE COVER
Ingenious saddle cover made of durable polyester
outer with soft fleece lining. Features elastic
adjustable drawstring, a lower slot to put girth straps
through and an over-sleeve to store your girth.
150175 $49.95

ESKADRON®
BOOT WASH BAG
Protect your horse’s
bandages, and boots, in
the washing machine with this practical
washbag. Ensure that straps and VELCRO®
brand closures do not entangle, snag or twist.
Two mesh compartments will accommodate
and separate a pair of boots. Drawstring top
closure. Black.
26053 $12.50

LEMIEUX® SADDLE PAD WASH BAG
Keeps your pad as well as your washing
machine clean and horse hair free. Black.
Size 29" x 31".
33928 $21.95

Black

BUNGEE
TRAILER TIE
Strong elastic
bungee cord with
bolt snap on one
end, panic snap on
the other. Black.
270124 $19.95

Navy

LEMIEUX®
CARBON
TRAVEL BOOTS
New Carbon NanoFibre lining controls heat and
sweat with its inner cool lining
wicking action. Moisture and
temperature are far better
regulated than a standard travel
boot. Generous quilted Velcro®
brand closures. Robust PU
Leather heel guards. Black, navy.
Size M, L.
041731 $129.95

EASY MEASURE HEIGHT
AND WEIGHT TAPE
Vinyl-coated nylon. Measures both hands
and centimeters, pounds and kilograms.
Works for horse or pony.
270131 $5.95

NYLON TAIL BAG
Protects the braid as
well as the hair from
breaking. Tassels at
end of the tail bag
enables your horse
to swat flies while
protecting the tail.
Navy. Size 28" x 5½"
with 9' tassels.
100147 $10.95

WALDHAUSEN TRAVEL
SADDLE RACK
This handy rack keeps your saddle
clean and safe. Sturdy metal frame
requires minimum space when folded
up. Black. Size 55 cm x 38 cm x 53 cm.
270142 $39.95

EQUI-LOGIC DRESSAGE
RIDER TIRE COVER
Adjustable draw-cord to fit
various tires. Navy, black.
270140 $49.95
Black
EQUIFIT® HANGING
BOOT ORGANIZER
Provides easy and convenient storage for
horse boots and equipment. The mesh
material makes item easily visible in
each pocket. It also provides airflow and
breathability, allowing boots to dry and
stay funk-free.
8 POCKETS 270032 $29.00
24 POCKETS 33906 $48.00

HORSEMEN'S
PRIDE™ SCENTED
JOLLY BALL®
These balls float and
bounce and do not need
air to inflate. Blueberry.
10" diameter.
27316 $26.95

ESKADRON® DOCUMENT FOLDER
Ideal for competitions and traveling or
whenever you need to organize and safeguard
a variety of important equine documents in
one convenient location. Features multiple
inside storage pockets and a zippered closure.
Navy. Size 8½" x 11".
270135 $23.00

WALDHAUSEN
LOADING AID
An ingenious and effective
design allowing a gentile
pulling action by the loader
acting on the hind and head
while standing in front of
the horse.
30302 $15.95

Reflective decals
can be applied to
your truck, trailer,
tack trunk, mailbox
or be creative.
Self adhesive and
weatherproof.
A mirror image,
choose right or left.
A

A. FRIESIAN
HORSE DECAL
Black. 5 1/2" x 7 3/4".
270130 $9.95

B

B. DRESSAGE
RIDER DECAL
White, black.
5 3/4" x 6 3/4".
270153 $9.95

SAFETY DECALS

Endorsed by Carol Lavell, the reflective
decals allow other driversto see the trailer
during the day, as well as at night. An
affordable safety measure!
CAUTION HORSES SAFETY DECAL
Made of engineer-grade reflective vinyl.
Black, red. 4" x 17 1/4" and 4" x 15 1/4".
27688 $29.95

PARTNERS IN
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LEATHER CARE
F

E

A

A. EFFAX® LEATHER CREAM SOAP
This excellent product cleans and conditions without water.
Contains natural oils (avocado oil and coconut oil) and
aloe vera that cleans all-leather products. Fresh citrus scent.
13.5 oz.
31027 $16.95
B. EFFAX®® LEATHER BALSAM
Nourish, protect and restore your leather tack. This leather
conditioner helps give new tack a long life and makes old tack
look newer. Formulated with natural lanolin, beeswax and
avocado oil, this balm makes your leather supple and resilient.
17 oz. TUB 31118 $19.95
150ml TUBE 31020 $9.95

B

C

C. EFFAX® GLYCERINE SOAP
Cleans all types of leather quickly. 300ml.
220608 $17.95

D

K. BELVOIR® TACK
G. BELVOIR® SOAP BAR
High quality glycerine soap for saddles and tack. CLEANER SPRAY
Gentle leather cleaner provides
31116 $9.95
G
immediate results. Contains
H. BELVOIR® LEATHER CLEANER WIPES an effective blend of cleansing
Each package contains 15 handy-to-use wipes
agents that will remove dirt
for cleaning tack.
and sweat. 16 oz.
31079 $14.95
31065 $24.95
J. BELVOIR® LEATHER BALSAM
L. BELVOIR® TACK
INTENSIVE CONDITIONER
CONDITIONER
Apply to tack and other leather goods and
Softens, preserves and gives shine
see an instant improvement. Conditioner
to saddlery leather. Original
is especially good for new, fine or saturated
recipe formulated with glycerine
leather products. 16 oz.
and coconut oil. 16 oz.
31006 $26.95
31066 $29.95

Q

T

R

U

H

K

L
J

D. EFFAX® LEATHER SOFT WITH BRUSH
Special mixture of lanolin and avocado oil. Makes
smooth leather supple, tear-proof and soft. 17 oz.
31059 $25.95
E. EFFAX® LEATHER-COMBI
Leather cleaner-conditioner saves time while doing
the dirty work. Grease free, non-slippery. 500ml.
31001 $19.95
F. EFFAX® LEATHER COMBI SPRAY
Powerful, non-greasy formula removes stubborn and
dried dirt, such as perspiration and dust. Developed
to prevent leather from being attacked by mold and
mildew. Leather-Combi+ Spray nourishes leather’s
natural properties of leaving it soft, smooth and slipresistant. Designed to be used without water. 17 oz.
31051 $25.95
M. BLACK SADDLE SOAP
Cleans black leather and lubricates the fibers
to prevent brittleness. Cleans and
polishes in one easy step. 12 oz.
3122 $6.95
M
N. STÜBBEN
HAMANOL DRESSING
N
P
Natural oils dress and protect
saddles, bridles and other
leather products. 250 grams.
3152 $17.95
P. STÜBBEN LEATHER
SOAP–250ml.
3153 $17.95

W
V

SADDLE GRIP
X
Y

S

Q. FIEBING’S 4-WAY CARE
LEATHER CONDITIONER
The most complete cleaner and conditioner in one.
Preserves, strengthens, beautifies and cleans leather
and restores natural oils. 32 oz.
31039 $14.95
R. FIEBING’S FOAMING LIQUID
GLYCERINE SOAP
Buffs to a lustrous finish. Use on saddles, tack,
boots, jackets, handbags, leather upholstery and
other smooth leather articles. Not for suede. 5 oz.
31093 $7.95
S. MORGAN’S SCENTED SADDLE SOAP
Aromatherapy for the hard-working equestrian, this
goat’s milk soap leaves leather soft, supple and clean.
Vanilla bean, lavender, tea rose, citrus basil. 6 oz.
31012 $17.95

METAL POLISH
HERM SPRENGER
DIAMOND PASTE
Best Seller! Diamond Paste
cleans and protects items
made of stainless steel,
chrome, copper, brass,
Sensogan and Aurigan.
035 $13.95
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T. URAD® LEATHER CREAM
Self-shining leather restorer for leather, man-made leather
and vinyl products. Fast and easy applicator instantly cleans
and shines your shoes. Can also be used on tack and saddles.
Black, neutral. 7 oz.
37016 $20.95
U. PASSIER® BRIDLE CLEANER
Nourishes leather from the outside and inside, keeping it
supple and smooth. Thus prolonging its life span. Gentle
ingredients make it suitable for daily use. 200ml.
31071 $23.00
V. PASSIER® LEDERBALSAM
For care and conditioning of leather goods.
Adds suppleness and life to clean leather. 500ml.
3143 $18.00
W. PASSIER® SADDLE SOAP
For clean, soft leather. Includes sponge. 200ml.
3145 $16.00

LEATHER DYE
FIEBING’S
LEATHER DYE
Won’t fade, streak or
rub off. Restores jet
black color. Alcoholbased. Includes one
wool dauber. 4 oz.
31092 $8.95

BREECH & LEATHER WASH

PEPEDE
Scientifically
formulated in
Germany to wash
leather chaps,
breeches and
gloves. 250ml.
31086 $14.95

Test Bit Center – DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing | 800.303.7849

AA

AB

Z
X. SPORTY SIT-TITE SPRAY
Best Seller. Spray grip for the inner side of boots,
saddle flaps and seat. 200ml.
27649 $19.95
Y. SIT-TITE CREME
Just a little of this concentrate provides grip between
saddle and seat. Made in Germany. 75ml.
270166 $21.95
Z. FAFITZ
Very sticky saddle grip. From Germany. 3" tin. 100ml.
150179 $19.95
AA. BETTER GRIP™ BAR STICK TITE
Enhances grip on riding seat, hands and legs.
270134 $12.95

WATERPROOFING
WATERPROOFING
SPRAY
No Silicone or
CFCs. 5 oz.
37392 $9.95

AB. EFFAX LEATHER
GRIP STICK
Provides a firm grip to any leather
surface. Product can be directly applied
to surface and can be completely
removed with Effax Leather Combi
or a damp cloth. 50ml.
31063 $17.95

TREATS
PONY PANTRY
OATNUTS TUBE
A convenient 5.75 ounce
tube of Peppermint Oatnut
nuggets that are natural and
wholesome with no sugar or
artificial ingredients and are
USEF and FEI safe. A great
substitute for sugar cubes!
220634 $9.95

PONY PANTRY
OATNUTS JAR
1 LB. Jar of mixed flavor Oatnut
treats. Contains a mixture of
small nuggets in Peppermint,
Apple and Carrot that are
natural and wholesome with no
sugar or artificial ingredients and
are USEF and FEI safe. A great
substitute for sugar cubes!
220635 $14.95

KELCIE’S PUMPKIN SPICE
HORSE TREATS
100% natural ingredients, low in
sugar, starch and carbohydrates.
Designed to support a horse or
pony’s optimal digestion and
nutrition absorption.
220636 $12.95
220637 $34.95

To shop our entire selection of horse treats visit DressageExtensions.com/Treats
B

A

A. GERMAN HORSE MUFFINS
Containing no preservatives, artificial
flavors or colors, these decadent
horse muffins offer a unique taste
experience that features a seductive
blend of sweet feed and molasses.
1 LB. 220177 $8.95
6 LB. 220178 $29.95

C

B. GERMAN BEET TREATS
High-fiber treat is made with beet
pulp, the number one ingredient.
A perfect addition to your horse's
regular diet and no soaking is
required; feed them right out
of the bag. Dry and firm with
unbeatable health benefits.
1 LB. 220340 $8.95
6 LB. 220339 $28.95

D

C. MRS. PASTURES® HORSE TREATS
All natural ingredients with no additives or
preservatives. Mrs. Pastures® Cookies are hard and
crunchy and won’t fall apart in your pocket as they are
dehydrated, not baked. 100% satisfaction guaranteed.
8 OZ. BAG
22368 $4.95
32 OZ. JAR
22235 $14.95
5 LB. BAG
22082 $26.95
15 LB. BUCKET
22237 $71.95*

D. GERMAN MINTY
MUFFINS
Tucked inside is a sweet, Brach’s
Star Brite mint made with real
peppermint oil.
1 LB. BAG 220441 $12.95
6 LB. BAG 220442 $45.95

*Additional $4.95 shipping

WORMERS
E

E. PANACUR DEWORMER PASTE
2242 $15.95

F

F. 1.87% IVERMECTIN PASTE
2289 $5.95

G. IVERMECTIN APPLE PASTE
22854 $7.95

G

H. SAFEGUARD PASTE WORMER
22372 $11.99

H

ELECTROLYTES AND SUPPLEMENTS
J

K

J. FARNAM® APPLE ELITE ELECTROLYTE
Great for competition and training. Delivers sodium,
calcium, potassium, magnesium, trace minerals. 5 lb.
22408 $16.95
K. EQUINETY HORSE XL
A source of 100% pure amino acids, without fillers, sugars
and starches. No loading dose required. Customizes to the
body and helps support joints, prevent ulcers, increase focus,
aid in tissue repair and strengthen the immune system.
220639 $105.95

CALMING
M

L

N. ABSORBINE® BUTELESS PELLETS
A natural support for a healthy inflammatory
response and long-term comfort. Helps manage
aches and discomfort and improve mobility without
gastric upset or ulcers.
2 LB.
220170 $25.95
5 LB.
220168 $48.95

L. HIMALAYAN HORSE SALT LICK ON A ROPE
Helps reduce boredom while giving your horse the
nutrients they need.
3 LB.
220714 $9.95
5.5 LB.
220715 $12.95
7.5 LB.
220716 $14.95
M. EFFOL® ELECTROLYTE SYRUP
Incorporates important minerals such as potassium,
chloride, magnesium and sodium for rapid recovery and
appropriate mineral balance.
220483 $25.95

PARTNERS IN

performance

P. EQUI+CALM® PASTE
Equi+Calm®’s buffered, sugar-free, amino acid
formula is specially designed to reduce adrenaline,
increase endorphins and protect the horse’s sensitive
stomach. Maple praline flavor. 30 cc.
220583 $23.95
N

P
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German grooming brushes are beautifully made of the finest materials.
The craftsmanship is superb, designed to fit the hand comfortably for easy grooming.
Most brushes have natural bristles with wood backs and leather handles.

GRAND PRIX FINISHING
Unbelievably soft and luxurious
goat hair brush. Perfect for the
face or putting the last shine on
your horse’s coat.
100114 $29.95

PIK BUBE
BODY BRUSH
Shorter bristles and very
stiff. Use on a horse with
a shorter coat to remove
dirt and mud. Cleans
deep down.
100112 $25.95
REMBRANDT
FINISHING BRUSH
Made of horsehair, it
features a raised edge to
help flick away that last
bit of dust and dandruff.
100113 $30.95

WALDHAUSEN EXKLUSIV FACE BRUSH
Small brush for the horse’s face. Beechwood back
with thick 100% goat hair bristles.
100138 $29.95

SCHIMMEL
GROOMING BRUSH
Pure coco fiber bristles remove
stains from light-colored coats.
SMALL 6½"
100123 $19.95
LARGE 8 ½"
100124 $19.95

HIGH SHINE
FINISHING BRUSH
Very soft facial brush.
Closely spaced bristles for
extra tenderness. Great for
horse’s eyes, ears and nose.
Use large for body and larger
hands. ¾" bristles.
SMALL 7"
100115 $15.95
LARGE 8 ½"
100122 $19.95

HIGH SHINE
FINISHING BRUSH
Longer soft bristles are
perfect for putting the
finishing touch on your
horse’s coat. 1 ¾" bristles.
100121 $19.95

WALDHAUSEN EXKLUSIV BODY BRUSH
Thick bristles made of a high quality blend (50%
synthetic, 50% horsehair) leave your horse’s coat
clean and dust-free.
100137 $29.95

WONDERBRUSH
Bristles are curved to really work the coat. Perfect
for removing tough, deep down dirt and sweat.
Use it in the opposite direction to smooth the coat.
100117 $19.95

GRAND GILBERT MEDIUM BRUSH
This short-bristled horsehair brush is great for spreading
the natural oils while bringing out a healthy shine.
100116 $29.95

GROOMING TOOLS

A

B

C

A. EZ CLEAN BODY BRUSH
Hard bristles pull loose hair and dander while soft
bristles sweep it away. All done in one motion.
Elastic strap.
100144 $25.95
B. EFFOL® SUPERFLEX BRUSH
Densely-packed horse hair bristles remove dirt, loose
hair and even the finest particles of dust in no time at
all. Ergonomically adapts to the contours of the horse.
100143 $32.95
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D

E

C. METAL CURRY WITH STRAP
Massages the coat for deep conditioning.
100108 $5.95
D. POSTURE PREP GROOMER
Designed to improve posture, performance and health
by optimizing the myofascial system of the horse.
Innovative grooming aid comes with instruction
manual to help maximize your pre-ride warm up. By
improving your horse’s posture, you can "re-form"
conformation and improve performance and longevity.
100148 $25.95

Our Team is Here to Help | DressageExtensions.com | 800.303.7849

F

G

E. EPONA® SHED FLOWER
Removes dirt and hair effortlessly. Fits all hand sizes.
Assorted colors.
10517 $5.95
F. EPONA® GLOSSY GROOMER
Flexible ergonomic curry contours to your hand to work
deep into muscles while removing dirt. 5 1/5" x 3 3/4".
100045 $12.95
G. MASSAGE RUBBER MITT
Dual-purpose rubber mitt with grooming capabilities
on one side and small roller balls on the other.
100120 $6.95

HAAS® DIVA EXKLUSIV BRUSH
Soft finishing brush pampers your horse
with a lambswool center and outer row
of medium stiff bristles. Perfect face
brush or use for finishing. Size 8" x 31/4".
100152 $35.95

HAAS® MUSTANG BRUSH
Tough, vigorous brush for grooming
thick, muddy, or shedding coats. Unique
bristle combination blends durable
synthetic bristles with fine brass wire.
Size 7 ⅝" x 3 ⅓".
100157 $29.95

HAAS® SCHIMMEL BRUSH
Made with tightly packed, strong
coconut fibers. Great for working
stains out of white and gray coats.
Approx. 8" x 3 ½".
100164 $16.95

HAAS® DIAMOND GLOSS BRUSH
Soft body brush features super-dense,
black natural horsehair bristles.
Size 8" x 3 1/4".
100162 $25.95

HAAS® REX BRUSH
Small leather-covered brush featuring a
mixture of real horsehair and synthetic
fiber bristles. Size 6 ¾" x 3 ½".
100155 $29.95

HAAS® FELLGLANZ SHINE BRUSH
Made with light, soft, thickly woven
white horse hair. Perfect for finishing
your horse. Size 8" x 3 ½".
100150 $19.95

HAAS® VOLLBLUT BRUSH
Soft horsehair with leather back. Ideal
for fine-skinned horses. Imparts shine on
coat. Approx. 8 ½" x 4".
100171 $39.95

HAAS® DIAMOND WURZEL BRUSH
Medium stiff synthetic Rice Root dense
bristle. Removes debris while stimulating
blood flow. Approx. 8" x 3 ½".
100185 $14.95

HAAS® LIPIZZANER BRUSH
Longer hairs remove dust. Shorter center
bristles provide a gentle cleaning and
lasting shine. Size 8" x 3 ¼".
100165 $39.95

HAAS® KOPF-BURSTE
HORSE HAIR BRUSH
A face brush made of a mixture of
very soft white horse hair.
100167 $16.95

HAAS® EXPRESS BRUSH
Removes hair from all textiles, saddle
pads, etc. Or use on horse to remove
loose hair. Extra long 1 ⅝" rubber
teeth. Silver.
100158 $21.95

HAAS® MAHNE BRUSH
For removing dust and loose hair on the
top of the horse’s coat. Nice for sensitive
areas. 3" long, wavy synthetic bristles.
Assorted colors.
100161 $14.95

HAAS® PASTERN BRUSH
Features an anatomical design that
follows the curvature of the pastern.
100184 $10.95

HAAS® GROOVY BRUSH
Synthetic, long-bristle dandy brush with
a mixture of soft and strong bristles.
Assorted colors.
100163 $12.95

Large
Small

HAAS® BRENIG MADOC BRUSH
A nice thick back with wide bristles.
Medium stiff, loosens dirt and hair.
Assorted colors. Size 5" x 2" x 2 ½".
100153 $14.95

HAAS® NOIR BRUSH
Brush off fine dust and dirt and bring
on shine with soft, 2" bristles made of
100% horse hair on washable black
synthetic wood-look back.
SMALL 7"L 100154 $16.95
LARGE 81/2"L 100169 $21.95
Black

Blue

Silver

HAAS® PUTZI COMBO BRUSH
One side has strong plastic teeth for
cleaning heavy dirt. Other side has
synthetic bristles for gentle grooming.
Assorted colors.
100183 $12.95

HAAS® NEW GEN CURRY COMB
Curry comb in a durable, special flexible
plastic is softer, yet effective for removing
mud and dirt. Ideal for sensitive skinned
horses. Black, blue, silver.
100166 $8.95

HAAS® CLEANING CLOTH
Soft and absorbent 100% cotton
cleaning cloth.
100159 $4.95

PARTNERS IN

HAAS® BLUE STONE
HARD SPONGE
Effective hard sponge for heavily soiled
or stained coats. Dampen sponge, then
clean with gentle pressure. Rinse and
groom. Approx. 4 ¾" x 3 ½" x 1".
100156 $6.95
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BRAIDING

TAIL TAMER ® BRUSHES

EQUI-ESSENTIALS NO
TANGLE BRAIDING BANDS
Small rubber bands with a smooth
finish that prevent your horses
hair from getting tangled. Black,
brown, white. 500 count.
100135 $5.99

TAIL TAMER® RAINBOW MANE AND TAIL PADDLE BRUSH
Multicolored bristles are curved to detangle tough snarls fast. This
lightweight but sturdy brush has a comfortable gripped handle with a
hole for hanging. Head is 6"L x 4"W.
10811 $10.95

BRAID BINDERS
Small rubber bands for quick,
easy braids. Black, white, brown.
800 count.
100132 $5.95

TAIL TAMER® RAINBOW MANE AND TAIL BRUSH
Curved, colorful bristles detangle tough manes and tails quickly. Shaped
handle offers a great hold. Head is approx. 5"L x 2"W.
10810 $10.95
TAIL TAMER® PADDLE BRUSH
Flexible bristles to protect against breakage. Textured handle for sure grip.
Assorted colors. Approx. 9 1/2"L x 3"W x 1"D.
10195 $10.95

BRAIDING BANDS
Small rubber bands. Black,
dark brown. 500 count.
100131 $1.95

MANE & TAIL TOOLS
BRAIDEEZ™ BRAIDING WIRE
Shape braids with no sewing.
Flexible plastic coating is easy
to remove. Reusable wire will
not damage the mane or tail.
25 per package. Black. 32" wires.
10159 $19.95
3M VINYL
ELECTRICAL TAPE
Extra wide tape for
securing wraps. 19mm.
Black.
27309 $2.95
Royal blue, white, red.
27308 $3.95

Black

Royal
Blue

MANE AND TAIL BRUSH
Metal bristles spaced apart
for easy untangling and less
breakage of hair.
100111 $25.95

EPONA® PONY TAIL COMB
Braiding comb. Lightweight aluminum.
Ultra-wide-tooth comb weaves through
even the toughest manes
and tails. Assorted colors.
10005 $7.95

TAILWRAP PADDLE BRUSH
Durable hardwood brush for mane and tail has very stiff
bristles that will not fall out no matter how hard you
use it. Approx. 8.5" long.
100146 $10.95

TOP ZOP® BRAIDING COMB
Measure each section of mane to get equal-size plaits.
It also has a clip and rubber band holder built in on the
end of the comb.
100133 $15.95

Red
White

HAAS® PLASTIC MANE COMB/HOOF PICK
Wide-tooth comb with a pick end for parting mane.
Assorted colors.
100168 $3.95

ERGONOMIC D-BRAIDER
For taking out the braids in a horse’s mane. Slip the
hook end over the yarn and pull the thread-cutting
edge downward. Green, blue.
100151 $12.95

HORSE SHAVE®
Compact horse shaver works
great on the horse that doesn’t
like electric clippers.
10146 $2.95

SOLOCOMB II WITH REPLACEABLE BLADES
This remarkable tool will achieve the same results as
a conventional pulling comb, without any pain to
you or the horse. Replaceable blades make for a more
economical mane puller.
10213 $39.95

MANE COMB WITH HOOF PICK
The ideal tool for pulling manes, curved end handle
provides leverage that can also be used as a hoof pick.
100109 $.69

SOLOCOMB II
REPLACEMENT BLADE
10282 $31.95

HOOF PICKS
Blue
Silver

Red

Purple

QUICK KNOT PLAITING PINS
Revolution in plaiting! Achieve professional
competition plaits. Black. Contains 100 clips.
100191 $32.95
60

WALDHAUSEN PINK GEL
HANDLE HOOF PICK
Ergonomically designed gel handle
with brush. Pink.
100136 $12.95

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

HAAS® JOKER HOOF PICK
Durable contoured, resin handle
that’s made with a long square
edged metal pick to removes debris
with ease. Blue, silver, red, purple.
100160 $7.95

HEAVY DUTY HOOF PICK
Durable plastic handle with stiff brush
attached. Black, purple, blue, teal.
220584 $2.95

GROOMING
GROOMING BLOCK
A grooming essential! Textured
block easily removes loose hair,
dust and dirt. Leaves horse’s
coat slicker, shinier and well
shed-out. Gray.
100134 $3.95

EPONA® BAMBOO
SWEAT SCRAPER
No other plant material can rival
the utility of bamboo. Bamboo
is very durable while being both
flexible and elastic.
100182 $7.95

EPONA® TIGER’S TONGUE SCRUBBER
Flexible horse scrubber comes vacuum packed.
Cleans deeply embedded dirt, dung and sweat
marks without dust clouds. Use wet or dry.
Expands to 4 ½" x 7 ¾" x 2 ⅜".
100007 $8.95

SLEEKEZ®
Removes loose hair and dirt from
your horse, pets and even saddle
pads. Waterproof wood handle.
Blade does not need honing.
10" 10748 $22.95
5"
10749 $18.95

POCKET SWEAT SCRAPER
Handy all-purpose sweat scraper can
be used anywhere. Fits in your back
pocket. Assorted colors.
100173 $2.95

PARTRADE
ONE-HANDED
SWEAT SCRAPER
Easily used with one hand. Red.
1088 $3.95

EFFOL® WONDER SPONGE
Convenient magic sponge. Once
opened, you have a versatile
sponge with excellent absorption.
100142 $5.95

HYDRA-MOTIVE®
HANDI-GRIP SPONGE
Ideal size for bathing your
horse. Hourglass design fits
perfectly in your hand.
1065 $3.49

HANDSON™ GLOVES
Scrubbing nodules relax your horse. Use wet or dry.
For sizing, measure palm width circumference around
the widest point of your hand. Junior gloves, under 6";
S, 6-7"; M, 7-8 1/2"; L, 8 1/2-10 1/2; XL, 10 1/2".
BLACK
10984 $29.95
COLORS
100104 $29.95

EPONA® APRIL POWER
SHOWER™ HORSE SPONGE
A bucket of water is all you need
to drench your horse like an
April Shower.
100096 $7.95

Black

Purple

Green

EPONA® ULTA MITT
Give your horse the ultimate
massage treatment while dry
currying or bathing. Promotes
natural shine and is gentle enough
for sensitive horses. Assorted colors.
10094 $12.95

EPONA® HORSE
WASH GLOVE
Use wet to make dirt vanish.
Use the glove dry, and caked
mud disappears.
100181 $10.95

SHEEPSKIN GROOMING MITT
Plush sheepskin grooming mitt is
perfect for gently cleaning the face
and for adding more luster and
sheen to the coat.
10127 $27.95

EPONA®
ALL-PURPOSE MITT
Stimulates while cleaning.
Works well wet or dry.
Assorted colors.
10346 $9.95

NATURAL SEA SPONGE
Ideal for bathing, cleaning tack
and applying horse care products.
Size range from 4"-5" long
by 3"-4" wide.
100127 $10.95

LAVENDER GROOMING WIPES
Perfect for removing that last little bit
of dirt that a brush just can’t get, while
adding sheen to the coat. 24 sheets.
100126 $25.95

STABLE ESSENTIALS

LEATHER PUNCHES

A
B
A. HERM SPRENGER® HOLE PUNCH
Best Seller. Made in Germany, this extra heavy-duty
punch has increased leverage requiring 70% less
pressure. Herm Sprenger quality makes it the ultimate
leather tool for your barn.
27229 $57.95
B. SUPER LEATHER PUNCH
Well-balanced, heavy-duty hole punch with finger grips
for comfort. Six different hole punch sizes.
31068 $19.95

C. PORTABLE TACK BAR
Conveniently hangs in a trailer, over a stall or pipe
corral. Hooks swivel safely to the side when not in
use. Black. 17" x 6".
270167 $13.50
D. TACK SPONGE
Small synthetic sponges. Soft and absorbent.
Set of 12. 1" x 2 ½".
100128 $10.95

C

D

E. SYNTHETIC TACK SPONGE
Great for general use around the barn. 2" x 4" x 4".
100125 $3.95

F
E

F. TACK CLEANING HOOK
Four prong.
270122 $6.95
PARTNERS IN
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A

B

A. LEOVET® FROGMEDIC
Penetrates deeply, spreading into the grooves
and into small fissures, thus reaching decayed
spots. FrogMedic blocks out sogginess and stops
deterioration. 200ml.
220394 $23.95

EFFOL® HORSE BALM
Cools over three hours,
relaxes, promotes excellent
circulation and activates
after strenuous activity.
500ml.
220611 $17.95

B. LEOVET® FROGADE
Gives sole and frog a good massage and protects
from further rot. Rotted horn is removed and
circulation stimulated. 200ml.
220444 $20.50

Winter

EFFOL® HOOF OIL
Penetrating oil helps
keep the hooves
pliable and elastic.
Contains laurel oil
and lanolin. Includes
brush. 475ml.
2231 $27.95

Liter

EFFOL® HOOF GEL
The solution for worn
and damaged hooves in
winter or summer. Specially
formulated to provide longterm protection against
weather. 500ml.

Summer

WINTER
220609 $18.95
SUMMER
220612 $18.95

2.5 Liter

EFFOL® HOOF
OINTMENT
The combination of laurel
and thymol effectively helps
to protect against hoof
diseases. Vaseline forms a
water-repellent and dirtrepellent film which
protects the hoof.
LITER
22191 $24.95
2.5 LITER
220607 $52.95

HOOF CARE

SOUND HOOF CONDITIONER
Made with safe, natural ingredients. Designed to
maintain the overall health of the horses’ hooves. 32 oz.
220633 $25.95

FIEBING’S HOOF DRESSING
Soothes tender and contracted feet, when
used regularly, helps maintain healthy
hooves. Also improves hoof appearance by
imparting a semi-gloss finish. Brush top
applicator with built-in hoof pick. 32 oz.
22433 $12.95

MANNA PRO HOOF HEAL
Aids in maintaining a healthy frog, sole, heel and
coronary band. Helps prevent brittle, cracked hoof walls
and heels. Allows hoof to breathe. All-weather easy
brush-on-formula. Deep and rapid penetration with
one application provides 3-5 days protection. 32 oz.
22415 $29.95

ABSORBINE®
HOOFLEX® LIQUID
Conditions the hoof to keep just the right
amount of moisture in the hoof for pliability
of the wall, heel, sole, coronet and frog. 15 oz.
2255 $19.95

EQUIFIT® PACK-N-STICK HOOF TAPE
High-grade adhesive provides a secure grip. Pre-cut
and anatomically shaped. Simply pack and/or
medicate the hoof as normal and apply the tape.
Each is intended for one use. 6 pack.
220310 $30.00
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A. VETROLIN® LINIMENT†
Invigorating, aromatic, liniment has a hint of green
soap, 5 essential oils the combined ingredients help
relieve minor stiffness, soreness and inflammation.
32 OZ.
2269
$15.95
GALLON 22628 $41.95

D. UPTITE® POULTICE
This preparation contains active ingredients which
aids in producing a fast relief from swelling and
soreness. 19 lbs.
22805 $31.95

B. VETROLIN® LINIMENT GEL WITH HA
Provides instant relief to sore muscles and joints with
coat-nourishing hyaluronic acid. 12 oz.
22875 $13.95
C. ABSORBINE® LINIMENT GEL†
Effective muscle, joint and arthritis pain reliever.
Menthol loosens stiff joints and reduces swelling. 12 oz.
2251 $13.95
A

B

C

HORSE CARE

†No UPS or air delivery for this item.

E

D

†No UPS or air delivery for this item.

E. DURVET EPSOM SALT POULTICE JAR
Topical gel designed for external applications. Effective
as a drawing agent to address abscesses, infections and
soothe sole bruising. Helps reduce inflammation and
soothes pain caused from bruises, sprains and insect
bites. 20 oz.
22452 $12.95

for a healthy horse!

HOOF CARE

KOPERTOX™ DRESSING†
Water-resistant protection for
the treatment of thrush in horses
and ponies. Clean the hoof
thoroughly, removing debris
and necrotic material prior to
application. 16 oz.
2239 $34.95
†No UPS or air delivery for this item.

E3® ELITE EQUINE
EVOLUTION THRUSH
CLEAR WITH BRUSH
Non-staining, deep-penetrating
formula effectively treats thrush and
odor. Will not dry out hoof. Apply
to frog and sole. 8 oz.
220417 $14.99

ABSORBINE® HOOFLEX®
THRUSH REMEDY
Highly effective treatment for hoof
thrush that kills bacteria and fungi,
eliminating the foul odor associated
with thrush infection. 12 oz.
2240 $15.95

PARTNERS IN
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FIRST AID

A

B

A. BETADINE® SURGICAL SCRUB
A broad-spectrum topical antiseptic that acts fast to kill germs on the
skin and in wounds and mucous membranes. 16 oz.
2246 $20.95

C

B. BETADINE® SURGICAL SCRUB
Microbicidal, sudsing cleanser that quickly kills most bacteria, fungi,
viruses and protozoa. Includes detergents to remove germs from skin;
it should be washed off wounds to allow proper healing. 32 oz.
22820 $28.95
C. BETADINE® SOLUTION
An aqueous blend of povidone-iodine 5%. It’s used as a first aid to kill
germs and help prevent infection in minor burns, cuts and scrapes. An
essential topical antiseptic for equine first aid kits.
16 OZ
22104 $19.95
32 OZ
22379 $24.95

DMSO LIQUID
A topical liquid that’s
used to treat physical
trauma and the
symptoms of arthritis
in horses. 16 oz.
22115 $11.95

D. VETERICYN® FOAMCARE® MEDICATED EQUINE SHAMPOO
Cleans, soothes and heals your horse’s skin from common dermal ailments. Provides a deep conditioning
clean while restoring the skin’s natural defenses. Supports healing relief for fungal disorders, dry itchy
skin, scratches, ringworm, yeast and a range of skin conditions. Non-toxic and free of parabens and
chemical dyes. Sprays on easily (no need for wash buckets), foams instantly, and rinses quickly. 32 oz.
220344 $23.95

D

E

E. VETERICYN PLUS® WOUND & SKIN CARE LIQUID
Helps relieve pain and jump-start healing. Use to clean, flush, moisturize and help prevent infection
in wounds, cuts and abrasions, all without caustic ingredients. Eases itch and the pain of skin
inflammation. Steroid- and antibiotic-free, this wound treatment does not sting when applied.
16 OZ SPRAY
22718 $29.95
8 OZ SPRAY
22714 $24.95
8 OZ SPRAY HYDROGEL 22712 $27.95

A miracle for
fungus and
bacteria

EQUIDERMA SKIN LOTION
Unique formula revered by equestrians
worldwide. Works like magic on rain rot,
scratches, and many other fungal or bacterial
skin infections. A broad spectrum antifungal,
antibacterial lotion, that gets the job done
fast, predictably, reliably and best of all,
painlessly. 16 oz.
220512 $23.99

Wicks moisture into
hair follicles

ELASTIKON® BANDAGE WRAP
Designed to use for pressure dressings
that require elasticity. It easily conforms
at areas that are difficult to bandage.
4" x 5 yards stretched.
26018 $13.95
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EQUIDERMA WOUND
OINTMENT
Calendula and lanolin visibly amplify
wound healing, stops proud flesh from
developing, minimizes scarring, reduces
pain, and keeps flies out of wounds.
16 oz.
220614 $25.95

ALUSHIELD™ BANDAGE
Water-resistant aerosol bandage for use
on large and small animals is truly a
protective barrier that allows for healing
underneath the coating. 2.6 oz.
22099 $25.95

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

E3® ELITE EQUINE
EVOLUTION MEDICATED
WOUND CARE CREAM
Helps protect cuts, scratches and
abrasions by forming a bandage-like seal.
Creates a barrier that repels insects from
coming in contact with wounds. 6 oz.
220415 $15.99

VETRAP™ 4" BANDAGING TAPE
More Colors Online! Self-adherent
wraps Layers “bond” together to provide
superior support bandages that stay
put, allowing better fit and lower risk
of bandage slipping. Royal blue, white,
dark green, red, black, purple, gold,
pink, teal. 4" x 5 yards.
2603 $2.49

We have more first aid!
at DressageExtensions.com/Horse-Care

BRILLIANT

Grooming!

Supports optimal
hair growth

Effective care for horses
at the highest level

Detangles, shines and
protects mane and tail

LEOVET® SILVER OINMENT
Special care for skin after injuries.
Ideal for mud fever. Contains
colloidal silver. 150ml.
220589 $19.95

Committed to the
vitality, performance and
health of your horse.

EFFOL® MANE-TAIL LIQUID
MANE & TAIL DETANGLER
Prevents the dock of the tail and
crest of the mane from drying out.
Silicon oils visibly create fullness
and provide a healthy sheen.
Untangles the mane and tail.
500 ml.
220604 $20.95

LEOVET® 5-STAR DETANGLER
Just a few sprays of this highly moisturizing
detangler ease combing of mane and tail. With
arginine, the essential hair nutrient which
supports optimal hair growth. Wheat Pentavitin®
helps prevent itching, dry skin. Pro-vitamin B5
Panthenol helps nourish. Shines and protects
from dust and dirt for many days. 550ml.
220392 $19.95

LEOVET® SHINY WHITE
ERASER SHAMPOO
Natural tea-tree oil reduces
itching, stimulates hair
growth and strengthens the
skin’s natural protective
layer. 500ml.
220455 $17.95

LEOVET® CELLSIUS GEL
Waterdrop Technology uses
water-bonding on wet legs to
retain the cool-down effect of
a quick hosing down. 600ml.
220393 $23.95

LEOVET® NO RUB
Helps prevent mane and tail rubbing
that can lead to bald spots and
unsightly hair by controlling dandruff
and itchiness. 500ml.
220443 $24.95

EFFOL® WHITE-STAR
SPRAY SHAMPOO
Specially designed for grays
and other light colors.
Removes stubborn dirt and
special additives neutralize the
yellow tint. 500 ml.
220605 $16.95

EFFOL® SUPERSTAR-SHINE
Let your horse shine more brilliantly than ever
before . Provides brilliant shine, makes grooming
easier by repelling shavings and hay. Helps smooth
coat before clipping. Detangles and gives mane and
tail more volume. 750 ml.
220016 $19.95

EFFOL® HAIR ROOT
REGROWTH SERUM
Birch extract regenerates and
strengthens hair roots, promoting
healthy growth of mane and tail.
Significantly reduce dandruff after
just a few uses. 17 oz.
220606 $19.95

EFFOL® SKIN BALM
Zinc oxide, ethereal oils,
Panthenol and vitamins. Zinc
oxide creates a barrier against
moisture, while ethereal oils
reduce irritation, protect against
viruses, fungus and bacteria.
150 ml.
220613 $19.95

PARTNERS IN
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FLY SPRAYS, HAIR AND SKIN CARE

A

A. ECOVET™ FRESH SCENT FLY SPRAY
Uses a proprietary mixture of naturally occurring fatty acids
that confuses and overwhelms the insect’s normal directional
ability, so the insect cannot find your horse. 18 oz.
23273 $26.95

C

B

B. PYRANHA® WIPE N’ SPRAY†
Citronella-scented and contains lanolin as a coat
conditioner. Effective on biting flies, mosquitoes,
gnats, fleas and ticks. 32 oz.
2351 $25.95

C. PYRANHA® EQUINE SPRAY & WIPE™†
Water-based formula. Repels a wide array of
insects including deer ticks that may carry Lyme
disease. One application of this long-lasting,
quick knockdown formula can protect your horse
against flies, gnats, ticks, deer flies, mosquitoes,
fleas and lice for up to 30 days. 32 oz.
2343 $19.95
Ships ground only

†

Ships ground only

†

F. FARNAM® REPEL-X®
READY TO USE FLY SPRAY†
Contains natural pyrethrins and permethrin.
The formula is effective against six fly species,
mosquitoes, gnats, fleas and ticks. This non-oily
fly spray lasts 3-4 days even through sweating
and washing. Can be spray or wiped on. 32 oz.
23657 $17.95

F
G

Ships ground only

†

G. ENDURE® ROLL-ON FOR HORSES
Convenient, ready-to-use provides repellency,
quick knock down and 5-7 day protection from
flies and biting gnats. Contains a sun-screening
agent for added protection and beneficial
conditioners for the skin and coat. 3 oz.
23055 $11.95

H

J

K
L

M

N
Q

P

R

S

J. E3® ELITE EQUINE EVOLUTION
BRIGHTENING SHAMPOO
Eliminates yellow tinge from light-colored horse hair.
All-natural formula. Nano-encapsulated vitamins,
brighteners. Deeply cleans. 32 oz.
220438 $18.99

L. E3® ELITE EQUINE EVOLUTION
WATERLESS ARGAN OIL SHAMPOO
Gentle specially formulated for horses with natural
Argan Oil. Restores smoothness and aids in
rejuvenating dry, damaged hair. 32 oz.
220414 $18.95

K. E3® ELITE EQUINE EVOLUTION
ARGAN OIL CONDITIONER
Develops a shiny and soft coat, mane and tail. Fortified
with nano vitamins A, C, E & F, which are nanoencapsulated in a sustained and controlled delivery
system. 32 oz.
220435 $17.95

M. E3® ELITE EQUINE EVOLUTION
ARGAN OIL SHAMPOO
High-lathering concentrate. Natural argan oil helps
rejuvenate dry, tangled and damaged hair. Contains
nano-vitamins A, C, E & F, which are nanoencapsulated to allow for optimal absorption. 32 oz.
220434 $17.95

N. EQUIFUSE® REHYDRINSE™ COAT
PROTECTOR & CONDITIONER
Concentrated leave in coat conditioner with hydrolyzed
wheat protein and almond oil protect and promote a
healthy coat. Reduces daily grooming time. 16 oz.
220653 $28.99

R. EQUIFUSE® CITRACREME™
CONDITIONER & REHYDRANT
Nourishing rinse out conditioner dramatically
moisturizes manes and tails. Eliminates itching
and rubbing. Non-greasy formula. Combine with
Gleam™ for ultra soft, strong and shiny hair. 16 oz.
220648 $16.99

P. EQUIFUSE CFS™ PASTE SHAMPOO
60 washes per 1 lb! Super concentrate with moisturizing
shine agents. Non-drying, whitening alternative. 1 lb.
220654 $22.99
Q. EQUIFUSE® CIRTAFOAM™ SHAMPOO
Sulfate-free and eco-friendly. Enhances shine,
strengthens mane and tail. Eliminates dander and
dandruff, while preventing other skin conditions. 16 oz.
220651 $22.99
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H. FARNAM® SWAT® CLEAR FLY
REPELLENT OINTMENT
Formulated for use around wounds, sores,
scratches and abrasions, SWAT® ointment is
your go-to solution. Ideal for use on sensitive,
hard-to-reach areas. Apply daily for effective
control against flies. Repels house, stable,
face and horn flies. Use on horses, ponies and
dogs! Effective for hours. Contains Pyrethrins,
Piperonyl Butoxide, Technical, Di-n-propyl
Isocinchomeronate. 6 oz.
2399 $13.95

Test Bit Center – DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing | 800.303.7849

S. EQUIFUSE® GLEAM™
MOISTURE + SHINE SERUM
Infused with Macadamia Nut Oil and Vitamin E.
Instantly detangles and softens hair to help prevent
breakage. Dries quickly. Repels dust and dirt.
Deodorizing fragrance; leaves your horse smelling
fresh for up to 48 hours. 8 oz.
220652 $19.99

HAIR AND SKIN CARE
A. MANE ’N TAIL® DETANGLER
Eliminates tangles and knots while conditioning
and fortifying horsehair. This detangler keeps hair
manageable for grooming and braiding. Helps
to maintain healthier manes and tails. It works
effectively on wet or dry hair.
PINT
22645 $9.95
QUART
22672 $14.95

A

B. HEALTHY HAIRCARE
HAIR MOISTURIZER CONCENTRATE
Daily use helps to control dandruff and dry skin.
Cut grooming time in half while promoting healthy
coats, manes and tails. Spray on after daily grooming.
16 OZ
2225 $20.95
GALLON 22130 $66.95

B

Find all your grooming needs
at DressageExtensions.com/Grooming
C. FARNAM® VETROLIN BATH
Washes away dirt and dandruff. Conditioners, vitamins
and sunscreen. Rinses out quickly and easily. Leaves
coat, mane and tail shiny and manageable. 32 oz.
22218 $13.95

E. SHAPLEY’S™ ORIGINAL M-T-G™
An oil-based product that promotes drying and healing
action yet has moisturizers to keep the skin conditioned.
Quick relief from itching. 32 oz.
4748 $19.95

D. FARNUM® EXCALIBUR®
SHEATH CLEANER
Gently softens, loosens and removes dirt and grime
from sheath. Developed to be fast and easy, this cleaner
is an excellent spot remover and whitener. 16 oz.
2228 $12.95

F. SHAPLEY'S™ M-T-G PLUS
Pleasant, herbal scent effectively treats skin conditions
in horses and encourages hair regrowth. Treats itchy, dry
skin. Light herbal fragrance. 32 oz.
220132 $22.95

G. NEW! EQYSS MARIGOLD
REHYDRANT SPRAY
A non-insecticidal botanical spray that works for 6-8
hours. Voted best fly spray for young and sensitive
horses by Horse Journal. This is a non-sticky, gentle fly
spray that is safe for your horse's head and ears. 32 oz.
2348 $20.95
H. EQYSS AVOCADO MIST CONDITIONER
A unique formula combining the extracts of avocado
and aloe vera. Leave-on spray can be used wet or dry, is
anti-static and alcohol-free. 32 oz.
22848 $22.95

J. EQYSS MICRO-TEK NATURAL MEDICATED
SHAMPOO
Safe for all horses, ponies, mares and foals. Soothes red,
irritated skin on contact. Won’t burn or hurt skin or
open wounds. Safe to use on genital area. 32 oz.
22445 $26.95

L. ABSORBINE® SHOWSHEEN®
STAIN REMOVER
Fast-acting with Oxi-Eraser to clean stains without
bleach. It’s great for touch-ups and for baths during
cold weather. Formulated not to irritate skin. 20 oz.
22982 $13.95

N. ABSORBINE® SHOWSHEEN® REFILL
Detangles and adds vibrant shine. Reduces
grooming time. Ideal when preparing for shows,
special events.
PINT
2201 $15.99
GALLON 2202 $41.95

M. ABSORBINE® SHOWSHEEN® SPRAY
Hair polish and detangler adds a vibrant shine to your
horse’s coat, mane and tail. Keeps manes and tails
tangle-free. Dries quickly. 32 oz.
22643 $18.95

P. EXHIBITOR’S® QUIC BRAID™
Spray for braiding, banding and training the mane.
Gives perfect grip for tighter braids with minimal
stray hairs. Looks and feels natural. Combs out easily
without washing. 16 oz.
2232 $13.95

Q. COWBOY MAGIC® SHAMPOO
Works fast to breakdown dirt and give hair a natural
shine. Panthenol and silk protein gently conditions
coat, prevents dryness and restores vibrancy.
16 OZ
22951 $10.95
32 OZ
22634 $14.95

S. COWBOY MAGIC® SUPER BODYSHINE®
Formulated to give hair a super shine. Helps repel show
ring dust and dries fast. Aloe Vera to strengthen and
condition. 32 oz.
22455 $13.95

R. COWBOY MAGIC®
GREEN SPOT® REMOVER
It breaks down foreign molecules and dissolves manure,
urine, dirt and sweat, melting them away. Conditions
the skin and hair, then brush to a shine. 32 oz.
2296 $14.95

F

E

D

C

J

H

K

G

K. EQYSS MEGA-TEK REBUILDER
Naturally strengthens hair so manes and tails don’t
break off easily. Made without the use of synthetics.
Detangles matted hair. Makes hair healthier. 16 oz.
22481 $31.95

N

L

P

M

Q

R

S

T

T. COWBOY MAGIC® DETANGLER
Removes snarls and knots. Panthenol and vitamin E for
moisturizing. UV and shine protector.
4 OZ
22636 $14.95
16 OZ
22190 $25.95
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HALTERS
Anthracite

Schöckemohle
branding on
noseband

Adjustable
Leather
Crown

Shown
with both
crowns
SCHOCKEMÖHLE MEMPHIS HALTER
Super comfortable with a breakaway
attachment. Versatile companion for show or
daily work. Comes with two crown pieces;
one leather and one soft fleece nylon for high
wearing comfort. Adjustable crown. Adjustable
noseband is accented with Schockemöhle
branding. Snap throat. Anthracite, navy, black.
Sizes pony, cob, horse, oversize.
05159 $50.00

Navy

Black

SCHOCKEMÖHLE FREMONT
ANATOMICAL HALTER
Anatomical shape features a pressure reducing head
piece, softly padded sides and the back part can be
removed completely transforming it into a grooming
halter. Black. Sizes cob, full.
05372 $159.00

SCHOCKEMÖHLE ULM LEATHER HALTER
Extra padding all around the crown and over the
nose. Beautifully stitched with sturdy silver toned
hardware. Ring under the chin is fixed to the
headstall to hold halter in place. Black/silver.
Sizes cob, full.
05371 $79.95

Explore our full selection of halters
at DressageExtensions.com/Halters

OTTO SCHUMACHER LEATHER HALTER
Generously lined with soft padding. Solid brass
hardware with throat snap for easy on and off. Black.
Sizes full, oversize.
05366 $269.95
REPLACEMENT CROWN PIECE
05367 $69.95

Made in

HENRI DE RIVEL PRO
FANCY PADDED ROLLED THROAT
TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER
Best Seller! Adjustable chin, rolled throat with snap
and double buckle crown. Leather with a raised stitch
design over the noseband. Chrome-plated hardware.
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
052 $85.95
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KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM HALTER
Ultra-soft memory foam padding on the poll and nose.
Brass fittings. Black, gray, navy. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
05369 $40.00

Our Team is Here to Help | DressageExtensions.com | 800.303.7849

PERRI’S® 1" PADDED LEATHER HALTER
Amish-made double-stitched leather halter with soft
leather padding. 1" double buckle crown, adjustable chin
strap and rolled throat. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
05043 $119.95
CROWN PIECE 120410 $24.95

Black/
Gray

Black

KAVALKADE ROPE & LEATHER HALTER SET
Matching set with padded leather headstall and leather
chin piece. Soft and elegant multicolored braided rope.
Black/gray, cognac/black. Sizes cob, full.
05368 $60.00
Black/
Gray

Cognac/
Black

MONTY ROBERTS DUALLY™
SCHOOLING HALTER
An effective way to train and school your horse in
ground manners and trailer loading. Ideal for young
horse training. Black full size. Blue oversize.
0516 $59.95
Blue

A

CATAGO® ATTITUDE
HALTER
Nylon halter with soft
neoprene padding. Black.
Sizes full, oversize.
05365 $46.95
CATAGO® ATTITUDE
LEAD ROPE
Polyester lead with matte finish
trigger snap. Black. One size.
05391 $18.95

B

Navy

DOUBLE BRAID
LOADING LEAD
Soft poly woven lead with
leather tip and brass snap.
White/blue. 10'L.
05363 $14.95

Nickel

Brass
MANNERING HALTER
Best Seller! Unique halter with
metal noseband, teaches horse
to behave. Perfect halter for
when you really need it. (Crown
buckle on right side) Full size.
0835 $39.95

SHIRES DELUXE
GRASS MUZZLE
The Comfort Grazing Muzzles are cut
back under the chin to avoid unnecessary pressure
and improve the fit. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
17005 $39.95

White

Black

A. HEAVY ROUND
NYLON LEAD
8' 7". Brass snap. Black.
0565 $11.95
B. COTTON LEAD ROPE
3/4" heavy cotton, back braided
at both ends. Brass bolt snap.
White, navy, black. Size 9'L.
05398 $14.95

Black

Navy

Black

WALDHAUSEN
PREMIUM LEAD ROPE
Premium tie rope from
Waldhausen is made of spiral
braided hard wearing material.
Supplied with a silver colored
spring snap perfect for any
halte6r. Navy, black.
05376 $15.95

Navy

Gray

KAVALKADE NYLON
LEAD ROPE
Sturdy, yet soft in the hand, rope
with a metal clip end and a plastic
cap on the other end to prevent
shredding. Black, navy, gray.
Size 7'.
05370 $15.00

Chrome

Plated
Brass

PLATED STUD CHAIN
Clips to a lead for extra control.
Plated brass, chrome. 30"L.
013097 $9.95

NYLON WEB CROSS TIES
1" heavy-duty poly web with
bull snap and quick-release snap
ends. Will quickly release in the
event of an emergency. Set of 2.
Black. Adjusts from 40"-84".
270127 $35.95

BUNGEE CROSS TIES
Elastic cord will stretch, but
won't break. Bolt snap on
one end, quick-release snap
on the other. Each. 60" L.
270123 $25.95

PARTNERS IN

LEMIEUX®
PROLAMBSKIN
HALTER SET
Four piece set gives protection
from rubbing and adds a
luxurious look to any halter.
Black.
05364 $39.95
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Black

Navy

EQUILINE SOUNDLESS EAR NET
The Equiline multilayer Soundless Ear Net (SLE) allows the horse to remain concentrated on his own work
avoiding any distraction from environmental noises. SLE is made of 3 layers: the lower and the upper layer are
made of allergy-free cotton with a special antibacterial treatment, while the middle layer is made of a technical
sound-proofing material. Black, navy. Full size.
23361 $97.00

Anthracite

Navy

KAVALKADE RHINESTONE FLY VEIL
Made from high-quality cotton, it affords the
perfect fit with the elastic material on the ears.
With a 1 ½" of material behind the ears, there
is ample room for the veil to be held in place by
the bridle’s crownpiece, eliminating the need for
a cord fastener around the throat-latch. Black,
anthracite, navy. Full size.
23360 $30.00

Black

Navy

Black

Gray
Mélange

EQUIFIT® EAR BONNET
Keeps the ears, poll and head cool and dry with its
multi-dimensional air-mesh. Ears fit comfortably under
a spandex mesh. The EquiFit Ear Bonnet’s contoured
shape keeps the bonnet in place while the durable
EverLeather™ trim maintains a polished edge. Black.
Sizes pony, horse, oversize.
23340 $97.00
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NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE AIR SILENT EAR BONNET
Serves two purposes with one stylish design! Keeps annoying insects out of your horse’s ears with noise reducing
neoprene ear covers. The crocheted body allows airflow and is trimmed with a single line of cording
and logo embroidery. A mesh insert at the backs of the ear covers lets heat escape. Black, gray mélange, navy.
Sizes cob, horse.
23419 $59.95

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

Black/Silver

Navy/Silver

White/
Silver

White/
Silver

Navy

Black

White

USG SILENCE FLY VEIL
Cotton crocheted fly veil with neoprene lining in
ears for noise reduction and better concentration
for your horse. Pretty scalloped edges trimmed with
matching cording. Black, navy, white. Full size.
23369 $49.95

USG BARONESS FLY VEIL
A noble look in comfortable crocheted cotton with
stretchy Lycra® blend ear protectors. Features doublerope piping with rhinestone outline in contrasting
colors. White/silver, navy/silver, black/silver. Full size.
23368 $39.95

Black

NEW! LEMIEUX®
ACOUSTIC PRO FLY HOOD
Improved shape compatible
with anatomical bridles, helps
support your horse’s concentration
and relaxation in performance.
Quilting on ears is removed to
provide a more natural fit. Ear
covers work to absorb sharp noises
using a layer of dense micro-foam.
Inner soft bamboo lining ensures
your horse’s maximum comfort.
Black, navy. Size large.
23347 $59.95

Black

Navy

Black

Berry

LEMIEUX® DIAMANTE
BRIDLE NUMBER HOLDER
A special bridle number holder
made in a luxury premium
patent black leather and featuring
three Diamante crystals above the
number for an elegant touch of
sparkle sure to catch the eye of
the judge. Black.
270132 $49.95

Electric
Blue

Gray

Brown

Black
Navy

Powder
Blue

WOOF WEAR ERGONOMIC FLY VEIL
Soft, technical mesh is breathable and keeps your horse’s head cool and free of annoying insects. Lycra® on ears
ensures as good snug fit while a generous cut of the veil sits behind the ears to fit the latest ergonomic head stalls on
ergonomically designed bridles. Black, berry, electric blue, navy, powder blue. Full size.
23359 $29.95

Navy

EQUILINE KIM EAR NET
Elegant ear net in selection of beautiful colors sits under
the crown piece of the bridle for a secure fit. Black, gray,
brown, navy. Full size.
23362 $75.00
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CLASSICALLY STYLED
A

B

Browband detail

Clincher snaffle bridle detail

A. KIEFFER SYLVIE WEYMOUTH BRIDLE
Rolled leather and a Swarovski® white crystal studded browband give this bridle its
stylish and elegant appearance. An innovative buckling system and a soft, padded
crown make it easy to adjust and very comfortable for your horse. Extra-wide, soft,
padded crank caveson. Includes two pairs of matching rolled leather reins. ⅝" snaffle
rein with stops and ½" plain curb rein. Hook stud ends. Black with black padding;
chrome hardware. Sizes cob, full.
120391 $399.95
C

B. KIEFFER PERSEUS SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Soft, padded crown with cutback design for ear room. Noseband strap threads
over crown for better pressure distribution. Ergonomically shaped padded caveson
has a chin pad and discreetly integrated flash strap that is easily removed. Chrome
buckles and web reins with hand stops. Black with black padding. Sizes cob, full.
Plain snaffle bridle shown.
PLAIN
120392 $239.95
CLINCHER 120383 $239.95
E

D

Noseband detail

72

bridles

Browband
detail
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Available in
Pony Size

F

G

With a history of over 165 years of
craftsmanship and tradition, Kieffer
has represented excellence in German
craftsmanship. Kieffer’s aim for
perfection is reflected in every aspect
of their innovative products, with top
quality leather and expert styling.
C. KIEFFER ANJA BERAN SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A particularly fine, narrow-cut bridle in a classic
design. Softly padded crown with noseband strap
threaded over for comfort. Chrome buckles. With
web reins. Black with black padding. Sizes cob, full.
120379 $199.95
D. KIEFFER PADDED CROWN
ERGONOMIC LINE II SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A soft, padded crown protects the poll. Padded
crank caveson with flash, chin pad with leathercovered roller rings. Includes web reins with chrome
buckle ends and hand stops. Black with black
padding. Sizes cob, full.
120382 $209.95
E. KIEFFER CLINCHER COMFORT
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Silver clincher browband and matching chrome
hardware. Comfort features include padded,
cutback crown, browband and caveson with
additional chin pad that protects your horse from
the buckle. Includes web hand stop reins. Black.
Sizes pony, cob, full.
120390 $229.95

H
Browband detail

F. KIEFFER PADDED ERGONOMIC LINE II
DOUBLE BRIDLE
Offers ultimate comfort with well-padded crown,
brow and wide crank noseband. Includes web reins
with hand stops. Silver hardware; buckle ends.
Black with black. Sizes cob, full.
120374 $309.95
G. KIEFFER “ERGONOMIC III”
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Offers ultimate comfort with well-padded crown,
brow and wide crank noseband. Includes web reins
with hand stops. Silver hardware; buckle ends.
Black with black, black with white padding.
Sizes cob, full.
120373 $229.95
H. KIEFFER RACHEL
ANATOMICAL BRIDLE
Anatomically shaped headpiece. Generous cut-back
design at the ear and shaped noseband prevent
pressure. Room at the sides avoids interference with
bit rings. Web reins included. Black/brown/brass.
Sizes cob, full.
120386 $229.95

To shop our entire bridle selection visit
DressageExtensions.com/Dressage-Bridles
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COMFORTABLE BRIDLE
A

A

Shown as
double bridle

B

Shown as
snaffle bridle

A. KAVALKADE IVONNE CONVERTIBLE BRIDLE
This bridle serves both as a snaffle and double bridle by easily attaching the removable flash and removing the additional
check pieces that go over the poll for the curb bit. The bridle is adjustable on both sides as well. Features an anatomically
cut and padded head piece as well as a softly padded noseband. Hook and stud ends at bit attachments. Includes
rubberized reins with hand stops and leather curb reins. Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120328 $250.00

C

C. KAVALKADE ISABELLA DROP
NOSEBAND BRIDLE
Features a traditional drop noseband softly padded
for comfort. High-quality raised leather noseband,
browband with small crystals surrounding black buttons
for a classic elegance. Includes ⅝" web reins, hand
stops, buckle ends. Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120325 $175.00

solutions

D

D. KAVALKADE ESTHER DROP
NOSEBAND BRIDLE
Softly padded patent noseband and crownpiece. Inset
of black crystals and light contrast stitching on the
browband and noseband. ⅝" web reins with hand stops
and buckle ends. Black. Full size.
120323 $175.00

B. KAVALKADE IVANA SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Handcrafted anatomical bridle in soft, gently tanned
leather with beautiful browband with black and clear
crystals in a repeating diagonal pattern and a well
padded patent noseband. Includes woven rubber reins
with hand stops. Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120326 $160.00

E

E. KAVALKADE LINA DROP
NOSEBAND BRIDLE
Features a traditional drop noseband softly padded
for comfort. High-quality raised leather noseband and
browband. Includes ⅝" web reins, hand stops, buckle
ends. Black. Sizes cob, full.
120322 $110.00

Bits not included.
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SCHOCKEMÖHLE EQUITUS ALPHA BRIDLE
A specially curved caveson bypasses the main facial
nerve of the horse for an anatomically correct fit.
Softly padded headpiece is cutback so the bridle does
not cut into the horse’s ears or crown. Wide curved
browband avoids pinching near the eyes and ears.
New positioning of the flash supports unrestricted
breathing. Quickly adjustable by fixed button rivets.
Black, espresso/silver. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
Reins sold separately at DressageExtensions.com/reins.
120147 $329.00
Black

Black

Espresso/
Silver

Shop our extensive bridle selection at
DressageExtensions.com/Dressage-Bridles

RAMBO® MICKLEM® COMPETITION BRIDLE*
High-quality, leather, softly padded for your horse’s comfort. The D-ring has been
removed from the noseband for a cleaner show ring-ready look. Stainless steel hardware.
⅝" rubber reins included. Black/black, dark havana. Sizes pony, cob, full, oversize.
12976 $209.95
Dark
Havana

KL SELECT RB ARENA ERGONOMIC SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Handcrafted in the finest English leather. Features ergonomic, well-padded noseband,
waved soft brow band and beautiful, soft ergonomic headstall with decorative stitching
near brow band. ‘Red Barn’ imprint and brown leather insert detail on crown adds an
elegant finish. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
Reins sold separately at DressageExtensions.com/reins.
120342 $289.95

PARTNERS IN
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Padded and shaped
monocrown headstall
to avoid pressure

A
Curved
silver bead
browband

Wide
crank
noseband

A. RED BARN TOPLINE BRIDLE
Multiple features to ensure optimal horse
comfort with plenty of style. Monocrown
headstall is padded to protect the poll and
shaped to avoid putting pressure on your horse’s
ears. Ergonomic cutouts at the sides of the
shaped noseband create a bit recess to prevent
interference with the bit rings and to allow for
clear rein aids. Includes gently curved silver bead
browband which fits over the horse’s forehead
without pinching. Crafted of fine Italian leather.
Stainless steel hardware. 3/4" plain leather reins
with handstops. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120343 $329.95

Includes leather reins

Explore our full
selection of bridles at
DressageExtensions.com/Dressage-Bridles

B
B. SCHOCKEMÖHLE MALIBU BRIDLE
Elegant anatomically shaped with half rolled,
half flat cheek pieces. Noseband almost 2" at
the widest with cut outs at cheek bones giving
more space for the bit. Features nicely padded
pressure reducing head piece, chin pad and
noseband. Hook and stud buckles. Reins not
included. Black/silver. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120350 $329.00
C. SCHOCKEMÖHLE VENICE
DOUBLE BRIDLE
Anatomically shaped Weymouth with rolled
cheek pieces becoming flat at headstall
attachment. Noseband almost 2" at the widest
with cut outs at cheek bones for space for the
bit. Features nicely padded, pressure reducing
head piece, chin pad and noseband. Hook and
stud buckles. Reins not included. Black/silver.
Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120354 $375.00
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C

BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED
D

bridles

E

F

Black/Black

D. KAVALKADE ANTONIA WEYMOUTH BRIDLE
Made with a softly padded crank noseband (1 ¾" wide
at largest part). An anatomically cut headpiece to avoid
your horses ears. The crown is nicely padded for comfort.
Curved browband with large white rhinestones. Includes
two sets of reins (½" plain and ⅝" reins with stops).
Sizes cob, full.
Black/black.
120324 $240.00
Black/black patent. 120329 $240.00

G

H

E. KAVALKADE CHARLOTTE
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Bridle features anatomically cut and padded headpiece
and padded crank noseband that is adjustable on both
sides. Features and elegant curved browband with white
rhinestones. Includes reins. Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120321 $210.00

F. KAVALKADE MIA DRAFT BRIDLE
Gorgeous bridle for Draft or big Draft Cross. Soft,
durable high quality leather. Features browband with
stunning embedded rhinestones and padded anatomical
head stall. Crank noseband narrows toward mouth.
Wider cheek pieces to accommodate larger proportions.
Includes rubber reins with handstops. Black with silver
fittings. Draft size.
120327 $160.00

G. PASSIER® USA JUNO SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A perfect training snaffle for everyday use and appropriate for competition. The wide
recess crank caveson with flash and plain browband are slightly raised and padded.
This bridle features flat buckle end cheek pieces and hook and stud 5/8" leather reins
with hand stops. Stainless steel hardware. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120418 $220.00
H. PASSIER® DE FORTUNA SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Innovative, elastic inserts, optically concealed on both sides of the browband to
connect the softly padded crown piece with the cheek-pieces and the noseband.
Pressure on the horse’s poll is effectively reduced and the horse’s chewing activity can
be clearly encouraged. Made with the finest leather, the exclusive Fortuna bridle come
with a softly lined caveson, stainless steel fittings and elegant crystal browband and
leather hand stop reins. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120417 $305.00
Bits not included.

Innovative,
elastic inserts
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EXQUISITE

browbands & bridles

A

C

B

E

D

Crystal

Gray

Black Diamond

A. OTTO SCHUMACHER
PEARL & CRYSTAL BROWBAND
Made in Germany. The luxurious curved browband is
inlayed with pearls and crystals. for the perfect amount
of bling. Bronze/peach. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120310 $215.95
B. OTTO SCHUMACHER
SOLID STRIPE BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Full length stripe. Black/white,
black/black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120287 $49.95

Clear

C. OTTO SCHUMACHER PADDED BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Super soft padding provides comfort
and style. Black/black, white/black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120306 $55.95
D. OTTO SCHUMACHER
SQUARE CRYSTAL BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Curved black leather browband with
square Swarovski crystals. Crystal, gray, black diamond.
Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120309 $239.95

Topaz

Pewter

Black

E. OTTO SCHUMACHER
FANCY STONE BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Curved leather browband with
inlaid Swarovski crystals. Clear, topaz, pewter, black.
Full size.
120307 $210.95

Sophisticated show ring style at
DressageExtensions.com/Browbands

C
A
D
B
E

A. KAVALKADE SPARKLE BROWBAND
Lightly curved browband with crystals. Black.
Sizes cob, full.
120337 $55.00

C. KAVALKADE DUO CLINCHER BROWBAND
Designed with two separate clincher rows. Stylish and
functional. Black/silver. Sizes cob, full.
120339 $35.00

B. KAVALKADE BUTTON BROWBANDS
Add a colorful touch of sparkle to your horse’s bridle.
Unique button closure for easy exchange. Sizes cob, full.
CHESS
120338 $35.00
SPARKLE
120336 $35.00

D. KAVALKADE DUO SLIM BROWBAND
Dark gray rhinestones are split in two arches to drape
beautifully over brow. Black/gray. Sizes cob, full.
120332 $40.00

KL PRIX CURVED CRYSTAL BROWBAND
A lovely, understated browband with clear, smaller
placed crystals in a gold setting. Class and elegance for
show or schooling. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
44059 $57.95
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RED BARN CURVED PIAFFE BROWBAND
Just the right amount of bling to emphasize your
horse’s majestic presence. Classy, yet modern looking
brow band with alternating clear crystals and silver
breaks. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
44061 $67.95

Our Team is Here to Help | DressageExtensions.com | 800.303.7849

E. KAVALKADE SPLENDID BROWBAND
Dark blue stones in silver settings that sit prominently
on the black leather browband. Black/blue. Sizes cob, full.
120334 $60.00

BEASTIES™ LUMINOSITY SILVER WAVE
DIAMOND BROWBAND
Designed with four rows of beautiful Swarovski crystals
hand-set into the finest Italian leather, this browband is
pure understated beauty. Black with silver crystals.
Sizes cob(15 3/4"), full(17").
120317 $120.00

Design the Bridle
of Your Dreams!

Otto Schumacher handcrafted in Germany
Superior quality leathers, buckles, and hardware.
Start designing today – Call for custom options

800-541-3708

OTTO SCHUMACHER PATENT
VENEDIG BRIDLE
Patent leather extra wide crank caveson (5cm) with flash
is well padded and tapers at the sides. Patent leather
wave browband is embellished with clear Swarovski
crystals and a padded cutback monocrown. Reins not
included. Black leather with black or white padding.
Sizes cob, full, oversize.
SNAFFLE
120297 $598.95
WEYMOUTH 120298 $699.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER CUT-BACK CROWN
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Gracefully cut away behind the ears to ease the
pressure on your horse’s head. Nicely padded crank
noseband adds to the overall comfort level. Hook and
stud ends, silver hardware and hand-stop web reins.
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120290 $459.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER TIFFANY PADDED
CROWN BRIDLE
Curved browband is embellished with black and white
Tiffany crystals. A cut back shaped crownpiece is softly
padded for comfort behind the ears. This bridle offers
a padded crank noseband with flash, leather rein with
hand stops, hook and stud ends and silver hardware.
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
SNAFFLE
120296 $589.95
WEYMOUTH 120291 $799.95

Crown
detail

B

Black Patent
Weymouth

A

Black/Black
Snaffle

A-B. STÜBBEN SWITCH COMBO BRIDLE
Two-in-one design lets you switch from a snaffle
bridle to a double bridle. Anatomically cutback
and padded headstall, curved and softly padded
noseband buckles on both sides and interchangeable
loop to let the flash system be removed. Anatomical
chin pad aids correct placement and provides even
adjustments. Sizes cob, full.
A. BLACK/BLACK
120415 $440.00
B. BLACK PATENT 120416 $440.00
Chin
detail
PARTNERS IN

performance
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OTTO SCHUMACHER
EXTRA WIDE FRENCH CRANK CAVESON
Made in Germany. Extra wide (5cm) with tapered sides
and well padded for comfort. Herm Sprenger hardware.
Approx. 2" wide. Available in patent leather by special
order. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
0851 $210.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER
FRENCH CRANK CAVESON
Made in Germany. Roller buckle with soft padding.
Herm Sprenger hardware. 1 ½" wide. Black/black,
black/white. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120284 $189.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER
CRANK CAVESON WITH FLASH
Made in Germany. Roller buckle with soft padding.
Herm Sprenger hardware. 1 ½" wide. Black/black,
black/white. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120285 $210.95

PASSIER® RECESS FRENCH CAVESON
Bit ring recess shape avoids contact with the bit
preventing pinching at the mouth. Well padded
under jaw. 1 ¾" wide. Black self padded. Sizes cob,
full, oversize.
0875 $139.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER TIFFANY
MONO CROWN CAVESON
Thick padding and German leather. Compatible
with Tiffany monocrown bridles. Black. Sizes cob,
full, oversize.
0840 $199.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER TIFFANY
CAVESON WITH FLASH
Softly padded flash caveson and quality German leather
compatible with the Tiffany monocrown bridle. Black.
Sizes cob, full, oversize.
0850 $199.95

Black/
Black

KAVALKADE ANTONIA CAVESON
Replacement crank caveson for the Antonia Weymouth
Bridle. Buckles on both sides. Sizes cob, full.
Black/black, black/white.
0855 $70.00
Black/black patent.
0857 $70.00

Black/
White

Black/black
Patent

CRESCENT CAVESON
Excellent for keeping horse's mouth closed without
cutting off wind or hampering freely mouthing the bit.
1/2". Black. Sizes cob, full.
0854 $60.00
80

Black/
Black

KAVALKADE CHARLOTTE CAVESON
Replacement crank caveson for the Charlotte Snaffle
Bridle. Buckles on both sides. Sizes cob, full.
Black/black, black/white.
0856 $80.00
Black/black patent.
0858 $80.00

Black/
White

KAVALKADE WIDE FLASH CRANK
Approx. 1 5/8" width. Sizes cob, full.
120330 $70.00

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

KAVALKADE DROP NOSEBAND
Top quality bridle leather with soft padding.
Stainless steel hardware. Black. Sizes cob, full.
0852 $45.00

Black/black
Patent

KAVALKADE FLASH STRAP
Leather 1/2" flash strap. Black.
0859 $15.00

ACCESSORIES FOR

comfort & performance
KAVALKADE LAMBSKIN CROWN,
CAVESON, CHIN PADS
Protects against chafing and pressure points at the poll.
Cotton quilting lined with a soft lambskin for comfort,
breathability, moisture and heat balance. VELCRO®
brand closures.

KAVALKADE CROWN PAD
Easy to attach to the crownpiece of a bridle or halter.
Black/black. Size 12 3/4" x 2 ¼".
0864 $15.00

KAVALKADE CAVESON PAD
Cushions your horse’s bridle or halter. Black/black.
Size 11" x 2".
0863 $15.00

KAVALKADE GEL CURB CHAIN GUARD
Gel curb chain guard that is soft, pliable and will render
the chain as an extremely gentle tool. Black.
013115 $15.00

KAVALKADE KAVALSOFT PROTECTIVE PAD
Solid foam caveson pad without bulk.
Size ¼" x 2 ¼" x 7 ¼".
0862 $5.00

KAVALKADE CHIN PAD
Well-made, quality lambskin chin pad sewn onto nice
cotton base includes two VELCRO® brand closures.
Black/black. Size 5 1/2"/14 cm.
0866 $10.00

RIDEWELL™ CHIN/CROWN GUARD
Made from closed-cell neoprene for superior durability
and secure non-slip fit. ‘Horse’ side has a plush fabric
for comfort. 9mm thick. Size 2 ¼" x 7".
0813 $8.95

THINLINE® CHIN/POLL GUARD
Non-slip guard stays in place to reduce rubbing and
sores. Anti fungal and breathable. Black.
Size 2 ⅜" x 7" x ¼".
120395 $9.00

EQUIFIT® CURB CHAIN COVER
T-Foam Technology conforms to the horse’s chin.
Self-ventilation construction controls perspiration.
Eliminates chafing and rubbing. (Curb chain not
included.)
01233 $28.00

CHRIST SHEEPSKIN BRIDLE ACCESSORIES
Natural air cushion between the skin and lambskin creates a breathable barrier. Wool can absorb up
to 30% of moisture vapor, has antibacterial properties, and provides relief for pressure sensitive skin.
VELCRO® brand closures. Black.
CHIN PADDING
Approx. 5 ½" x 2 ¾".
120413 $29.95
CAVESON PADDING
Approx. 11" x 2 ¾".
120412 $29.95
CROWN PADDING
Approx. 12" x 2".
120411 $29.95

CHIN-EEZE CAVESON PAD
Distributes pressure evenly under the jaw and adds
comfort. Absorbs sweat; washes easily.
120414 $29.95
PARTNERS IN

performance
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REINS

BUCKLE ENDS

HOOK-STUD ENDS

OTTO SCHUMACHER REINS
Handcrafted in Germany with high quality leather and Herm Sprenger
hardware. Black. Brown available by special order.

A

B

B. LEATHER HAND STOP REINS
Buckle ends. ⅝" or ¾".
030163 $189.95
Hook-stud ends. ⅝" or ¾".
030161 $179.95

D

C

KL SELECT REINS
Est. 1987. Handcrafted with England’s finest leather. Synonymous with
exquisite leather and meticulous attention to detail.
G

Back

Front

H

J

SCHOCKEMÖHLE REINS
Made in Germany. Quality leather with hook ends.
N

Back

M

P

Q

HOOK AND STUD

BUCKLE ENDS

TORY LEATHER COMPANY REINS
Made in USA with high quality leather and stainless steel hardware.
R

S

K. LEATHER REINS
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. ⅝". Black. Size 54".
030188 $69.95
L. RUBBER LINED REINS
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. ⅝". Black. Size 54".
03290 $69.95

HOOK-STUD ENDS

Front

HOOK-STUD ENDS

L

Front

K

E. NOTCHED LEATHER REINS
These reins feature an inner hand stop
to prevent sliding and extra soft calfskin
lining for a superior yet supple grip.
Stainless steel buckle ends or hook-stud
ends. ¾". Black. Sizes 54", 60".
030181 $149.95
F. PEBBLE GRIP REINS
Thinner in the hand and more flexible
than traditional rubber reins. Reinforced
leather shielded ends, finished bevel edging
and tapered ends. Stainless steel buckles or
hook and stud ends. 3/4" wide.
Sizes 54", 60".
030231 $149.95

Back

F

Front

BUCKLE ENDS

HOOK AND STUD

E

A. SOFT LEATHER REINS
Cleverly designed hand stops which are
placed inside the soft leather. Hook-stud
ends. ⅝".
030171 $210.95

T

U

V

M. LEATHER CURB REINS
Hook-stud ends. ½". Black. Size 54".
03379 $69.95

R. LEATHER HAND STOPS REINS
¾" Buckle end. Black.
54" 030239 $59.95
60" 030218 $59.95
Hook and stud end. ⅝". Black.
54" 030238 $59.95
S. LEATHER LACED REIN
Hook and stud end. ⅝". Black.
54" 030213 $75.95

C. LEATHER PLAIN REINS
Hook-stud ends. ½", ⅝" or ¾".
030170 $105.95
D. WEB REINS
Buckle ends. ⅞".
030169 $119.95
Hook-stud ends. ⅝".
03455 $109.95

G. ITALIA SOFT GRIP REINS
A fusion of our Easy Grip and Calf
Lined Reins. Rubber lined, calf skin
reins with stops. Black. Stainless steel
buckles. ⅝". Size 54".
030182 $89.95
H. EASY GRIP REINS
Standard leather reins with hand stops
from the outside, but the inside is lined
with a layer of rubber for an "easy" grip.
Stainless steel buckle ends or hook and
stud ends. 5/8". Size 54".
030186 $79.95
J. LEATHER CURB REINS
Stainless steel buckle or hook-stud ends.
56" 030179 $75.95
60" 030178 $89.95

N. ROLLED RUBBER LINED
LEATHER REINS
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. ⅝". Black. Size 54".
030192 $69.95
P. ROLLED LEATHER REINS
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. ⅝". Black. Size 54".
030190 $69.95
Q. ROLLED LEATHER
CURB REIN
Hook-stud ends. ½". Black. Size 52".
030195 $69.95

T. RUBBER GRIP LEATHER REINS
Buckle ends. ⅝". Black. Size 60".
030212 $65.95
U. RUBBER LINED LEATHER REINS
Buckle ends. ⅝". Black. Size 54".
030236 $75.95
V. ECONOMY WEB REINS
Buckle ends. ¾". Black.
54" 030215 $59.95
60" 030241 $59.95

Find the perfect set of reins to suit your needs
at DressageExtensions.com/Reins
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ROYAL OAK ULTRA GRIP REINS
Tested and Approved. Offers a more secure hold even
in wet weather. Slim, flexible, comfortable. Sewn-in
leather hand stops help maintain desired length and
prevent sliding through hands. For schooling or show.
Silver hardware, buckle ends. ⅝" width. Black.
54" 02882 $79.95
64" 02881 $84.95

ROYAL OAK HAND STOP REINS
Silver hardware. Hook and stud ends. Black. Size 54".
5/8" 030198 $119.95
3/4" 030199 $119.95
ROYAL OAK PLAIN LEATHER CURB REINS
Black. Size 1/2" x 54".
030201 $99.95

ROYAL OAK RUBBER LINED CURB REINS
Rubber-lined leather ½" curb reins with no stops. Can
use with rubber-lined leather snaffle reins for superior
grip. Hook and Stud ends. Black. Size 1/2" x 54".
030202 $99.95

KAVALKADE ULTRAGRIP REINS
Rubberized grip/dimples. Black/silver. Sizes 54", 62".
030173 $49.95

KAVALKADE RUBBER GRIP REINS
Rubberized with dimples. Black/silver. Size 54".
030175 $110.00

KAVALKADE SOFT LEATHER REINS
Made in Germany. Soft leather with inner ridges that
function as stops for great grip. Buckle ends. ¾". Black. 54".
030172 $70.00

THIN

®

SADDLE PADS

THINLINE® DRESSAGE REINS
Comfortable to hold and won't slip. After use will
return to their original state. A classic look that boasts
durability. Buckle or hook and stud ends.
54" 03102 $75.00
60" 03105 $77.00

KL SELECT PEBBLE GRIP REINS
WITH HAND STOPS
Soft pliable biothane rein with hand stops that are
easy to hold. Buckle ends. Black. Size ¾"x 54".
030187 $149.95

ELASTO-REIN® BY REIN-AID®
Designed to promote the feeling of an elastic,
following contact. Leather loop limits the
stretch of elastic so control is not compromised.
Recommended by professionals to help your horse
relax, soften and connect. Features ¾" flat leather
dressage reins with hand stops. Black. Sizes 54", 60".
030235 $129.95
Attachment
030234 $45.95

LESLIE WEBB
TRAINING MARTINGALE
Leslie Webb’s training
martingale is the only
martingale that can be taken
off without unbuckling the
girth or reins. With a ground
person, the rider does not have
to dismount. In less than a
minute, the martingale is off.
Black. Made in the USA.
09406 $72.95

Made in

REPLACEMENT RING
09407 $3.95

A

DRAW REINS & TRAINING AIDS
B

A. KL SELECT LEATHER DRAW REINS
WITH HAND STOPS
All leather with stainless swivel snaps, girth loops.
030185 $79.95

C

Made in

B. PFIFF GERMAN LEATHER DRAW REINS
Best premium leather, with two independent rein
sections. Black. Full size.
030233 $99.95
C. TORY LEATHER EXTRA LONG
LEATHER DRAW REINS
Each rein measures 106". Includes 2 adjustable and
removable girth loops, which will add another 8
inches. Dressage Extensions exclusive. Black. USA.
030216 $99.95

D

D. KAVALKADE LEATHER DRAW REINS
WITH NYLON ROPE
Rope Draw Reins have nylon rope fronts that slide
easily slide through bit rings. leather hand grip portion
is standard ¾" wide. Girth loop is included. Stainless
steel hardware and snap ends. Black.
030177 $45.00

E

E. PREISWERT WEB DRAW REINS
Leather buckles at the girth to form a girth loop. ¾".
030205 $25.95
F. NECK STRETCHER
A stretchy Bungee-style elastic that fits from girth
through bit and over horse's head giving flexible
stability to head position without interfering with
rider's hands. Adjustable.
30271 $19.95

F

G

G. WHINNY WIDGETS STEADY HANDS
Helps keep the hands steady while maintaining an
elastic feel on the bit. Nylon strap with elastic ends
attaches to D-rings on the saddle.
30334 $32.95

PARTNERS IN

performance
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TRAINING AIDS WITH

comfort & quality
LEATHER LUNGE CAVESON
Ultimate quality and strength.
Supple leather with solid brass
hardware. Broad, generously padded
21/2" noseband. Double-buckle
crown with adjustable chin and jaw
straps ensure proper fit. Built-in
bit attachments allow use with or
without a bit. (Bit not included.)
Black. Sizes full, oversize.
0844 $149.95

KAVALKADE HO LUNGEING AID
One piece design eliminates the surcingle
for quick and easy use. Simple and
effective. White.
30282 $50.00

WALDHAUSEN WEMBLEY LEATHER CAVESON
Best Seller! Extra thick and soft padding on the removable crown pad, browband and crank caveson. Single roller
buckles on the jowl and noseband and a removable bit hanger allows you to use the caveson with or without a bit.
Three rings for training aid attachments. (Bit not included.) Black. Sizes cob, full.
0868 $99.95

SIDE REINS
A. TORY LEATHER ALL LEATHER
SIDE REINS
No elastic. Black. Made in the USA.
030237 $50.95
B. TORY LEATHER ELASTIC END
SIDE REINS
Adjustable. Strong double elastic, snap
ends. Brown. Made in the USA.
030214 $59.95

Made in

A
B
C

C. LEATHER SIDE REINS
With rubber donut. Black.
D
030196 $39.95
D. EQUALIZING SIDE REINS
Innovative design in the style of German sliding side reins. Attaches to girth or saddle D-ring.
Center sliding snap attaches to bit and allows the horse freedom while encouraging forward,
round movement. Black. Sizes regular, long. Made in the USA.
030220 $79.95
E. PFIFF SLIDING SIDE REINS
(PHILLIPS REINS)
Helps horses that are tight in back, have
too high head carriage, and need to find
forward and down. Leather reins attach
to billet straps and saddle rings.
030230 $89.95

G

KAVALKADE CHAMBON
Training tool used while lungeing to teach
the horse to yield to poll pressure and
stretch his neck forward and downward
while lifting his back. Improves strength
and balance. Ideal for tense, hollow
horses. Consists of head piece, leather
loop for girth, round stitched nylon cords
with hooks. Quality black leather with
silver fittings. Black/silver.
30176 $70.00

E

F. WALDHAUSEN LEATHER LUNGE REINS
(VIENNA REINS)
Used extensively in Europe as an alternative to fixed
side reins. Reins attach to the rings of a surcingle
through bit and onto the girth. Encourages the
horse to round and release their back. Black.
030197 $39.95

H

G. PESSOA TRAINING SYSTEM
Assists in the development of your
horse’s back muscles, encouraging him
to reach down. When cantering, it helps
the horse distribute his weight, bringing
his hindquarters underneath him, and
improving his balance. Surcingle, pad, l
unge line and bridle not included. Full size.
3026 $239.95
H. WALDHAUSEN
LUNGEING SYSTEM
Assists in the development of your horse’s
back muscles, encouraging him to reach
down. Surcingle, pad, lunge line and bridle
not included. Black. Full size. Imported.
30303 $79.95
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ACCESSORIES

J
K

J. PADDED LUNGEING STRAP
Simple to use. Snap ends to bit; attach
lunge line to ring.
30272 $6.95
K. LUNGEING STRAPS
NYLON
30306 $10.95
LEATHER 30307 $12.95

FABRIC SURCINGLES

LEATHER SURCINGLES
E. PREISWERT DOUBLE
BILLET LEATHER
SURCINGLE
Super deluxe surcingle has
19 rings spaced 1 ½" apart for
superior adjustment capabilities.
Well padded with saddle-like
panels for a secure fit. Padded
leather girth has its own ring to
attach your training
equipment. Black.
30311 $169.95

A

B

C

F

E

G

F. PREISWERT PADDED
LEATHER SURCINGLE
Padded and shaped for a great fit
with lots of rings and a padded
girth strap. Black. Full size.
30310 $169.95

D

A. KIEFFER SURCINGLE
Made of nylon with soft padded wither panel for maximum comfort. Includes belly
band with fully adjustable dual billets on both ends. Finished with chrome hardware.
Black. Size full/warmblood.
30333 $139.95

G. PREISWERT
LEATHER SURCINGLE
Heavy-duty leather surcingle has
padded saddle panels for comfort
and fit. 13 D-rings and a padded
girth with single billets. Black.
30309 $109.95

B. NEOPRENE TRAINING SURCINGLE WITH TERRETS
Softly padded neoprene surcingle. Two Terrets for driving lines. Black with chrome
hardware. Black with chrome hardware. Size cob, full.
30269 $59.95
C. DELUXE DUAL TRAINING SURCINGLE WITH TERRETS
Wider 4 ¼" heavy reinforced web with more rings and leather pads. Better fit
for large horses. Two terrets for driving lines. Will fit over saddle. Size is adjustable
from 73" to 91".
30308 $59.95

SURCINGLE PADS

J

H

H. FLEECEWORKS™
SHEEPSKIN SURCINGLE PAD
Luxurious Australian Merino
Sheepskin surcingle pad gives your
horse extra comfort while lunging.
Natural, black. Size 39" long.
30330 $180.00
J. WALDHAUSEN
QUILTED SURCINGLE PAD
15 mm thick padding, the surcingle
pad is made of breathable, durable
soft and form-retaining material.
Attachable to surcingle with
VELCRO® brand straps.
47" long x 11" wide. Black.
190488 $29.95

D. NEOPRENE GEL SURCINGLE
Super deluxe surcingle has 12 rings for superior adjustment capabilities. The
neoprene saddle-like panels offer a secure fit. Includes a padded girth with rings to
attach training equipment. Black.
30270 $49.95

Shop our entire selection of training aids!
DressageExtensions.com/Training-Aids
LUNGEING

K

L

M

N

Made in

Made in

P

Q

Made in

K. CENTAUR® WEB LUNGE LINE
WITH DONUT
Pro quality. strong poly-cotton webbing
with leather swivel end and donut on
handle. Size 1" x 35'.
30275 $29.95

N. WALDHAUSEN DOPPEL
LUNGE (DOUBLE LUNGE LINES)
Excellent quality heavy duty German
web lines. Rolled nylon cord for easy
use through surcingle rings. Size 30'
with the first 13' rolled.
30301 $99.95

L. EQUI-LOGIC DRIVING REINS
30' rein with the first 10' rolled to slide
through driving surcingle rings. Heavy
cotton webbing with plastic buckle at hand
end. Black. USA.
030219 $59.95

P. EQUI-LOGIC MEASURITE
LUNGE LINE
Cotton web lunge line. Conveniently
measured at 10, 15 and 20 meters for
accurate training. Colored suede markers
make for easy identification. Brass swivel
snap and hand loop. Black. Size 1" x 35'.
30329 $49.95

M. WALSH LUNGE LINE
1" wide with a solid brass snap and
reinforced end. This is a great tool that
is heavy duty and can handle the rigors of
training. Black. Size 30', 50'. USA.
30 FOOT 30344 $65.95
50 FOOT 30050 $95.95

Q. ULTRA SOFT LUNGE LINE
Soft cotton lunge line with hand loop and
brass swivel buckle. Black. Size 26'.
30347 $19.95

PARTNERS IN

performance
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DRESSAGE WHIPS
A. U.S. WHIPS WONDER WHIP
Leather handle with flat chrome cap. Black linen cover.
Medium flex. Black, navy. Sizes 43", 47", 58".
14094 $42.95
B. CRYSTAL & PATENT
HANDLE DRESSAGE WHIP
Crystal and patent leather wrapped handle provides grip
with a little flash. Medium stiff. Black. Sizes 39", 47".
14089 $17.99
C. BLING DRESSAGE WHIP
Decorated with sparkling clear crystal stones. Leather
handle with string lash. Black with clear crystals, purple
with purple crystals. Size 47".
14088 $20.99
D. WHITE HANDLE TRAINING WHIP
Lightweight flexible whip with a mushroom cap.
Black. Size 51".
14084 $14.95
E. WALDHAUSEN DIAMOND WHIP
Super elegant with crystals incorporated into handle.
Black, silver, gold. Sizes 43", 47".
14090 $39.95

LUNGE WHIPS

A

B

C

D

E

F. U.S. WHIPS PIAFFE WHIP
For ground work. Extra stiff. Black. Sizes 60", 66".
14126 $42.95
G. GODDARD SURE GRIP LUNGE WHIP
Textured rubber grip handle for super hold and
comfort. Well balanced, lightweight and flexible.
Black. Size 13' including lash.
14086 $29.95
H. TELEWHIP TELESCOPING LUNGE WHIP
Lightweight with long lash. Handle is ¾" in diameter
and compacts to a short 38" with pegs for winding lash.
Black. Size 10' with 17' lash.
14129 $59.95
J. FLECK® CARBON TELESCOPE LUNGE WHIP
Best Seller! Lightweight carbon composite. Black,
anthracite, navy, copper, purple. Size extends from
40" to 80". Lash measures 90".
14105 $71.95
K. FLECK® TELESCOPING LUNGE WHIP
Lightweight carbon composite with rubber handle.
Black. Size extends from 51" to 88". Lash measures 106".
1471 $159.95
L. FLECK® TOUCHIER IN HAND WHIP
Extra long with lash for maximum effectiveness. Black.
Sizes 140cm, 160cm.
14157 $65.95
M. FLECK® COLORED LUNGE WHIP
Woven nylon cover with sticky grip handle and woven
nylon lash. Navy, burgundy, purple, green, black,
brown. Size 80" with 72" lash.
14097 $45.95
N. FLECK® SCHLAG LUNGE WHIP
Woven nylon covered shaft and lash. Black, navy.
Size 80" with lash.
14120 $71.95
All whips measured end to end including the lash.
USEF legal show length is 47.2" (120cm) including lash.
Whip measurements are approximate as Lash length will vary.
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FLECK DRESSAGE WHIPS

A

Handcrafted in Germany using carefully selected quality materials ensuring the very highest
of standards. An additional $4.95 shipping will be applied to all whips longer than 48".
A. FLECK® BAMBOO GRIP WHIP
Handcrafted bamboo handles shaped for the most
comfortable grip imaginable. Lightweight. Size 47".
14091 $124.95
B. FLECK® PREMIUM WHIP
Medium Stiff. Features chrome cap, leather handle and
wrapped shaft with lacquer finish.
WHITE 51", 64"
14093 $76.95
BLACK 43", 47"
14108 $76.95
C. FLECK® DRESSAGE DELUXE WHIP
Classic and stylish whip with leather handle topped
with a braided leather button cap with a quality lacquer
finish and fine leather tongue. Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14132 $80.95

K. FLECK® CONTACT DRESSAGE WHIP
Contact handle has a zigzag pattern, which offers the
perfect grip and excellent balance in your hand. Silver
cap. Black, blue. Sizes 43", 47".
14010 $59.95

C

L. FLECK® SUPERFLEX WHIP
Lightweight and very flexible design. Recommended
by Olympic Champion Martin Schaudt. Sizes 43",
47", 51".
14153 $49.95

E

M. FLECK® IMPULS DELUXE WHIP
The Ergo-Balance grip is ergonomically shaped with a
non-slip coating for a sure grip. Flexible lacquered shaft
and flapper. Black/silver. Sizes 43", 47", 51".
14104 $79.95

D. FLECK® LEATHER FLAP NUBUCK WHIP
Supersoft grip. Lightweight and stiff. Black.
Sizes 43", 47".
14092 $65.95

N. FLECK® SILVER LOGO WHIP
Silver logo cap and black leather handle.
Lightweight and flexible. Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14095 $30.95

E. FLECK® FLAPPER WHIP
A soft rubber handle with woven nylon shaft.
Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14111 $45.95

P. FLECK® SMOOTH GRIP DRESSAGE WHIP
Suede like wrapped grip with sturdy plastic cap offers a
great hand feel with a medium stiff woven shaft. Black.
Sizes 43", 47".
14099 $25.95

F. FLECK® TRAINER WHIP
Woven nylon shaft, silver mushroom cap. Black.
Size 47".
14096 $79.95

Q. FLECK® BUMPY GRIP DRESSAGE WHIP
Rubber handle is notched to fit perfectly in the hand
with minimum slip. Nylon woven shaft is medium stiff.
Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14101 $19.95

G. FLECK® SOFT HANDLE WHIP
Nylon woven covered shaft, Ultra Soft wrapped grip
handle with mushroom cap. Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14103 $49.95

B

H. FLECK® SUPERFLEX PREMIUM WHIP
Nylon covered shaft very flexible. Nubuck wrapped
handle with nickel mushroom cap. Black. Size 43", 47".
14106 $69.95

R. FLECK® DELTA PRO WHIP
The woven nylon shaft is very flexible. Blue.
Sizes 43", 47".
14016 $45.95

J. FLECK® CARBON ULTRALIGHT
DRESSAGE WHIP
Super light weight from high-tech carbon material with
slim, non-slip PU grip. Black, dark blue, dark brown,
anthracite. Size 43", 47". Dark red, 47".
14052 $49.95

S. FLECK® RUBBER GRIP WHIP
Woven nylon shaft with soft rubber handle. Medium
stiff. Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14155 $35.95
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FLECK FELDMANN BALANCE WHIPS
®

S

U. FLECK® FELDMANN®
PREMIUM BALANCE WHIP
Special two-part handle for optimum grip. Black. Size 47".
14107 $79.95

W. FLECK® FELDMANN®
CARBON BALANCE WHIP
Black. Sizes 43", 47".
14121 $65.95

V. FLECK® FELDMANN® BALANCE WHIP
Two wooden balance-handles. Black. Sizes 43", 47", 51".
1462 $55.95

X. FLECK® FELDMANN® SPORT WHIP
Black. Sizes 43", 47", 51".
14019 $49.95

T

ACCESSORIES
Y. FLECK® WHIP RACK Y
Half-round rack holds
up to 8 whips.
14102 $84.95
Z. PLASTIC WHIP HOLDER
Holds 11 whips. Size 12" x 21/2".
14085 $5.95

AA. REPLACEMENT POPPER
Approx. 4".
14127 $2.95

Z

AB. REPLACEMENT
LUNGE WHIP LASH
Approx. 6 ft.
14142 $4.95

AA

U
V
W

AB

X
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NEUE SCHULE NAMED OFFICIAL BIT OF THE
UNITED STATES EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION
Offering an exciting and innovative range of high performance, superior comfort bits for all equines, covering all disciplines at every level from pleasure to Grand Prix.
Accomplished through bits that are ergonomically designed, using the latest in engineering and computer aided design (CAD) technologies. NeueSchule bits incorporate a patented,
sweeter, warmer metal. Salox Gold® has a high copper content and NeueSchule additives that maximize the warm and oxidation promoting acceptance and communication.
All Neue Schule Bits have Salox® Gold mouthpiece with Stainless steel rings, shanks.
TRANZ ANGLED
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".

TURTLE TACTIO
Sizes M (128-138mm),
L(138-148mm), XL(148-158mm).

TRANZ ANGLED LOOSE
RING SNAFFLE
18mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
013023 $154.00
18mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010678 $154.00
14mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010677 $154.00

TURTLE TACTIO SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010979 $217.50
TURTLE TACTIO BRADOON
16mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
011966 $217.50

TRANZ ANGLED LOOSE
RING SNAFFLE
14mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
010679 $154.00

VERBINDEND
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".
VERBINDEND SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010673 $154.00
12mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010671 $154.00
VERBINDEND BRADOON
12mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
010681 $154.00

TURTLE TOP BRADOON
16mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
011973 $217.50

STARTER SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with
70mm ring.
013062 $154.00
14mm mouthpiece with
70mm ring.
013067 $154.00

MORS L HOTTE
WEYMOUTH
12mm.
Size 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾".
011990 $260.25

THOROUGHBRED
WEYMOUTH
12mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾".
011989 $260.25

STARTER
WEYMOUTH
16mm.
Size 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".
013026 $260.25

45˚

FF

MISCELLANEOUS BRADOONS
SOFT MOUTH BRADOON
12mm. 2 ½" rings. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013080 $19.95
LOOSE RING FRENCH BRADOON
14mm. Stainless steel. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾".
013107 $21.95
EGGBUTT BRADOON
18mm. Stainless steel. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011988 $29.95
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TRANZANGLED
EGGBUTT BRADOON
14mm mouthpiece with
55mm ring.
011811 $227.50

WARMBLOOD SHORT
SHANK WEYMOUTH
14mm.
013029 $281.75

STARTER BRADOON
14mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
013066 $154.00

TURTLE TOP WITH FLEX
EGGBUTT SNAFFLE
Sizes M(128-138mm),
L(138-148mm),
XL(148-158mm).
011979 $289.25

TRANZANGLED
EGGBUTT SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with
70mm ring.
010680 $227.50

WARMBLOOD
WEYMOUTH
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".
14mm.
013032 $281.75

STARTER LOOSE RING
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".

TURTLE TOP
Sizes S(4 ½"-5"), M(5"-5 ½"), L(5 ½"-5 ¾"),
XL, (5 ¾"-6 ¼").
TURTLE TOP SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010985 $217.50

TRANZANGLED
EGGBUTT
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".

TURTLE TILT WEYMOUTH
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".
011972 $351.00

SLIMMA
WEYMOUTH
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾", 6".
0˚

FV

SLIMMA
WEYMOUTH
14mm.
010684 $260.25
SLIMMA WEYMOUTH
SHORT SHANK
14mm.
011996 $260.25

TEST BIT CENTER

Some of these bits are available for testing on your horse.
Visit DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing for more details.

MISCELLANEOUS SNAFFLES

ALBACON BITS

AlBaCon bits have an advanced alloy formulation
containing a high copper content which stimul ates
salivation and helps prevent dry mouth. Superior
tensile strength.

WIDE PORT CURB
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010164 $109.95

BRADOON
13mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾".
010163 $39.95

FRENCH SNAFFLE
13mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010177 $45.95

BAUCHER SNAFFLE
Best Seller!
11mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010149 $65.95

LOOSE RING SNAFFLE
14mm. Sizes 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013109 $49.95

LOOSE RING SNAFFLE
18mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼" ,
5 ¾", 6".
010182 $45.95

FRENCH BRADOON
14mm. Sizes 5 ¼", 5 ½",
5 ¾", 6".
010964 $44.95

CURVED SOFT MOUTH
18mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013088 $21.95

THIN SOFT
MOUTH SNAFFLE
13mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013083 $19.95

OVATION® JOINTED SNAFFLE
16mm. German Silver mouth with Stainless steel rings.
Sizes 5", 5 ½".
01339 $44.95

SOFT MOUTH SNAFFLE
16mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 4 ½", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 1/8".
013086 $21.95

MEDIUM SNAFFLE
14mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 1/8".
013069 $18.95

OVAL MOUTH SNAFFLE
18mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½",
5 ¾", 6".
01597 $31.95

CURVED SNAFFLE
18mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013087 $24.95

STÜBBEN BITS

A trusted European brand since 1984.
Bits feature innovative functions combined with timeless elegance.

LOOSE RING
BRADOON
14mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010435 $59.00

ANATOMIC SNAFFLE
16mm Sweet Copper
mouthpiece.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾".
013123 $85.00

COPPER WEYMOUTH
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½".
013125 $160.00

EZ CONTROL LOOSE
RING SNAFFLE
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼",
5 ½", 5 ¾".
010434 $95.00

SINGLE JOINT LOOSE
RING BRADOON
12mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½", 5 ¾".
013127 $47.50

CONTACT SNAFFLE
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013124 $110.00

2 IN 1 SNAFFLE
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼",
5 ½", 5 ¾".
010862 $80.00

COPPER SHORT
SHANK WEYMOUTH
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼",
5 ½", 5 ¾".
013126 $160.00

BAUCHER BIT
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½".
01135 $109.00

EGGBUTT FRENCH
SNAFFLE
14mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ½".
013068 $29.95

BAUCHER SNAFFLE
15mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼".
013073 $35.95

MISCELLANEOUS WEYMOUTHS

THIN WIDE PORT CURB
11mm. Stainless steel.
Size 5 ½".
013110 $39.95

ANGLED PORT CURB
16mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013085 $42.95

SWIVEL CHEEK
WEYMOUTH
15mm. Stainless steel.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013075 $44.95

SHORT SHANK CURB
16mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013082 $42.95
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HERM SPRENGER BRADOONS
Renowned among top international riders,
Herm Sprenger's 135 years of successful
innovation have resulted in its own
Sensogram® metal, which is trusted for
its premium quality for bits. Always
designed for the best in communication
between you and your horse.

KK ULTRA EGGBUTT BRADOON
14 mm. Sensogan®. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011887 $215.95

KK ULTRA BAUCHER
16 mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with Stainless steel
cheeks. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011883 $239.95

DYNAMIC RS ULTRA
EGGBUTT BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece
Stainless steel rings. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011836 $215.95

DYNAMIC RS BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 55 mm
Stainless steel rings. Sizes 5 ⅛", 5 ½", 6".
010260 $149.95

WH ULTRA BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with Stainless steel
rings. Sizes 4 ¾", 5 ⅛", 5 ½".
010180 $215.95

KK BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 55mm
Stainless steel rings. Sizes 5 ⅛", 5 ½", 6".
011871 $139.95

SINGLE JOINT BRADOON
12mm. Sensogan® with 55mm Stainless
steel rings. Sizes 5 ⅛", 5 ½" .
011829 $95.95

DYNAMIC RS ULTRA BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece 55mm.
Stainless steel rings. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 ⅛".
010250 $185.95

HERM SPRENGER WEYMOUTHS
Slanted
mouthpiece
Rounded
port

Revolving
cheek

Single
sided
rein aids

BEMELMANS
WEYMOUTH
16mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010090 $349.95

°

LOW PORT
WEYMOUTH
16mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011869 $279.95

90

NOVOCONTACT
WEYMOUTH SHORT
14mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼".
011901 $349.95
NOVOCONTACT
WEYMOUTH
14mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼".
011902 $349.95
BEMELMANS
LONG SHANK
16mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010080 $349.95

TEST BIT CENTER

30
DS ANGLED WEYMOUTH
16mm. Sensogan® with Stainless
Steel Cheeks. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010060 $355.95

HO WEYMOUTH
SWIVEL CHEEK
Each part works
independently of each
other as the cheeks act
on the poll without
increasing pressure on
the tongue. 14mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013105 $349.95

HO WEYMOUTH
14mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010070 $355.95
HO SHORT SHANK
14mm. Same as above.
011863 $349.95

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

Some of these bits are available for testing on your horse.
Visit DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing for more details.

NOVOCONTACT
SINGLE JOINTED SNAFFLE
16mm Sensogan mouthpiece with
70mm Stainless® steel rings
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010891 $165.95

DYNAMIC RS KK ULTRA
SNAFFLE
16mm. Sensogan mouthpiece with
Stainless steel rings.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010010 $185.95
14mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010020 $185.95

KK ULTRA SNAFFLE
Sensogan® mouthpiece with
70mm Stainless steel rings.
12mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼".
011882 $175.95
14mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 1/8".
010050 $172.95
16mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 1/8".
010040 $172.95

NOVOCONTACT
DOUBLE JOINTED SNAFFLE
16mm Sensogan mouthpiece with
70mm Stainless steel rings.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010889 $199.95

Smaller rings for effective
communication

Ergonomically
curved
DYNAMIC RS ULTRA
EGGBUTT
Smaller rings feature
the innovative Sensogan
mouthpiece metal. 14mm.
Sensogan mouthpiece with
Stainless rings.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
01990 $215.95

BIT LOCKS INTO
PLACE WHEN THE
HORSE OPPOSES THE
RIDERS’ HAND FOR
MAXIMUM CONTROL

DYNAMIC RS +
WH ULTRA EGGBUTT
16mm. Sensogan mouthpiece
with Stainless steel rings.
Sizes 4 ¾", 5 ⅛", 5 ½".
010220 $255.95

BALKENHOL SNAFFLE
18mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011881 $139.95
16mm. Sizes 5 1/8", 5 ½", 6".
010140 $139.95

KK ULTRA B RING SNAFFLE
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¾".
010711 $219.95

COMFORT MOUTH
16 mm. Sensogan with Stainless
rings. Sizes 5 1/8", 5 ½".
010110 $149.95

KK ULTRA EGGBUTT
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011886 $215.95

WH ULTRA SOFT LOOSE RING
16mm. Sizes 5 1/8", 5 ½".
010170 $215.95

DUO BIT OF FLEXIBLE
PLASTIC
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011925 $99.95

WH ULTRA SNAFFLE
16mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with
Stainless steel rings. Sizes 5 1/8", 5 ½".
010210 $215.95

SENSOGAN® bits are marked with a black ring
at the cheeks. The arrow must always be on the
left hand side pointing forward for a proper fit.

MAX-CONTROL SNAFFLE
16 mm. Sizes 5", 5¼", 5 ¾".
011893 $85.95

SENSOGAN® Offers a reduced copper content combined with manganese.
This combination results in a smooth and well regulated oxidation process, causing slow
and steady salivation. Tests show a very positive influence on the horse’s satisfaction,
motivation and willingness to perform.

KK ULTRA DESIGN
Based on research from the veterinary university in Hanover. After extensive study,
the middle link has been shortened and the angle has been twisted by 45 degrees for
the best possible effect without severity.

DYNAMIC RS
Offers an ergonomically formed mouthpiece that lies perfectly in the horse’s mouth
resulting in a soft, even pressure on the tongue, encouraging acceptance of the bit.
In addition this bit supports the contact to the corners of the mouth keeping the
horse on the bit.

NOVOCONTACT
Designed to create a unique oval shape which widens the contact surface on the tongue
while the rider keeps a steady contact. As the rider gives a rein aid the mouthpiece turns
forward and the contact surface gets narrower, ensuring more precise and effective
communication. Improves the interaction between horse and rider for better contact
and acceptance of the bit.

WH ULTRA BITS
Developed by Herm Sprenger together with Lisa Wilcox and Ernst Hoyos, this
double-jointed bit features a unique roller in the center section, which provides gentle
stimulation to the tongue. It encourages the horse to chew, prompting salivation,
acceptance of the bit and relaxation of the jaw.
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BRIDLE ACCESSORIES

BIT ACCESSORIES

A
B

AA

C
D
E

AB

F
H

G
A. SCHUMACHER
CUT-BACK CROWNPIECE
Narrows over the poll to allow more
room for your horse’s ears. Black.
Sizes cob, full, oversize. (Throat latch
not included).
120299 $55.95
B. SCHUMACHER
CROWN PIECE
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120286 $39.95
C. SCHUMACHER
THROAT LATCH
23" x ½". Black leather
with silver buckle.
120294 $39.95

J
D. SCHUMACHER CHEEK PIECE
Sold individually. 16mm. Black.
Sizes cob, full, oversize.
Hook and stud end.
120293 $39.95 EACH
Buckle end.
120301 $45.95 EACH
E. BRADOON HANGER
Black. Full size. Hook and stud ends.
Sizes 1/2" or 5/8".
120295 $69.95
F. SCHUMACHER CRANK STRAP
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120303 $55.95
G. SCHUMACHER CRANK PAD
Black with self padding.
120302 $39.95

K
H. SCHUMACHER FLASH STRAP
1/2". Black.
120292 $35.95
J. SCHUMACHER CROWN PAD
FOR ROLLED BRIDLES
Attaches to any rolled leather bridle to
provide padding on the poll for your
horse’s comfort. Black. Sizes cob, full,
oversize.
120289 $99.95
K. SCHUMACHER CROWN PAD
Secured in place with two leather keepers.
1 ½" wide. Black. Sizes cob (9" long),
full (10" long), oversize (11" long).
120283 $55.95

Made in

AD

AE

AF

AG

AH

T
Q

AC

T. PASSIER CROWN PAD
Removable leather crown pad attaches with VELCRO®
brand closures. Black. One size. 11" x 1 ½".
120393 $29.00

AA. FLAT CURB CHAIN
Extra-wide.

013114 $26.99
AB. CURB CHAIN
Nickel.

016 $14.95
U
R
L

M

N

P

L. BRADOON HANGER
Converts any snaffle bridle into a
double. Black. Sizes cob,
full, oversize.
120280 $28.95
M. CHEEK PIECES
1/2". Fine quality bridle leather.
Buckle end. Black. Sizes cob,
full, oversize. Pair.
44063 $39.95
N. RED BARN
CHEEK PIECES
Buckle end closure. 5/8". Black.
Sizes cob, full, oversize. Pair.
44058 $39.95
P. RED BARN
CHEEK PIECES
Hook and stud closure.
Sizes 1/2", 5/8". Black.
Sizes cob, full. Pair.
44057 $35.95
92

S

Q. TORY FLASH STRAP
For a flash noseband. Black.
Sizes 1/2", 5/8".
0872 $15.95
R. TORY FLASH
ATTACHMENT
Alters a French caveson
to a flash. Black.
0873 $4.95
S. LEATHER KEEPERS
Black. Sizes 1/2", 5/8", ¾".
Keepers in sizes to fit any
bridle. Each.
25396 $2.95

U. EQUIFIT T-FOAM CROWN PAD
A perfect fit every time. Self-ventilating construction allows
for perspiration control and protection against chafing and
rubbing. VELCRO® brand closures. Black. 10" x 2".
120156 $42.00
V
V. WALDHAUSEN GEL CROWN PAD
Extra thick soft pad filled with gel for extra protection of
the horse’s poll. VELCRO® brand closures. Black.
120355 $15.95

AC. RUBBER COVERED
FLAT CURB HOOKS
Prevents pinching. Stainless steel.

013113 $7.95

AD. FLAT CURB HOOKS
Lets chain lay flat.
013076 $3.95
AE. CURB HOOKS
013092 $1.95
AF. RUBBER CURB CHAIN
GUARD
013091 $1.95
AG. ROUND LIP STRAP
Black.

W
W. GEL CROWN PROTECTION PAD
VELCRO® brand closures. Black. 8 ¼" x 2 ½".
120279 $18.95

013095 $29.95
AH. BIT SIZER
Quick and simple for accurate
measurements.
038 $6.95

X
Y
Z
X. KIEFFER CROWN PIECE
Fits Kieffer bridle #120373. Black. Cob, full.
120388 $55.95

800.303.7849 | DressageExtensions.com | Shop over 250 New Spring Items

Y. KIEFFER CHEEK PIECE
Buckle end. 1/2". Black. Sizes cob, full.
120387 $21.95
Z. KIEFFER WEYMOUTH
CROWN PIECE
1/2". Black. Cob, full.
120389 $59.95

BIT ACCESSORIES

ENGRAVING
Bridle/Accessory Plates

A. NOTCHED CORNER BRIDLE PLATE
Brass, German silver. 2½" x ½".
32364
$14.95
B. NOTCHED CORNER BRIDLE PLATE
Brass. 2". 320239 $14.95
C. FANCY BRIDLE & ACCESSORY PLATE
Brass, German silver. 2½" x 3⁄8".
32308
$10.95
Fancy Martingale Plate - not shown.
Brass, German silver. 2½" x 3⁄8".
32300
$10.95
D. ROUND BRIDLE & ACCESSORY TAG
Brass, German silver. 1".
32321
$9.95

A

GUMBITS
Best seller. Gumbits promotes the salivation
process and eliminates the teeth grinding which
often can occur during the intense training
of high performance sport horses. GumBits
encourage chewing activity, trigger salivation
and horses love the sweet taste. GumBits are
made of all natural FDA approved ingredients
and are safe and palatable. 12 oz.
220721 $39.95

B

C
D

E

Saddle Plates

E. BEVELED EDGE SADDLE PLATE
Brass. 2½" x ½".
32302
$13.95
F. SMALL FANCY SADDLE PLATE
Brass. 2" x 3/8".
32301
$11.95
G. FANCY SADDLE PLATE
Brass, German Silver. 32307
$10.95
H. NOTCHED CORNER SADDLE PLATE
Brass. 2½" x ½".
32363
$14.95

F

EFFOL® MOUTH-BUTTER
Effol Mouth Butter is applied to the corners
of the horse’s mouth or directly on the bit
for a mouth as soft as butter! Horses love the
fresh taste which helps stimulate chewing
activity, improve bit acceptance and enhance
performance. Its rich formula protects like a
second skin and cares for the sensitive mouth
with zinc oxide and balsam of Peru.
It nourishes the tender corners with allantoin,
which keeps them permanently soft and
supple. Apple, banana. 150ml.
BANANA 010834 $20.95
APPLE
100141 $20.95

G

H

Halter Plates

J-K. SMALL RECTANGULAR HALTER PLATE
J. Flat. Brass, German silver. 3½" x ½".
32303 $15.95
K. Beveled. Brass. 3½" x ½".
32324 $16.95
L. HALTER PLATE - 41/2" x 3/4".
1-2 lines Brass, German silver. 32304 $15.95
3 lines Brass, German silver. 32316 $17.95
M. BEVELED EDGE HALTER PLATE
1-2 lines Brass, German silver. 32315 $15.95
3 lines Brass, German silver. 32317 $18.95
N. NOTCHED CORNER HALTER PLATE
1-2 lines Brass, German silver. 41/2" x 3/4".
32366 $15.95
P. FANCY HALTER PLATE - 41/2" x 3/4".
1-2 lines Brass, German silver. 32318 $15.95
3 lines Brass, German silver. 32319 $18.95
Q. 1" ROUND HALTER TAG - Heavy brass.
32362 $11.95
CHICAGO SCREWS - not shown.
3/8" L. Available on halter plates only.
Specify at time of order. Pair.
32336 $3.95

J

K
L

THE ORIGINAL BIT BUTTER
Special formulation provides soothing care
to replenish moisture for dry, callused,
unresponsive areas of your horse’s mouth.
Enriched with a “Mouth Softening Complex,”
this palatable blend of natural butters, essential
oils and unique flavor encourages acceptance
and improves focus on the bit! 4 oz.
Made in the USA.
01650 $20.95

M
N
P
Q

Stall Plates & Plastic Nameplates

R

BIT PEPPERMINT WIPES
Made with pure extract, these disposable wet
wipes help promote bit acceptance and will keep
the bit sparkling clean. 40 wipes per canister.
01868 $15.95

R. NOTCHED STALL PLATE - 2" x 8".
1-2 lines
32368
$47.95
3 lines
32402
$54.95
S. RECTANGULAR STALL PLATE - 2" x 8".
1-2 lines
32305
$27.95
3 lines
32326
$34.95
T. STALL PLATE MOUNTED ON WALNUT
PLAQUE - 21/2" x 81/2".
1-2 lines
32310
$44.95
3 lines
32311
$46.95
U. WALNUT PLAQUE WITH BRASS CHAIN
21/2" x 81/2". Nameplate included.
32138 $51.95
V. PLASTIC STALL PLATE* - 2" x 8".
1-2 lines
32306
$21.95
3 lines
32327
$24.95
*Please specify with or without holes.
W. PLASTIC STALL PLATE WITH HOLDER
Plate slides into gold tone holder. 2" x 8".
1-2 lines
32349
$33.95
3 lines
32350
$38.95

S

T

U

Personalize your favorite tack & stall plates
at DressageExtensions.com/Personalization

V

W
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SADDLES

• SADDLES •

TEMPI H MONOFLAP DRESSAGE SADDLE
Eliminates a layer of leather to provide close contact.
Specially treated buffalo hide and cowhide assist with
seat and leg security. Deep, supportive seat has a narrow
twist and a balanced design to aid in shoulder-hip-heel
alignment. Exterior thigh blocks. 100% natural wool
flocked panels are full weight-bearing to optimize
comfort. Wide channel encourages and enables healthy
spinal and vertebrae processes in the horse. Open
pommel head is suitable for high-withered horses.
Beechwood laminate spring tree carries a lifetime
guarantee. Black. Sizes 17"-18" medium, wide, x-wide.
150207 $1,995.00

BATES ARTISTE DRESSAGE SADDLE
Luxe Leather from the finest calf-leather in the world.
SweetSpot guides the rider to a neutral position for
complete balance with your horse. Ergonomic stirrup
bar and adjustable front and rear Flexiblocs. Synergy
panel provides ultimate freedom for horse to perform
to full potential. Y-girthing for optimal saddle stability.
Elastiflex tree, supported by HART - Horse and Rider
Technology–with EASY-CHANGE Gullet and Riser.
Classic black, classic brown. Sizes 0(16 ⁄ "-17"),
1(17"-17 ⁄ "), 2(17 ⁄ "-18").
150170 $4,045.00
1

1

2

1

Shop our full collection of Bates Dressage Saddles at
DressageExtensions.com/Bates

CUSTOM SADDLERY WOLFGANG
SIGNATURE SOLO DRESSAGE SADDLE
Extra-soft supple cowhide on the skirts and flaps, with extra grip tactile cowhide
on the seat and thigh blocks. Squared-off cantle is simple and elegant. Choose
from long thigh blocks or shorter thigh blocks. Narrow twist and extended
stirrup bars, natural 100% wool-flocked panels, anatomically correct woodspring tree fits a variety of shapes. Split panel covers a broader area and offers
more shoulder freedom. Self-adjusting V-billet and point strap. Short or long
block, seat sizes 17"- 18" and medium, medium-wide and wide trees. Standard
flap length is 16" (Petite 15" or Long 17" available by special order).
15573 $2995.00
94

2

2

BATES INNOVA MONO+ DRESSAGE SADDLE
Offers ultra-close contact and a touch of luxury for
every ride. European double-lined Opulence leather
renowned for ultra-soft, and grippy characteristics.
Deep seat with narrow twist. Innovative monoflap
design and recessed stirrup channels provide unrivaled
feel and connection. FlexiContourblocs, adjustable
ergonomic stirrup bars and a wide channel. Running
Y-Girthing® system. Tree guaranteed against breakage
for 10 years. Classic black. Sizes 16½"-17", 17½"-18".
150060 $3295.00

CUSTOM SADDLERY STEFFEN’S ADVANTAGE
SMOOTH MONOFLAP DRESSAGE SADDLE
Exceptional close contact, grip Buffalo leather flaps and extra tactile Buffalo on the
seat. Deep seat, narrow twist and your choice of long or short blocks. Anatomically
shaped wood spring tree with an open pommel provides excellent fit for average to
high-withered horses and is suited to shorter backs. 100% natural imported woolflocked panels with the closest fit only a mono-flap can offer. Narrow twist and external
thigh blocks. Standard 16" flap. Available in short or long block, seat sizes 17"-18" and
medium and wide trees. For available sizes, visit DressageExtensions.com.
15906 $3295.00

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

LEATHER GIRTHS
A. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC
SHOULDER RELIEF GIRTH™
Brings the next level of intuition to functional girths. The triangular center
elastic allows the StretchTec Shoulder Relief Girth to expand with the 1.5
cm chest expansion that horses experience while breathing. It’s design allows
stretch in a more anatomically friendly way to contour better to a horse’s
barrel and provide even contact through the sternum area. Includes leather
and Neoprene backing. Black. Sizes 20"-32".
02824 $199.95

A

Elastic stretches to contour
to horses’s natural shape

B. STRETCHTEC SHOULDER RELIEF DRESSAGE
GIRTH™ NEOPRENE LINER
Black. Sizes 18"-34".
02825 $19.95
C. COUNTY LOGIC GIRTH
Best Seller! Anatomically designed to provide clearance for the
elbow and to line up with the billets. Prevents the saddle from
being pulled down and forward onto the withers. Black (Brown by Special
Order). Sizes 22"-36."
02879 $225.95

Interchangeable
leather girth liner

Allows shoulder
freedom and
elbow comfort

D. OTTO SCHUMACHER DRESSAGE GIRTH
Top-of-the-line girth made in Germany with the finest leather.
Contoured girth is shaped around the elbows for freedom of
movement. Well padded yet thin, it has elastic at both ends and roller buckles
for easy use. Black. Sizes 50cm(20"), 55cm(22"), 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"),
70cm(28"), 75cm(30"), 80cm(32").
02885 $255.95
E. OVATION® COMFORT DRESSAGE GIRTH
Made of Italian harness leather and is well padded and shaped for your
horses comfort. Features elastic on both ends, stainless steel roller buckles and girth ring.
Black. Sizes 26"-32".
02199 $139.95
F. WALDHAUSEN EURO PRO GIRTH
Anatomically moulded and softly padded leather. Finest
workmanship guarantees best fit and comfort for the horse and prevents chafe marks.
Stainless steel roller buckles, elastic inserts at both ends, ring to attach auxiliary reins.
Black. Sizes 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 75cm(30").
02895 $89.95
G. KAVALKADE COMFORT GIRTH
Padded in soft, special vegetable-tanned leather. Extra-wide contact area for
superior pressure distribution. European-style and quality craftsmanship in a
contoured shape with triple elastics, stainless steel roller buckles, nylon inlay to prevent
stretching, center D-ring, double keepers and silver fittings. Black. Sizes 60cm(24"),
65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 75cm(30") or 80cm(32").
02892 $160.00
H. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM COMFORT GIRTH
Soft memory foam material which modulates itself perfectly around the
horse, then reverts back to its original shape after use. Wider center distributes
girth pressure and provides ultimate comfort for your horse. Black. Sizes 20"-32".
02894 $80.00
J. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC
SHOULDER RELIEF GIRTH™
Prevents a saddle from impeding a horse’s shoulders. The center sits forward in the horse’s
natural girth groove, the sides are cut back to meet the billets two inches behind was a
duplicate number from above. Black. Sizes 24"-34".
02590 $139.95
K. ACAVALLO® SHAPED GIRTH
Calfskin leather is shaped to provide optimal comfort and
not block movement. Elasticated straps for breathability and an Acavallo gel panel insert
for pressure distribution. Black. Sizes 55cm(22"), 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 70cm(28"),
75cm(30"), 80cm(32").
02886 $304.95

B

Neoprene
girth liner
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GIRTHS/GIRTH COVERS
A

B

D

E

A. MIKMAR DRESSAGE COMFORT GIRTH
Allows the horse’s ribs to expand and contract without restriction. Panel is
lined with natural non-slip alveolar rubber and is positioned over the sternum to keep
the saddle fully secure. The addition of a safety strap inner woven within the Gibaud
Fabric prevents the rider from over tightening the elastic. Black. Sizes 20"-32".
02878 $259.95
B. KIEFFER NEOPRENE GIRTH WITH ELASTIC CENTER
Soft and flexible, with an inner elastic panel for ultimate fit
and comfort. Sweat wicking, quick drying and washable. Stainless steel roller
buckles with elastomer bands, making tightening your girth fast and easy.
Black. Sizes S(50 cm), M(60 cm), L(70 cm).
02914 $89.95
KIEFFER SPECIAL GIRTH (not shown).
Same as B. Kieffer Neoprene Girth with elastic center, but without
elastic center. Black. Sizes 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 75(30"), 80cm(32").
02907 $89.95
C. REPLACEMENT RUBBER
Pack of 4 replacement rubbers for the Kieffer girth. Black.
02908 $9.95

C

D. WINTEC PRO SHAPED DRESSAGE GIRTH
Easy-Care Equisuede dressage girth. Well padded contoured design with
roller buckles. Black. Sizes 24"-34".
V000217 $69.95
F

G

E. WINTEC AIR FLOW ELASTIC GIRTH
Easy care, anti-galling girth. Up to 2" elastic stretch. Black. Sizes 20"-32".
0226 $49.95
F. LÉTTIA® COOLMAX® DRESSAGE GIRTH
Best Seller! The underside of this girth has Coolmax lining that will wick
away moisture and keep your horse cool, dry and comfortable. Made of
nylon webbing and 100% cotton fleece with stainless steel roller buckles, heavy-duty elastic
at both ends, and billet keepers. Machine washable, hang dry. Black. Sizes 22"-34".
02915 $54.99

G. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM DRESSAGE GIRTH
Padded with a soft memory foam material that molds to the horse during use,
then returns to its original shape. Synthetic, contoured girth. Double elastics
and stainless steel roller buckles on both ends allow for extra-easy adjustments, even from
the saddle. Black with silver fittings and center d-ring. Black. Sizes 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"),
70cm(28"), 75cm(30"), 80cm(32").
02893 $80.00

H

J

H. ORIGINAL TREVIRA™ CORD GIRTH
The original soft and comfortable Trevira™ cord girth, but improved design for
dressage saddles with billet keepers and stainless steel roller buckles. Washable.
White. Sizes 24", 26", 28".
02094 $34.95
J. LEMIEUX® INTEGRATED WEB & MERINO
DRESSAGE/MONOFLAP SHORT GIRTH
Combines flexible webbing construction with soft, light and breathable Merino
wool lining. Allows maximum freedom of movement. Includes attachments for
schooling aids. Machine washable. Black/black, black/natural. Sizes 22"-28".
02862 $115.95

K
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K. TOTAL SADDLE FIT SHAPED SHEEPSKIN GIRTH COVER
100% real wool custom fits the Shoulder Relief Girth and other shaped girths. Black.
Sizes S(20"-22"), M(24"-26"), L(28"-30"), XL(32"-34").
02460 $89.95

H

A-B. ACAVALLO® GEL AND
A
SHEEPSKIN GIRTH COVERS
The softness of the sheepskin, provides
perfect protection for sensitive skin areas,
and is combined with Acavallo gel with all
of its outstanding properties: anti-slip, shock
absorption, anatomical shape, durability,
resistance but also a high degree of flexibility.
The anatomically shaped profile enhances the
B
freedom of movement and comfort of the
horse. Black/black. Size Small fits girth
20"-22"; Medium fits girth size 24"-26".
A. CLASSIC GIRTH COVER
02887 $225.00
B. SHAPED GIRTH COVER
02888 $239.00

J

Seat Savers
H. ACAVALLO® GEL IN SEAT SAVER
WITH DRI-LEX® PAD
The unique breathable gel construction supports the rider’s
upper body stabilizing the seat bones and significantly reducing
concussion in the lower back. The gel is covered with a breathable
mesh material that offers traction and a soft feel. 10 mm gel. Black.
Sizes Medium 16 -16 1/2"; Large 17 - 171/2".
190474 $129.00

C. MATTES SHEEPSKIN
GIRTH COVER
C
Great design is quilted on one side
with comfortable sheepskin on the other.
The special design has two VELCRO® brand
closures along the length of the cover so most
girth fits with ease. Black, white.
Sizes 24"-30".
02100 $130.00
D. FLEECEWORKS
SHEEPSKIN GIRTH
COVER
Lightweight 100% Australian Merino
sheepskin girth cover protects your girth and
your horse. Fits 4" girth. Black, natural.
Sizes 22", 24", 26".
02899 $88.00
E. KAVALKADE
LAMBSWOOL
GIRTH COVER
Lovely lambswool girth cover offering ideal
protection against pressure sores and chafing.
Black/natural, black/black.
Sizes 26"(65cm), 30"(75cm).
02889 $70.00

J. ACAVALLO® ORTHO PUBIS GEL IN DRESSAGE SEAT
SAVER WITH DRI-LEX® PAD (Shown without cover)
Featuring a recess in the rear part of the seat. 20mm gel. Black.
Sizes Medium 16 -16 1/2"; Large 17 - 171/2".
190475 $149.00

D

K. ACAVALLO ORTHO COCCYX GEL IN DRI-LEX®
DRESSAGE SEAT SAVER PAD (Shown without cover)
A recess in the front part of the seat. 20mm gel. Black.
Sizes Medium 16 -16 1/2"; Large 17 - 171/2".
150076 $149.00
L
L. FLEECEWORKS™
SHEEPSKIN SEAT SAVER
Soft and warm, this thick,
luxurious seat saver is great
for cold weather or long trail
rides. Black, natural. Size
23"L x 14"W.
190520 $90.00

E

F. LEMIEUX® ANATOMIC
CURVE GIRTH COVER
F
Fits most anatomical girths,
adding comfort and helping
prevent rubs. Black, natural. Sizes S(24"-26"),
M(26"-28"), L(28"-32").
02883 $72.95
G. EQUI-STRETCH GIRTH SOCK
Acrylic/Spandex knit cover for girth.
Machine washable. Black. Size 34".
02884 $38.95

K

Natural

M
N
P

G
Q
M. OTTO SCHUMACHER ROLLED LEATHER
BUCKING STRAP
Hook and stud ends. Black. Size 16".
150178 $49.95

LEATHER GIRTH EXTENDER
Add up to 8" to any girth. Black.
02906 $19.95

GIRTH LOOP
Strong 1 ½" wide webbing with chrome
D-ring. Black.
02898 $7.95

TORY LEATHER GIRTH LOOP
WITH BUCKLE
The buckle allows the loop to be removed
without unfastening girth. Black.
02014 $17.95

WITHER TRACING KIT
Includes instructions on how to
measure your horses withers.
150206 $10.95

N. OTTO SCHUMACHER FLAT LEATHER
BUCKING STRAP
Buckle ends. Black. Sizes 10"-13".
150177 $39.95
P. ROLLED GRAB STRAP
Attaches to any dressage saddle. Rolled leather with metal snaps.
Black. Approximately 15"-15 ½" long.
0874 $29.95
Q. PREISWERT ROLLED BUCKING STRAP
Buckle ends. Black.
30274 $12.95
PARTNERS IN
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E

A. PASSIER PRE-STRETCHED LEATHERS
Tested and Approved. The quality that you expect from
Passier. Hand-stitched with Herm Sprenger stainless steel buckles. Black.
Sizes 55", 59", 63", 67".
0601 $155.00
B. PASSIER® STIRRUP LEATHERS WITH NYLON INSERTS
Non-stretch leathers with 20 holes spaced closely for an excellent fit. The
curved stainless steel buckles provides a close contact to the horse. Black.
Sizes 55", 59", 63", 67".
06893 $90.00
C. BATES LEATHER WEBBERS
Just like the original Webber in genuine leather.
Webbing core ensures that Webbers do not stretch.
No lumps or buckles under rider’s leg for maximum comfort. Black.
Sizes 28", 32".
06852 $75.95
D. WINTEC WEBBERS
1" wide stirrup straps made of tough polyurethane. Has a
unique buckle design that buckles under the stirrup iron for less bulk
under the saddle. Tested to half a ton breaking strain. Black. Sizes
regular (28"), long (32").
0632 $39.95
E. DRESSAGE LEATHERS
Single stitched. Sizes 54", 60".
0617 $79.95

F

G

F. SCHOCKEMÖHLE COLORADO
STIRRUP LEATHERS
Made of soft leather with nylon reinforcement
for improved durability. Innovative rectangular holes for easy buckling.
Excellent value! Black. Sizes 57", 61", 64".
07099 $79.95

H. KIEFFER
SOFT HALF HOLE
STIRRUP LEATHERS
Best Seller! Nylon lining covered with
double-stitched soft leather make these
stretch-resistant for long wear. Black.
Sizes 55", 59", 63".
07102 $89.95

G. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STABILITY STIRRUP LEATHERS™
A new unique wide-body design in stirrups that brings an unprecedented
level of stability and comfort to a rider’s leg while creating a feeling of
“no leathers” under the rider’s leg. Black. Sizes 54", 60".
0654 $139.95

REPLACEMENT STIRRUP PADS
White, black. Sizes 4 1/4", 4 1/2", 4 3/4", 5.
07098 $6.25

J

NON-SLIP GRIT PADS
Silver grit. Sizes 4 1/4" , 4 3/4".
White.
07091 $6.95
Black.
07092 $6.95

K

METAL STIRRUP PADS
Very secure with extra grip.
Sizes 4 1/4", 4 3/4".
07089 $9.95

OFFSET FILLIS PADS
Replacement stirrup pads. White.
Sizes 4 1/4", 4 1/2", 4 3/4".
07088 $11.95
98

H
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J. TECH APHRODITE DRESSAGE
STIRRUP IRONS
Designed specifically for Dressage, these patented
Italian aluminum and stainless steel stirrups feature
a moderate tread that is slightly beveled on both
edges which allows the rider to communicate without
hindrance. Silver, black, rose gold. Size 4 3/4".
07044 $199.95

K. STÜBBEN FILLIS STIRRUPS
Classic style stainless steel irons.
Size 4 ¾".
0703 $75.00

L

M

L. STAINLESS STEEL FILLIS IRONS
White pads. Sizes 4 ¼", 4 ½", 4 ¾", 5".
07101 $46.95
M. LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM
NO-SLIP IRONS
Very lightweight yet provides solid balance and
connection between your boot and the base of the iron.
Black, stainless. Size 4 3/4".
07087 $47.95

A

B

C

A. HERM SPRENGER®
BOWBALANCE SAFETY STIRRUPS
System 4 technology enables immediate release of the
foot in case of emergency. Four direction flexing softens
impact on rider cartilage and ligaments, without feeling
unstable. BowBalance design makes for easy “pick up”
– a simple touch of the foot and it gently folds onto the
rider’s foot. Extra wide tread is constructed of rubber of
different hardness for better grip. Sizes 4 1/4", 4 3/4", 5 1/8".
0761 $255.95
B. HERM SPRENGER®
BOW BALANCE IRONS BRONZE
Smart bow-form design encourages an improved leg
position and promotes the ideal rider balance with
enhanced comfort and perfect fit. Bronze. Size 4 3/4".
0772 $285.95

D

D

C. HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE
GRIP STIRRUPS
Jointed stirrup made in the ‘bow’ form and have an
extra-wide tread for perfect balance. Stainless steel grip
inlay that is non-slippery and provides a secure hold
even in bad weather conditions. 4 ¾".
074 $319.95
D. HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE STIRRUPS
Perfectly balanced to set your leg in the correct position.
Shock-absorbing and gentle to ligaments and joints.
Supports the release of the foot. Modern design, top
model of stirrups in elegant silver/black. Wide tread.
Size 4 3/4".
07037 $289.95

HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE
METAL STIRRUP PADS
Replacement metal grip pads.
07096 $54.95

HERM SPRENGER® ISI STIRRUPS
Stainless steel stirrup with design that provides the
optimum in position. Used as an aid for mounting the
horse and gives a comfortable riding stance. Size 4 3/4".
0708 $105.95

HERM SPRENGER® ROSE GOLD
FILLIS IRONS
A trendy twist on a classic stirrup. High-quality
stainless steel iron has a rose gold finish and a grippy
black pad. Pair. Rose gold. Size 4 3/4".
07093 $85.95

HERM SPRENGER® 4-H SYSTEM STIRRUPS
Improved 4-hinge system provides movement in two
directions for greater safety features. Helps to lower
your heels for greater comfort through the hips, knees,
calves and ankles. Unique design lets bottom of stirrup
move with the rider’s foot for a flexible, secure feeling.
Sizes 4 1/4", 4 3/4", 5 1/8".
0747 $269.95

HERM SPRENGER® ANTHRACITE
FILLIS IRONS
Modern, yet timeless. High-quality stainless steel iron
has a shiny gray finish and a grippy black pad. Pair.
Anthracite. Size 4 3/4".
07094 $85.95

PARTNERS IN

HERM SPRENGER®
FLEXCITE STIRRUP PADS
Replacement rubber pads.
07095 $33.95

HERM SPRENGER®
BOW BALANCE PADS
Replacement rubber pads. Pair. Rubber.
Black/blue fits 5 1/8" stirrups; Stainless steel
fits 4 3/4" stirrups.
075 $33.95

Find the perfect solution and fit
at DressageExtensions.com/Stirrups
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LEMIEUX® PROSPORT
DRESSAGE NUMNAH PAD
Designed for the active horse. Premium cotton lining
controls temperature and breathability. Inner layer
improves sweat-wicking properties. Girth straps with
optional inner locking loop to prevent slipping. High
wither swan neck design for freedom at the wither.
Signature girth protection area for added strength.
Black. 21" spine; 21" drop.
190472 $149.95

Coordinate in style
at DressageExtensions.com/LeMieux

LOIRE LUXURY SATIN

Azure

Azure

LEMIEUX® LOIRE POLO BANDAGES
High quality polo wraps from the LeMieux Loire
Luxury Satin Collection feature signature satin
VELCRO® brand closures which look lovely
especially when used with matching pad and fly veil.
Mulberry, ice blue, black, navy, white, ink blue.
26045 $59.95
New Colors! Azure, sage, musk.
26102 $59.95

Azure

100

Dressage Collection

Sage

Azure

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN FLY BONNET
Beautifully crocheted and trimmed with an elegant
cord and is partially covered with signature satin.
Mulberry, black, navy, ink blue.
23320 $50.95
New Colors! Azure, sage, musk.
23410 $50.95

Musk

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

Mulberry

Ice Blue

Black

Navy

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC
DRESSAGE PADS
Exudes sophistication. Bamboo lining is soft and
breathable. Contoured topline and LeMieux’s girth
protection behind the girth loops. D-ring attachments.
Classic - New Colors! Azure, sage, musk.
190675 $109.95
Square - Not shown.
Mulberry, ice blue, black, navy, white, ink blue.
190391 $109.95

White

Ink Blue

A

B
A. LEMIEUX® TWIN X GRIP DRESSAGE PAD
Combines the iconic LeMieux cut with the new X-Grip
silicone and Acavallo gel mold for maximum saddle
stability, shock absorbency and grip. Unique 3-layer
design combines the X-Grip silicone top side, blast
foam core and Acavallo gel underside to create a low
profile. Lower density memory foam under the X-Grip
silicone aids saddles to bed down and stabilize.
Black, white. 22" spine; 42" drop.
190468 $239.95
B. LEMIEUX® X-GRIP SINGLE-SIDED
DRESSAGE PAD
High withers cut pad with X-Grip silicone, blast foam
core on top which aids in saddle stability and shock
absorbency while providing a low profile. Luxurious
suede top side with super soft bamboo lining absorbs
and controls sweat under the saddle. Navy, white, black.
22" spine; 42" drop.
190273 $145.95

LEMIEUX® MERINO+ HALF-LINED
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
High wither and spine clearance. Half lined with
100% Merino Wool. Signature girth protection area
with inner locking loops. White/natural, black/black
navy/navy. 22" spine; 42" drop.
190399 $185.95

LEMIEUX® SIMPLY SENSITIVE
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Ideal for thin-skinned and sensitive horses. Classic
LeMieux cut lined with supersoft bamboo fabric and
finished with a luxurious 30mm Merino lambswool
trim on the inside edge alleviating potential friction.
White, navy, black. 24 1/2" spine; 42" drop.
190242 $109.95

LEMIEUX® PROSPORT
COTTON DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
High wither and spine clearance. Signature girth
protection area with inner-locking loops.
White (L, XL), black (L). Large 24 1/2" spine;
42" drop, Extra Large 25 1/2" spine; 44" drop.
190277 $75.95

LEMIEUX® X-GRIP HALF PAD
The unique blast foam core has been through a process
where hot air is forced through the memory foam under
pressure to create an extremely breathable yet supportive
and light half pad. A lower density memory foam under
the X-Grip silicone aids saddles to bed down creating
the ultimate low profile, maximum support half pad.
Black. 23" spine ; 24 drop".
190239 $111.95

LEMIEUX® MERINO+ HALF PAD
100% natural Australian Merino lambskin with a clear
spine and high wither design to relieve pressure on the
spine and promote air flow. Can be used with any cut
of saddle either on top of a plain square or straight onto
the horses back. White, black. 20" spine; 24" drop.
190471 $139.95

Gray

LEMIEUX® CARBON MESH AIR
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Ultra-breathable, lightweight and anti-bacterial with
split-level 3D mesh retains and exchanges air while
the integrated carbon nano fibers aid in vapor transfer.
Bamboo lining ensures optimum sweat and moisture
management. Gray, black, navy, white.
23 1/2" spine; 42" drop.
190433 $89.95
Black

Navy

White

PARTNERS IN
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ONE IN EVERY

color

Musk

LEMIEUX® SUEDE DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
A beautiful suede top sets new standards. Designed to fit a wide
range of dressage saddles with its high wither cut, elasticized
D-ring tabs and signature girth protection area. Bamboo lining
is soft and breathable. 24 1/2" spine; 42" drop.
Gray, navy, white, black, ice blue, ink blue, mulberry.
190236 $79.95
New Colors! Musk, sage, azure.
190670 $79.95
LEMIEUX® POLO WRAPS
Pill-resistant fleece wraps can be used alone or as liners. Set of 4.
Gray, navy, white, black, ice blue.
26038 $49.95
New Colors! Musk, sage, azure.
26101 $49.95
LEMIEUX® CLASSIC FLY HOOD
Quality, three-way crochet body accented with braiding.
Soft and stretchy Lycra® ear covers are comfortable for
your horse to wear. The hood stays snug and secure when
used under a bridle. Large.
Ice blue, mulberry.
23298
$49.95
New Colors! Musk, sage, azure.
23409
$49.95

Musk

Sage

Azure

White

Black

Ice Blue
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Gray

Ink Blue

Navy

LEMIEUX® DIAMANTÉ DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Large diamond quilted and contoured pad has sophisticated crystal trim and braid detail along
the back and bottom edges behind the rider’s legs. Incredibly soft bamboo lining wicks moisture,
resists static and naturally resists odor. Wear guards behind girth loops add durability and ultrasoft binding ensures comfort. Black, navy, white. 24" spine; 43" drop.
190436 $103.95

Mulberry

800.303.7849 | DressageExtensions.com | Shop over 250 New Spring Items

Navy/Ecru/
Light Blue

Brown/Petrol/
Blue

Navy /
Cognac

Gray/Black/
Burgundy

White/Navy

Navy/Red/
Tan

Black/White

Black/
Burgundy

USG DRESSAGE PAD
Elegantly designed dressage pad with double cord
contrasting outer trim. Quilted 100% cotton.
Navy/ecru/light blue, navy/cognac, white/navy,
black/white, brown/petrol/blue, gray/black/
burgundy, navy/red/tan, black/burgundy, dark
green/ecru/brown, white/white, white/black.
24" spine; 44" drop.
190484 $69.95
USG MATCHING FLY VEIL
See DressageExtensions.com/fly-masks for
color choices.
23367 $29.95

Dark Green/
Ecru/Brown

White/White

White/Black

Find the perfect pad
at DressageExtensions.com/USG

USG BARONESS DRESSAGE PAD
Best Seller! Luxurious 100% cotton fill and
classic quilted top is stylish, comfortable,
breathable and moisture-wicking. Elegant rolled
piping in contrasting colors with crystal trim.
Nylon billet straps, girth loops. White/silver,
navy/silver, black/silver. 24" drop; 46" spine.
190485 $92.95

White/Silver

Navy/Silver

Black/Silver

PARTNERS IN
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CUSTOM ORDER DRESSAGE PADS
Create your distinctive look by adding piping and trim colors, monogrammed initials,
designs and breed logos! Most initials and breed logos cost an additional $25.00 each
($50.00 for embroidery on both sides of the pad). Please allow up to four weeks for delivery.
Some limitations may apply to these special orders. Personalized saddle pads cannot be
returned or refunded.
Special Colors Made Easy:

TOKLAT® CLASSIC III STANDARD
DRESSAGE PADS
Featuring a cotton/polyester quilted top, breathable
batting and a 100% brushed cotton bottom for nonslip grip. The edges are accented with rolled piping that
ends on either side of the leg. Contoured at the withers
for a better fit; includes nylon billet straps and girth
loops. Machine washable. Available in Black or White
with your choice of Black or White piping in Standard
and Extra Large. Additional pad and binding colors are
available by Special Order.
Sizes standard, long, extra long.
STANDARD DRESSAGE PAD. 23" x 40".
190461 $89.95
19314 SPECIAL COLORS $90.95

Select 1 - Pad Color
Select 2 - Piping Color
Select 2 - Binding Color

LONG DRESSAGE PAD. 23" x 42".
19756 $91.95
190601 SPECIAL COLORS $94.95
EXTRA LONG DRESSAGE PAD. 26" x 44".
190462 $91.95
190602 SPECIAL COLORS $102.95

TOKLAT® CLARION™ SQUARE PAD
WITH WOOL BACK
Half lining eliminates bulk. Thick 100% natural wool
back fleece offers superior protection over the withers
and spine. Black, white. 23" spine; 42" drop.
190465 $141.95

Explore our full collection
of saddle pads at
DressageExtensions.com/Dressage-Pads
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STEFFEN PETERS
DRESSAGE PADS
Steffen & Shannon Peters choice
for performance and comfort!

STEFFEN PETERS DRESSAGE SHOW PAD
BY PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE®
Luxury box quilting has a distinctive, bold pattern with a crisp, clean
appearance. A generous rise for the withers and slightly oversized for shrinkage.
Soft 100% cotton top and bottom. Black, white. 25" spine; 44" drop.
19668 $71.99

STEFFEN PETERS LUXURY SHEARLING DRESSAGE PAD
BY PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE®
Designed with your horses’ comfort in mind. Garment quality shearling is placed
under the saddle pressure points and over the withers with a micro-cellular
pommel piece for comfort and to prevent slippage. Under panels are padded with
UltraShock™, Professional’s Choice signature shock absorbent material, that is
perforated to allow maximum breathability. Features a very generous rise for the
withers and an open spine for maximum protection and slightly oversized for
shrinkage. 100% cotton top and bottom. Black, white. 25" spine; 44" drop.
19663 $252.99

SHIRES SYNTHETIC SUEDE DRESSAGE PAD
Features Wick Away, a quick dry lining that wicks sweat from your horse and
locks it away. Encourages air circulation keeping the back cooled. Pressure points
and spinal discomfort are relieved with the dense, thick layer. Black, white.
25" spine; 45" drop.
190259 $49.99

TOKLAT® TANGO MINI DIAMOND PAD
Coordinating binding and vivid colors gives this pad a fun yet stylish look. The
pad features ¾" diamond quilting, 100% cotton top with a flannel bottom,
nylon girth strap, VELCRO® brand billet straps and a contoured top line for a
comfortable fit. Machine washable and dryer safe. Sea blue, white, black.
22" spine; 43" drop.
190466 $45.95
PARTNERS IN
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Made in Italy

Front

Full

ACAVALLO® MASSAGE GEL PAD
Best Seller! Can be placed on your dressage pad or
directly on your horse’s back to take full advantage of
its special therapeutic feature. A remarkable massaging
action is performed by unique pillar-shaped elements
within the pad. As you ride, these elements gently
massage the horse’s back muscles and help to increase
circulation. Acavallo® gel formula outperforms other gel
pads and provides superior shock absorption. Designed
to permit airflow, it helps your horse stay ventilated
and comfortable. The supple nature of gel enables it
to conform to the horse’s curves and provides a close
contact without excessive thickness under the saddle. Its
inherent anti-slip properties will help to keep the pad
securely in place. Available with or without sheepskin
trim. White.
MASSAGE GEL PAD
WITH SHEEPSKIN
18" spine; 17" drop.
190476 $239.00

PERFECT BALANCE FRONT INSERT
19470 $38.00
PERFECT BALANCE REAR INSERT
19975 $29.00
PERFECT BALANCE FULL INSERT
19185 $76.00
FLEECEWORKS™ DRESSAGE BABY PAD
The perfect mix of cotton and high-tech microfibers
add another moisture-wicking layer, protecting your
sheepskin pad and providing a polished look for
schooling. Super easy to wash and dry. White.
24" spine; 42" drop.
190518 $39.00

MASSAGE GEL PAD
23" spine; 17" drop.
19998 $99.00

ACAVALLO® WITHERS FREE GEL PAD
Anti-slip, shock-absorbing hexagonal gel pad combined
with micropile fabric and an inner 4 mm thick open
cell foam is breathable, providing comfort to the
horse’s back while maintaining contact with the saddle.
Because of its hexagonal gel structure, air is compressed
within the cells of this non-slip pad and is expelled as
the horse moves creating a cushion under the saddle.
Black, white. Approximately 23" spine; 8 1/2" drop.
190469 $139.95

Explore our full collection
of Dressage pads at
DressageExtensions.com/Dressage-Pads
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Rear

FLEECEWORKS™ PERFECT BALANCE PAD
The front of the pad holds two strategically placed
removable memory foam inserts to lift the saddle off
the area below the withers. Natural sheepskin delivers
therapeutic back protection, heat and moisture transfer
and pressure relief. Placement of the inserts provides
added protection only in areas needed and does not
disturb your saddle’s original balance or contact. A
great way to offer superior comfort for your horse and
improve the quality of your saddle fit. Includes memory
foam front insert. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.
190494 $265.00

Test Bit Center – DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing | 800.303.7849

KAVALKADE PREMIUM LAMBSWOOL
HALF-PAD
Cotton blend in a classic quilting and with real
lambskin. The back area of the horse is fully padded
with lambskin and the shorter-cut spine area provides
additional comfort. Medical grade lambskin is made
from very high density wool fibers and always returns
to its original shape, thus reducing pressure and
chafing. Genuine lambskin is also anti-allergic and
antiseptic which means that the saddle pad is also
suitable for horses with sensitive skin. Medical grade
lambskin is temperature compensating and breathable
as it dissipates perspiration and heat much more
effectively than synthetics. Black/black, white/white,
navy/gray. Sizes Medium (18" spine; 9" drop);
Large (20 1/2" spine; 9" drop).
190481 $140.00
KAVALKADE PREMIUM LAMBSWOOL PAD
Same features as above. Black/natural.
24 1/2" spine; 44" drop.
190483 $180.00
KAVALKADE KAVALTOP VARIO SHIM
HALF PAD
Anatomically shaped foam rubber pad with 3 pockets.
With the high-tech slide cushions, the saddle surface
at any time is correctable while adjusting pressure
distribution and increasing shock absorption effect.
Black. 23" spine; 18" drop.
190479 $90.00

MATTES PADS
100% natural
sheepskin

E.A. MATTES EUROFIT DRESSAGE PAD
Classy European cutaway design has 100% natural
wool sheepskin along the back. The pad is divided
along the middle to avoid any pressure along the spine.
Made with heavy duty cotton quilting for superior
comfort for your horse. Black. Size Medium(22" x 40").
White. Size Large(24" x 42").
19215 $280.00

MATTES SHEEPSKIN
SQUARE DRESSAGE PAD
Elegant German cotton quilt and genuine
sheepskin. Lined under the saddle with velvety
soft sheepskin for extra protection for the horse's
back. Features a channel cut along spine and
is contoured for a great fit. White, black. Sizes
Medium(21 1/2" x 44"), Large(22 1/2" x 44").
19349 $280.00
Black

Contoured Cut

Black

MATTES SHEEPSKIN CORRECTION
DRESSAGE HALF PAD
Sheepskin half pad has 3 pairs of felt shims to make your
saddle fit perfectly. The shim pockets close with hook and
loop closures. Includes billet straps. White, black.
Sizes Medium(22" x 22"), Large(23" x 22").
19287 $315.00

SHIMS FOR MATTES CORRECTION
HALF PAD
For half pad above. Makes your saddle fit properly.
Two front and two back shims. Made from Poly-flex.
19074 $12.00

MATTES SHEEPSKIN ROLLED BACK PAD
VELCRO® brand closures billet straps and 30mm
wool. White, black. Sizes Medium(22" x 22"),
Large(23" x 22") excluding trim.
19347 $255.00
Black

Black

Find a half pad that is
perfect for your horse at
DressageExtensions.com/Half-Pads

MELP SPECIAL WASHING LIQUID
Protects leather and wool fibers and prevents matting of the wool. Leather stays
soft and elastic and wool remains fluffy. Great for full-seat leather breeches, too.
250 ML
500 ML

19331 $14.00
19464 $22.00

H O R S E DREAM
… JUST WHAT YOUR HORSE DREAMS
CHRIST HORSEDREAM DRESSAGE PADS
The therapeutic importance of genuine lambskin
products for the horse’s back is remarkable. Lambskin
promotes circulation and temperature balancing, reduces
saddle pressure and the development of sores. Since it
is a natural product, it doesn’t harbor viruses or bacteria
and it neutralizes odors. Christ has been specializing in
lambskin products since 1954. Only carefully selected
lambskins are crafted into HorseDream pads. No dyes or
chemicals are used in the special tanning process, which
make these pads last longer and stay supple.

CHRIST HORSEDREAM SQUARE DRESSAGE PAD
Superior quality cotton pad has an intricate quilting design. Heavyduty reinforced nylon under the girth keepers to protect your pad
from billet and girth wear. Black, white. 25" spine; drop 42".
190591 $209.95
PARTNERS IN

HALF PAD
Black, white. 23" spine; 17" drop.
190589 $129.95
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EQUINE COMFORT PRODUCTS®
CORRECTION HALF PAD
100% cotton-quilted top with four pockets offers
three memory foam shims in each pocket. Shims are
contoured for a more ergonomic fit in the front and
rear pockets. Soft, brushed cotton lining with moisturewicking and heat-transfer properties. Billet straps.
White, black. 22" spine; 19" drop.
190122 $69.95

More pads for proper saddle
fitting and correction
DressageExtensions.com/Half-Pads

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® NON SLIP PAD
Designed to be used under your saddle pad to keep
the saddle from slipping. Made of durable, lightweight
foam, which is perforated to allow ventilation and offers
a contoured shape for the perfect fit. Black. 11" spine;
15 1/2" drop.
190522 $28.95
©Bob Langrish
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Small quilting
with flannel
lining

PRI DRESSAGE PAD WITH MATCHING POLO WRAPS
Dress up your horse with matching dressage pad and polos from
PRI. Cotton pad has small square quilting and a flannel lining.
Nine foot polos come with the pad in their own plastic carrying
case. White/black. 231/2" spine; 43" drop.
190599 $59.95

9' long and
folds into
carrying case

PRI LONG MONARCH DRESSAGE PAD
Small quilt pattern with a dense felt fill and a generous
contoured cut is nice for larger horses. White/black,
white. 26" spine; 44" drop.
190592 $49.95

PRI CONTINENTAL SWALLOWTAIL
DRESSAGE PAD
Tested and Approved. Offers a graceful outline.
100% cotton with small square quilting. Contoured
at the withers for a more comfortable fit. Cream/
navy, white/black, black/white. 26" spine; 44" drop.
190595 $59.95

PRI MONARCH DRESSAGE PAD
Small square quilting and metallic gold piping create
an elegant look for show. Contoured cut provides
wither relief. Black. 23" drop; 44" spine.
190598 $49.95

PRI SADDLE BALANCING PAD
A unique design to aid in balancing your saddle for a
better fit. Four NytroGel inserts can be placed in the
front, rear or both places of the pad for extra padding
where needed. The shock-absorbing qualities offer
superior protection for your horse’s back and spine.
100% cotton. White. 23" spine; 42" drop.
190597 $69.95

PRI HALF PASS DRESSAGE
EMBROIDERED PAD
Embroidered horse and rider are shown performing
half pass on this elegant European-styled pad. White
cotton with black piping. 23 ½" spine; 43" drop.
190594 $59.95

PRI PRIX SHEEPSKIN HALF PAD
100% genuine wool provides comfort and support for
both horse and rider. Front and rear trim helps to keep
the saddle in place while leaving the sides free so as not
to add bulk under your legs. Machine washable. White.
24" spine; 22" drop.
190593 $109.95

PARTNERS IN
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ELEGANT

fabrics & colors
Large quilting
provides
cushioning

NEW! EQUINE COUTURE™ SATIN DRESSAGE
SADDLE PAD
Add extra class to your horse’s turnout with this stylish pad. Large
quilting pattern for cushioning and a gentle sloping spine shape
to allow ample wither clearance. CoolMax® lining wicks moisture
and helps keep away bacteria build up. The longer length of
this pad provides an appropriate fit for any dressage saddle.
Sparkling matte trim creates a standout detail. Keepers prevent
sliding under the saddle. Black/black sparkle, white/silver sparkle.
Standard size.
190510 $46.95
NEW! SATIN PONY DRESSAGE SADDLE PAD
The same features as above. White/silver sparkle.
190512 $43.95

Sparkling
matte trim detail

Black/Silver

KAVALKADE PRO SADDLE PAD
Colorful and cushy pad is structured with polyfil and foam giving your horse plenty
of comfort. In addition, the inside is made with a quick drying material. The topline
features a mesh insert to provide optimal breathability over the horses spine. Contrast
colored binding and elegant silver decorative band really make this pad pop. Includes
VELCRO® brand closures strap and girth loop. White/navy, anthracite/turquoise,
navy/bordeaux. 25" spine; 45" drop.
190480 $70.00

VIENNA COLLECTION BAROQUE DRESSAGE PAD
Rich brocade outer has a gorgeous chenille background with a shimmering
jacquard pattern. Heavyweight cotton underside, foam center, adjustable web
billet straps and girth keepers. Black/silver, black/bright blue, black/platinum
gray, purple/gold. 24" spine; 42" drop.
190613 $59.95

Black/
Bright Blue
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Black/
Platinum
Gray

Purple/Gold

Satin-look fabric
with modern
geometric quilting

Comfortable
stretch ears

CATAGO® ATTITUDE FLY VEIL
Breathable fly veil with mesh as the main fabric and
stretchy ears. Features patent piping and logo. Matches
Catago Attitude Dressage Pad, right. Black, blue.
Full size.
23364 $34.95

CATAGO® ATTITUDE DRESSAGE PAD
Combines modern elegance with horse comfort. Satin-look exterior has geometric quilt pattern, unique vertical
band with logo detail and cord trim. IQ comfort lining pulls excess heat and sweat away and provides a smooth
feel against the horse’s back. Contoured topline, VELCRO® brand saddle dee straps and girth loops. Black, blue,
red, white. 23 ½" spine; 43" drop.
190470 $86.95

CATAGO® SADDLE PAD
Elegant and timeless diamond quilted saddle pad in a strong and dirt repellent fabric
Features elegant double braided piping and the popular IQ Comfort lining which
transports excess heat and sweat away from the horse, and is very soft and comfortable.
100% Polyester. Navy, black/turquoise, white, gray. 23 1/2" x 21 1/2".
190357 $84.95

Explore our full selection of saddle pads at
DressageExtensions.com/Saddle-Pads
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WILKER’S COMBO LEG QUILTS
A 50/50 broadcloth top with 100% cotton flannel
underside quilted over ½" foam. Set of 2. White.
Sizes 12" x 30", 14" x 30".
26070 $35.95
Sizes 16" x 30", 18" x 30".
26072 $39.95

WILKERS NO BOW QUILTS
100% Cotton Flannel top and bottom quilted over
1/2" foam. Machine washable and dryer safe. The
quilted texture distributes the pressure making the
wraps more efficient. Set of 2. White. Sizes 12" x 30",
14" x 30".
26068 $25.95
16" x 30"
26071 $29.95

EQUINE TEXTILES NO-BOW BANDAGE
Sponge rubber, insulated bandage. Can use as padding
with standing wrap or shipping bandage. Washable. Set
of 2. White. Sizes 12", 14", 16" tall.
26067 $19.95

White

Navy

Black

CENTAUR® CLIMATE
CONTROL LEG WRAPS
Moisture-wicking, highly ventilated cushioning material
optimizes airflow to keep legs cool and dry. Conforms
to legs to stay in place under polos or supportive
bandages. Set of 4. Black, white.
Sizes 12" x 18", 14" x 18".
26050 $25.95

CENTAUR® CLIMATE
CONTROL POLO WRAPS
Moisture wicking and temperature-regulating wraps.
9' of ultimate comfort and support! 4 1/2' of moisture
wicking, highly ventilated cushioning material
optimizes airflow to keep legs cool and dry. 4 ½' of
stretchy supportive wrap with secure double closure. Set
of 2. Black, white, navy.
26052 $24.95

EQUINE TEXTILES STANDING WRAPS
Durable 10 oz. double-knit fabric. Use to bandage over
cotton quilts. Set of 4. Black, white, navy. Sizes 9', 12'.
26066 $24.95

SARATOGA BANDAGE
High performance bandage provides firm, controlled
stretch for superior support. Holds up through frequent
use and washing. Extra lightweight breathable woven
fabric, with silicone beading to prevent slippage.
2" VELCRO® brand closure with reinforced stitching.
Set of 2. White, black.
26076 $59.95

WALDHAUSEN POLO WRAPS
High-quality fleece material is breathable and quickdrying. Fleece works to manage heat and moisture
under the wraps. VELCRO® brand closures. Polyester.
Set of 4. White, black. Size 5'W x 10"L.
26057 $29.95

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE®
VENTECH™ STANDING WRAPS
Plush poly fleece leg bandage with ventilated limestonebased neoprene exterior allows heat and moisture to
escape, keeping your horse cool and comfortable.
Easy to apply with secure hook-and-loop closure that
conform to your horse’s legs. These wraps are great for
treating injuries or strains and can be used for shipping.
Pair. Black. Sizes 12", 14", 16".
26061 $90.95
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ESKADRON®
TRAINING BANDAGES
These high-elastic Training Bandages
offer excellent support and protection
for tendons and ligaments. These strong,
stretchy and durable wraps are washable.
Set of 2. Black, white. Size 70"L.
26054 $59.00

VAC'S POLO BANDAGES
Extra-thick, acrylic stretch
pile. Provides shock-resistant
protection against strikes.
Stands up to repeated use
and washings. Set of 4. Add a
monogram for a custom look.
Gray, navy, white, turquoise,
pink, purple, dark green,
black, maroon, royal, red.
3-yard length x 5"W.
HORSE
2621 $20.95
PONY
2639 $20.95

ESKADRON® CLIMATEX
POLO WRAPS
High elastic bandage with a layer of
Climatex lining in one functional wrap.
Superior protection and support of
tendons and ligaments. An ideal wrap
for high-performance competition
horses. Set of 2. Black, white.
2693 $73.00

Black

White

Navy

ESKADRON® CLIMATEX
BANDAGE LINERS
Super breathable. Ensures improved
air circulation and provides the ideal
padding for training bandages. Also
suitable for stable bandages and medical
dressing. Set of 4. Black, white.
13" x 18" 2632 $70.00
18" x 18" 2633 $105.00

Red

TOKLAT® POLO WRAPS
Extra thick polyester knit with extra long ½" wide hook and loop
fasteners are box stitched for added strength. Machine washable. Set of
4. White, black, navy, red. Size 9"L.
26049 $32.95

ESKADRON® FLEECE BANDAGES
A soft fleece fabric with just the right
amount of stretch for an exceptional fit.
Held securely with double VELCRO®
brand closures. Hand wash or machine
wash cold, gentle cycle. Set of 4. Black,
white. Size 4" wide by 11 ½' in length.
26055 $57.00

Explore all colors and sizes
at DressageExtensions.com/HorseBoots
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DRESSAGE SPORT BOOT
Best Seller! Designed to provide protection as well as comfort for the horse. Rugged vinyl exterior with
a Coverlight™ strike area. Coverlight™ is tear, puncture and abrasion resistant and has excellent overall
durability. It is also waterproof and highly resistant to fungicidal growth, making this an exceptional
choice to withstand the rigors of the equestrian environment. Easy strap application system and simple care.
Machine washable. Pair. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Order one sizeup for hind boots.
04674 $59.95
C
A
A. DSB ORIGINAL
Black/white, black, navy,
white/white, white/black.
Black/
White

Black

White/
White

White/
Black

Navy

Glitter

B. DSB GLOSSY BOOTS
White/white, black/black, silver/black.
Black/
Black

White/
White

Black/White

White

D

B

Silver/
Black

B. White

C. DSB AMERICAN FLAG
GLOSSY BOOTS
White.
D. DSB GLITTER BOOTS
Gray.
White

Gray

White

White

White

Black

Black

Black

EQUILIBRIUM STRETCH & FLEX
FLATWORK LEG WRAPS
Made from breathable Stomatex® to regulate skin
temperature. Soft and flexible, ideal for unhindered
movement. Provides the support of an exercise bandage
while keeping your horse’s legs cooler and drier.
Handwash only. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.
0412 $106.00

MAJYK EQUIPE® BOOTS WITH ARTI-LAGE™
IMPACT TECHNOLOGY
Designed for schooling, turn out and trail. Tough but
lightweight TPU outer with rip stop properties to repel
dust and water. Perforated inner bio foam liner makes
sure your horse ’s leg stays cool and well ventilated especially important during long schooling periods or
turn out. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.
041704 $89.99

KAVALKADE SOFT FRONT BOOTS
Softer front working boots for the protection of the
inside of the cannon bone. Features an anatomically
spoon shaped shell and soft CR-foam lining. VELCRO®
brand closures with elasticated inserts. Pair. White,
black. Sizes M, L.
FRONT 041738 $45.00
HIND
041739 $50.00

Black

White

Navy

ESKADRON® FAUX FUR SPORT BOOTS
Faux fur synthetic lambskin developed by Eskadron
is exceptionally soft and cozy. Soft and absorbent
fur combined with the breathable PU-inlay protects
effectively with tough 1680 Denier outside fabric. Pair.
Navy, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
041736 $79.00
116

White

White

Black

Black

TOKLAT VALENA PROTECTIVE BOOTS
Best Seller! Woolback® fleece offers protection. Natural
wool absorbs impact, wicks away sweat, durable, longlasting and allows for continuous air circulation. Machine
wash and dry. Pair. Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
FRONT BOOTS 04114 $99.95
HIND BOOTS
04380 $103.95

EURO PRO WASH AND WEAR BOOTS
Flexible and soft they provide a snug fit and are secured
with two wide elasticized straps and hook-and-loop
closures. Fleece lined. Machine wash and dry. Pair.
White, black. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
HEIDI FRONT 0427 $82.95
ASKAN HIND 0440 $82.95

White

Test Bit Center – DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing | 800.303.7849

Stays cold for over 2 hours. Simply place your packs back in the freezer and within hours they are ready to
use again. The unique breathable fabric keeps the wraps in place on the horse’s leg and the ice compressed
against the area being treated. VELCRO® brand closures allow for a secure tight fit every time.

ICE HORSE® SUSPENSORY WRAPS
Provides compression and coverage to reduce
inflammation and heat starting from below the
knee through the tendon, fetlock and pastern
areas. VELCRO® brand closures. Pair. Black.
04689 $169.95

ICE HORSE® ALL-PURPOSE WRAP
Provides uniform compression and coverage to reduce
inflammation on those hard to cool areas such as
necks, fetlocks, shoulders and upper legs. Perfect for
bumps and bruises anywhere on the horse!
041649 $59.95

ICE HORSE® COLD CAPSULE™ INSERTS
Use the Cold Capsule™ Inserts with any Ice Horse boot
or wrap! Stays frozen for over two hours. After use the
packs can be re-frozen.
2 PACK 04693 $29.95
4 PACK 041648 $59.95

For the best fit, measure diagonally from corner of the heel to
corner of the toe. Round up your measurement.

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® ICE CELLS
Individual liquid chambers remain flexible when
frozen to conform to your horse’s legs and evenly
distribute cold therapy. Reusable and can be
stored in the freezer. Two sheets.
04587 $25.95

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE®
VENTECH™ BED SORE BOOT
Protects the front of the fetlock joint from developing
bedsores and shields existing sores while they heal.
Breathable fleece interior and neoprene exterior with
long-lasting hook & loop closures. Pair. Black.
04444 $34.95

EQUIFIT® HOOFSAVERS™
HoofSavers™ are an advanced, reusable
alternative to disposable hoof packing and are
suitable for use with medications, which are
not absorbed by the foam. Ideal to use daily
for pain relief and protection, they can also
be used as an effective preventive measure
against hoof ailments. The one-inch foam
will compress with use and conform to your
horse’s individual sole, creating a customfitted cushion that can be reused on the same
horse for several applications. Easy application
instructions included. Sold as a pair. One size.
04919 $29.00

HOOF SHOE
Offers exceptional traction and contoured fit, this
machine-washable shoe is soft and pliable. Drainage
and ventilation features; safe design without buckles or
clips. Sold individually. Black. Sizes 1(4 3/4"-5"),
2(5 1/4"-5 1/2"), 3(5 1/2"-6").
04044 $55.95

B

1

2

Shop for Therapeutic products at
DressageExtensions.com/Therapeutic
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A

A. SHOE BOIL BOOT
Made of durable, smooth black rubber
with nylon strap.
041727 $35.95
B. JACK’S FETLOCK RING
Tubular rubber ring with strap
protects fetlocks.
0428 $12.95
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DRESSAGE SPORT BOOT
Best Seller! Designed to provide protection as well as comfort for the horse. Rugged vinyl exterior with
a Coverlight™ strike area. Coverlight™ is tear, puncture and abrasion resistant and has excellent overall
durability. It is also waterproof and highly resistant to fungicidal growth, making this an exceptional
choice to withstand the rigors of the equestrian environment. Easy strap application system and simple care.
Machine washable. Pair. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Order one sizeup for hind boots.
04674 $59.95
C
A
A. DSB ORIGINAL
Black/white, black, navy,
white/white, white/black.
Black/
White

Black

White/
White

White/
Black

Navy

Glitter

B. DSB GLOSSY BOOTS
White/white, black/black, silver/black.
Black/
Black

White/
White

Black/White

White

D

B

Silver/
Black

B. White

C. DSB AMERICAN FLAG
GLOSSY BOOTS
White.
D. DSB GLITTER BOOTS
Gray.
White

Gray

White

White

White

Black

Black

Black

EQUILIBRIUM STRETCH & FLEX
FLATWORK LEG WRAPS
Made from breathable Stomatex® to regulate skin
temperature. Soft and flexible, ideal for unhindered
movement. Provides the support of an exercise bandage
while keeping your horse’s legs cooler and drier.
Handwash only. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.
0412 $106.00

MAJYK EQUIPE® BOOTS WITH ARTI-LAGE™
IMPACT TECHNOLOGY
Designed for schooling, turn out and trail. Tough but
lightweight TPU outer with rip stop properties to repel
dust and water. Perforated inner bio foam liner makes
sure your horse ’s leg stays cool and well ventilated especially important during long schooling periods or
turn out. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.
041704 $89.99

KAVALKADE SOFT FRONT BOOTS
Softer front working boots for the protection of the
inside of the cannon bone. Features an anatomically
spoon shaped shell and soft CR-foam lining. VELCRO®
brand closures with elasticated inserts. Pair. White,
black. Sizes M, L.
FRONT 041738 $45.00
HIND
041739 $50.00

Black

White

Navy

ESKADRON® FAUX FUR SPORT BOOTS
Faux fur synthetic lambskin developed by Eskadron
is exceptionally soft and cozy. Soft and absorbent
fur combined with the breathable PU-inlay protects
effectively with tough 1680 Denier outside fabric. Pair.
Navy, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
041736 $79.00
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White

White

Black

Black

TOKLAT VALENA PROTECTIVE BOOTS
Best Seller! Woolback® fleece offers protection. Natural
wool absorbs impact, wicks away sweat, durable, longlasting and allows for continuous air circulation. Machine
wash and dry. Pair. Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
FRONT BOOTS 04114 $99.95
HIND BOOTS
04380 $103.95

EURO PRO WASH AND WEAR BOOTS
Flexible and soft they provide a snug fit and are secured
with two wide elasticized straps and hook-and-loop
closures. Fleece lined. Machine wash and dry. Pair.
White, black. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
HEIDI FRONT 0427 $82.95
ASKAN HIND 0440 $82.95

White
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Stays cold for over 2 hours. Simply place your packs back in the freezer and within hours they are ready to
use again. The unique breathable fabric keeps the wraps in place on the horse’s leg and the ice compressed
against the area being treated. VELCRO® brand closures allow for a secure tight fit every time.

ICE HORSE® SUSPENSORY WRAPS
Provides compression and coverage to reduce
inflammation and heat starting from below the
knee through the tendon, fetlock and pastern
areas. VELCRO® brand closures. Pair. Black.
04689 $169.95

ICE HORSE® ALL-PURPOSE WRAP
Provides uniform compression and coverage to reduce
inflammation on those hard to cool areas such as
necks, fetlocks, shoulders and upper legs. Perfect for
bumps and bruises anywhere on the horse!
041649 $59.95

ICE HORSE® COLD CAPSULE™ INSERTS
Use the Cold Capsule™ Inserts with any Ice Horse boot
or wrap! Stays frozen for over two hours. After use the
packs can be re-frozen.
2 PACK 04693 $29.95
4 PACK 041648 $59.95

For the best fit, measure diagonally from corner of the heel to
corner of the toe. Round up your measurement.

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® ICE CELLS
Individual liquid chambers remain flexible when
frozen to conform to your horse’s legs and evenly
distribute cold therapy. Reusable and can be
stored in the freezer. Two sheets.
04587 $25.95

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE®
VENTECH™ BED SORE BOOT
Protects the front of the fetlock joint from developing
bedsores and shields existing sores while they heal.
Breathable fleece interior and neoprene exterior with
long-lasting hook & loop closures. Pair. Black.
04444 $34.95

EQUIFIT® HOOFSAVERS™
HoofSavers™ are an advanced, reusable
alternative to disposable hoof packing and are
suitable for use with medications, which are
not absorbed by the foam. Ideal to use daily
for pain relief and protection, they can also
be used as an effective preventive measure
against hoof ailments. The one-inch foam
will compress with use and conform to your
horse’s individual sole, creating a customfitted cushion that can be reused on the same
horse for several applications. Easy application
instructions included. Sold as a pair. One size.
04919 $29.00

HOOF SHOE
Offers exceptional traction and contoured fit, this
machine-washable shoe is soft and pliable. Drainage
and ventilation features; safe design without buckles or
clips. Sold individually. Black. Sizes 1(4 3/4"-5"),
2(5 1/4"-5 1/2"), 3(5 1/2"-6").
04044 $55.95

B

1

2

Shop for Therapeutic products at
DressageExtensions.com/Therapeutic
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A

A. SHOE BOIL BOOT
Made of durable, smooth black rubber
with nylon strap.
041727 $35.95
B. JACK’S FETLOCK RING
Tubular rubber ring with strap
protects fetlocks.
0428 $12.95
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A
Fig/Navy/Tan

comfort & durability

B

		

FOR ANY WEATHER

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® HERO
RIPSTOP LITE TURNOUT BLANKET
Super-tough 600D ripstop outer. Lightly insulated with poly fill. Waterproof and
breathable with a shine-enhancing, antibacterial lining. Unique front Legs Arches™
maintain your horse’s freedom of movement while allowing the blanket to stay secure
and close to your horse. Classic front with double fastenings for added security, cross
surcingles and a tail cord with a unique and secure design that eliminates the need for
leg straps. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
50 grams. Fig/silver.
240258 $94.95
100 grams. Fig/navy/tan. 240257 $99.95

C

Fig/Silver

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BRAVO 12 PLUS
MEDIUM WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
Designed with Horseware® Disc Closure System. Ergonomic, durable and easy to use
with one hand, it simplifies the chore of changing blankets. 250 grams fiberfill with
polyester lining with fiberfill in blanket and hood. Leg arches, reflective strips, cross
surcingles, shine enhancing polyester lining, hood and liner loops. Waterproof yet
breathable. Excalibur. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
240101 $239.95
C. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® ORIGINAL LITE TURNOUT SHEET
Built to last. 1000D ballistic nylon waterproof/breathable to over 10 times industry
standard. Breathable, antibacterial nylon lining. Horseware’s non-slip design.
Reflective strips. V-front closure, large tail flap, elasticized tail cord with a plastic
cover. Removable surcingles, stainless steel hardware. No fill. Green/red.
Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments).
2497 $235.95
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Designed to Adapt
1 BLANKET—4 SEA SONS!
A

A. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ GUARDSMAN™
4-IN-1 TURNOUT SYSTEM
Staff favorite! Removable and interchangeable
insulation layers in a ripstop 1000D outer and
150G and 250G weighted inserts for four blanket
weight combinations. Unzip the shell and insert up
to two weights and adjust the blanket to your needs.
Waterproof and breathable. Two front patent pending
360 quick connect buckles, and memory foam in the
collar and withers for a comfortable exact fit. Black.
Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
240121 $199.95
B

B. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ GUARDSMAN™
NECK COVER
Easily attaches to the innovative Guardsman blanket
system. Waterproof. Black. Sizes S(66"-69"),
M(72"-78"), L(81"-84").
240491 $69.95

4 Weights in 1 Turnout
1. Guardsman™ Turnout blanket
2. 150 gram insert creates a lightweight blanket
3. 250 gram insert creates a medium-weight blanket
4. Both inserts together create a 400 gram,
heavyweight blanket

C

WeatherBeeta blankets, neck covers and
accessories are sold in more than 30 countries
worldwide. Extensive research in both
laboratory and field, coupled with years of
experience, goes into the creation of every
WeatherBeeta blanket design.
C. WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ PLUS
DYNAMIC DETACH-A-NECK MEDIUM
WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
Super durable and insulated. 1200 denier triple-weave
outer shell and Repel Shell coating. 220 grams of poly
fill. Memory foam wither relief pad. Ezi-Clip front
closure, reflective strips, twin low-cross surcingles and
large tail flap. Gray/burgundy.
Sizes 75"–84" (3" increments).
240159 $190.95

PARTNERS IN

performance
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versatile & stylish

IN ANY SEASON

Horseware started in 1985 with a small team in Ireland.
After months of research and hand-stitching the now iconic
Rambo Original was born. Since then Horseware has grown to
become the world’s most trusted producer of horse rugs.

A

Brushed polyester wicks
and disperses moisture

Dual front
closures

Cross
surcingles

120

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® STABLE SHEET
Best Seller! Made with a ring spun brushed polyester outer,
this versatile sheet acts as a cooler, stable or travel sheet with
moisture management technology to give it a high wicking
factor. Features a classic cut design with double front closures,
double surcingles and fillet string. No fill. Black/teal/cherry.
Sizes 75"-84" (3" increments).
24801 $85.95

B

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® DRY RUG
Made from a microfiber toweling cloth with a smart hide-away
hood, this Quick Dry blanket dries your horse in record time.
Roll up the hood to dry mane and neck, and roll back into a
hide-away pocket. Elasticated cross surcingles and an adjustable
multi-fit front ensure a close contact fit. No fill. Navy/silver.
Sizes M(72"-78"), L(81"-87").
240212 $169.95
C. HORSEWARE® IRELAND
MIO® LITE TURNOUT SHEET
Protects your horse from rain and mud. Waterproof and
breathable 600 denier polyester shell. Coat-smoothing polyester
lining and no fill. Constructed with the Horseware® cut and
Front Leg Arches™ for full coverage and comfort. Straight front
closures and tail flap. Black/turquoise. Sizes 66" -84"
(3" increments).
24078 $69.95

Turnout sheets for every season!
shop DressageExtensions.com/Sheets

C
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A

Memory foam
wither relief pad

Wrap around
front closure

Full wrap
tail flap

B

A. WEATHERBEETA® FREE STANDARD NECK TURNOUT SHEET
Waterproof and breathable. 1200D triple weave ripstop outer stands up to the
elements and horseplay. Lined with 210T polyester. Memory foam wither relief pad
prevents rubbing. 3-year WeatherBeeta Warranty for waterproofing, fixtures, fittings
and breathability. No fill. Blue/gray/white. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
240084 $209.95

C

B. WEATHERBEETA COMFITEC PLUS
DYNAMIC STANDARD NECK LITE SHEET
Strong 1200 denier triple-weave outer shell is waterproof and breathable. 210D Oxford
polyester lining glides over horse’s coat. Memory foam wither relief pad contours to
horse’s shape and lifts the blanket off the withers to reduce rubbing. Side gussets allow
movement, and reflective strips on each side of front and on the tail flap. Ezi-Clip
front closure, twin low cross surcingles and removable leg straps. Large tail flap. No fill.
Purple/black. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
240589 $149.95

C. WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ ESSENTIAL TURNOUT SHEET
Durable 1200 denier ripstop outer shell with Repel Shell coating that is waterproof
and breathable. Smooth 210 denier Oxford poly lining glides over your horse’s coat
for comfort. Features include a traditional side gussets to allow your horse’s natural
movement, twin adjustable buckle front closures, twin low-cross surcingles, 100%
Boa fleece at the withers for added comfort, adjustable, removable rear leg straps.
Standard tail flap. 3-year WeatherBeeta Warranty for waterproofing, breathability,
fixtures and fittings. No fill. Navy/silver/red. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
240163 $109.95
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A Orchid

A. CENTAUR® TURBO-DRY™ SHEET
Dry your horse in record time! Sheet-style cooler offers
maximum sweat evaporation with Turbo-Dry™ fleece, a
technical fabric that wicks moisture away 3 times faster
than regular fleece. Stretch fabric is specially treated to
virtually eliminate static. Features two bias surcingles,
hook-and-loop front closure with T-lock and a tail cord.
Includes D-rings for optional leg straps. No fill. Orchid,
navy, dark gray, black. Sizes Cob(66"-70"); Horse
M(72"-76"), L(78"-82"), XL(84"-86").
24737 $59.95

Navy

Dark Gray

Black

keep them cool & dry
B. CENTAUR® HIGH NECK
TURBO-DRY™ SHEET
As fast-working as the popular original version, plus
wicking action for the horse’s neck. Wicks moisture
three times faster than regular cooler fabric. Special
fabric technology allows for maximum evaporation to
get your horse really dry, really fast. T-locks and hookand-loop front and neck closures, single underbelly
surcingle and tail cord. No fill. Navy, orchid, black.
Sizes Cob(66"-70"); Horse M(72"-76"),
L(78"-82"), XL(84"-86").
24972 $66.95

Orchid

ALL SEASON LONG

B Navy

Black

Explore our full selection of
Sheets & Coolers at
DressageExtensions.com/Sheets
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ESSENTIAL

fly control
Gold/Black

SHIRES MESH FLY MASK WITH FRINGE
Full face mesh fly mask with air stream fabric on the
ears and fleece padding on the seams keep even the
smallest insects away. The addition of the fly fringe that
moves with the horse helps deter flies from the muzzle
area. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
23313 $29.95

Black

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ GUARDSMAN™
FLY MASK WITH EARS
Durable and comfortable, unique Flex Spline
Technology creates a canopy away from horse’s eyes
and ears. Fleece lining on crown and nose with a
removable nose attachment. UPF 25+. Gold/black,
black. Sizes S-XXL.
23268 $35.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™
GUARDSMAN™ FLY MASK
Unique Flex Spline Technology creates a canopy
away from horse’s eyes. Contoured fit prevents insects
from penetrating. Fleece lining on crown and nose.
Removable nose attachment with UPF 25+.
Black, gold. Sizes S-XXL
23315 $35.95

Black

Gold

Find full protection from pesky flies at DressageExtensions.com/Fly-Control

CASHEL® COOL CRUSADER™ LONG NOSE FLY MASK WITH EARS
Designed for comfort with soft durable materials and full lined seams. The eye darts help keep the mesh well
away from the eyes and the three-hole cap for ears and forelock provides stability. UV protection. Gray.
Sizes cob, full, warmblood.
LONG WITH EARS
23119 $34.95
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STANDARD WITH EARS
23117 $29.95

Over 250 New Arrivals for Spring + Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 | 800.303.7849

HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® FLY BOOTS
Breathable Airmesh wraps with fleece bindings.
Contoured cut and secure hook-and-loop closures.
Set/4. Silver/navy. Horse size.
23146 $49.95

A

B

C

®

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®
FLY BUSTER™ NO FLY ZONE™ SHEET
No Fly Zone™ technology is odorless, colorless and effective through 70 washings.
Repels mosquitoes, flies, ants, ticks, chiggers and midges. Lightweight polyester
outer is soft, durable and breathable. Shoulder lining, Leg Arches™, third surcingle
on protective belly band and V-front closure. Super-sized tail flap. Removable
neck cover with liner. UV protection. Oatmeal/black/burgundy/black.
Sizes 63"-87" (3" increments).
24907 $205.95

D

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® PROTECTOR FLY SHEET
Soft, high-tech fabric protects your horse from insects and UV rays. Lightweight
polyester/polypropylene outer shell. Nylon lining at shoulders. Outer shell feels
soft yet is tough enough for turnout. Rambo’s signature Leg Arches™, SureFit™
neck design and removable neck cover with mane liner. V-front closure and third
surcingle. Oatmeal/navy. Sizes 63"-87" (3" increments).
24031 $185.95
C. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® FLY SHEET
An excellent value for protection against flies and sun. Polyester mesh blocks
65% of UV rays. Removable neck cover has lining to protect the mane. Front Leg
Arches™, classic cut with straight front closure, two cross surcingles, extra-large
tail flap and tail cord. Azure blue/electric blue. Sizes 75"–84" (3" increments).
24603 $119.95
D. HORSEWARE® IRELAND MIO® FLY RUG
Your affordable option for total fly protection for your horse. UV protection in a
comfortable, breathable sheet with integrated hood, single leg arches, two crossed
surcingles, tail flap and tail cord. Bronze/navy. Sizes 75" - 84" (3" increments).
24089 $65.95

PARTNERS IN
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A White/Sea
Blue/Blue

B

C

A. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ AIRFLOW II FLY SHEET
Adjustable belly wrap closure for full coverage protection. Lightweight, soft yet
durable polyester mesh protects horse from insects and aids cooling. Removable neck
cover and full wrap tail flap for protection. Side gussets allow unrestricted motion and
Ezi-Clip front is fast and easy to use. Elasticized, adjustable and removable leg straps.
No fill. White/sea blue/blue, gray/blue/gray. Sizes 69"-87" (3" increments).
240388 $124.95
Gray/
Blue/Gray

D

B. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® SWEET ITCH SHIELD
COMBO NECK SHEET
Head-to-tail protection for sensitive horses. 90%+ protection from UV rays, sun
bleaching, parasites and insects to help avoid irritation and skin allergies. 600D
ripstop outer is lined at the shoulders. Elasticized, adjustable belly wrap and full wrap
tail flap. Ear hood on the integrated neck cover has an elastic insert around ears for
security. Wither relief, side gussets, Ezi-clip front closure with touch tape, surcingle
closures and tail cord. No fill. White/blue. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240605 $99.95
C. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ RIPSHIELD
DETACH-A-NECK FLY SHEET
Fine polyester mesh with 1200 denier polyester cross hatch weave. 210T nylon lining
at shoulders, main and tail flap. Removable neck and belly wrap. Twin adjustable
buckle front closure and low cross surcingles. Adjustable and removable leg straps.
No fill. White/blue. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments).
240093 $169.95

E

D. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ ESSENTIAL MESH II
COMBO NECK SHEET
Soft, cool and breathable mesh offers protection against flies and blocks 65% of
ultraviolet rays. 210T nylon lining at the shoulders, mane and tail protects hair. Side
gussets allow movement. Non-removable neck cover, twin adjustable buckle front
closure with touch tape, cross surcingles, large tail flap and removable web leg straps.
No fill. White/purple. Sizes 66"-81" (3" increments).
240608 $94.99
E. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® KOOL COAT AIRSTREAM III WITH
DETACH-A-NECK & HIDDEN SURCINGLE SHEET
Comfort and protection with a cool 270 gram poly/cotton upper panel and 90%+ UPF.
Mesh lower panels, lined shoulders and shoulder gussets. Removable neck cover, twin
adjustable front buckle closures, adjustable hidden surcingle belly closure, large tail flap
and removable web leg straps. No fill. White/navy. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240616 $89.99
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fly control
& sun protection

NEW!
F

Removable
neck cover

Full-wrap
tail flap

Super-strong
PVC-coated mesh

F. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ DURA-MESH
DETACH-A-NECK SHEET
Made to last in super-strong PVC-coated polyester mesh called Textyline. which
molds to your horse's shape for a comfortable fit while providing 70%+ UV
block protection. Includes a removable neck cover and an adjustable belly wrap.
Full wrap tail flap is a two-piece design that wraps around your horse’s quarters
for maximum coverage. Traditional side gussets allow natural movement.
Ezi-Clip front closures and elasticized, adjustable and removable web leg straps.
No fill. White/green. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240606 $154.99

G

G. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ AIRFLOW II
STANDARD NECK SHEET
For allover horse comfort and premium protection. Soft, durable poly mesh is
breathable, shields against insects and blocks 75%+ of ultraviolet rays. Ultra Belly
Wrap boosts coverage. Full wrap tail flap in a two-piece design wraps around the
horse’s quarters for maximum protection. Traditional side gussets. 210T lining
at shoulders and tail flap. Ezi-clip front closure with touch tape and elasticized,
adjustable and removable leg straps. No fill. Gray. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240722 $109.95
H. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® SAXON MESH WITH GUSSET BELLY
WRAP COMBO NECK SHEET
Fine-weave mesh sheet in whimsical print provides protection against insects,
blocks 96% of UV rays and helps keeps your horse cool. Non-removable neck
with touch tape closures. Traditional shoulder gussets. Adjustable belly wrap and
tail flap for maximum coverage. Twin surcingle front closures and tail cord.
No fill. Frog print. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240723 $79.95

H

Turnout sheets for every season!
Shop DressageExtensions.com/Sheets
PARTNERS IN
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NEW!

fly protection is here-

SHEETS, MASKS, WRAPS, SPRAYS & MORE!

White/Seablue/Blue

Lightweight
Mesh

WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™
AIRFLOW II FLY SHEET
• Ultra-cozy belly wrap for full coverage protection.
• Lightweight polyester mesh promotes cooling.
• Removable neck cover.
• Ezi-Clip front closure.
White/sea blue/blue, gray/blue/gray.
Sizes 69"-87" (3" increments).
See page 126 for full details.
240388B $124.95
Gray/
blue/gray

Removable
neck cover

Adjustable
belly band
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